
  
 

BoD Nov 2014: 00 PUM Agenda 

 
A MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

WILL TAKE PLACE ON THURSDAY 06 NOVEMBER 2014, 9AM 
IN THE EDUCATION CENTRE, BARNSLEY HOSPITAL 

 
AGENDA 

 
No Item   Sponsor Ref 

1.  Apologies and Welcome  
– Council of Governors attending by invitation 

S Wragg, Chairman 

 

2.  To receive any declarations of interests  

3.  To approve the Minutes of the meeting of the Board of 
Directors held in public on 02 October 2014 14/11/P-03 

4.  To approve the Action Log in relation to progress to date  
and review any outstanding actions 

14/11/P-04 

Strategic Aim 1: Patients will experience safe care 

5.  To receive and consider a Patient’s Story    H McNair 
Dir of Nursing & Quality  

6.  To receive and support the Chair’s Log and assurance from 
the Quality & Governance Committee 

L Christon, 
Committee Chair 14/11/P06 

7.  To receive and endorse the monthly update on Nursing & 
Midwifery staffing 

H McNair 
Dir of Nursing & Quality 14/11/P-07 

8.  To receive the monthly report on the Trust’s Mortality Ratios 
Dr G Francis 

Interim Medical Director 

14/11/P-08 

9.  To receive and endorse the Medical Director’s quarterly 
update report. 14/11/P-09 

10.  To review the Chair’s Log on any escalation issues from the 
Executive Team 

D Wake 
Chief Executive  

11.  To review and endorse the Board Assurance Framework 
A Keeney 

Interim Assoc Dir of 
Corporate Affairs 

14/11/P-11 

Strategic Aim 2: Partnership will be our strength 

12.  To receive and note the latest Agenda and approved Minutes 
from the Council of Governors S Wragg 

Chairman 

14/11/P-12 

13.  To note the monthly report from the Chairman  14/11/P-13 

14.  To note the monthly report from Chief Executive D Wake, 
Chief Executive 14/11/P-14 

15.  To receive and endorse the quarterly marketing and 
communications report 

P McLaren 
Interim Dir of Marketing 

& Communications  
14/11/P-15 

Strategic Aim 3: People will be proud to work for us 
Strategic Aim 4: Performance matters 

16.  To receive and endorse the Chair’s Log and assurance from 
the Finance & Performance Committee 

F Patton 
Committee Chair 14/11/P-16 

17.  To review the integrated performance report (month 6)  Executive Team 14/11/P-17 

Cont/…   
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No Item   Sponsor Ref 

18.  To note intelligence reporting/horizon scanning for the Board. 
P McLaren 

Interim Dir of Comms & 
Engagement 

14/11/P-18 

19.  To approve schedule of corporate meetings for 2015 
A Keeney 

Interim Assoc Dir of 
Corporate Affairs 

14/11/P-19 

20. In accordance with the Trust’s Standing Orders and Constitution, to resolve that 
representatives of the press and other members of the public be excluded from the 
remainder of the meeting, having regard to the confidential nature of the business to be 
transacted. 
Date of next meeting:   
-  04 December 2014, 9am: Board of Directors  

 
 
 
 
 
Signed: ………..……………………  
    Chairman 
 

 
Please see reference section at back of papers for key to business plan and glossary of terms/acronyms 



  
REF: 14/11/P-03 

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF BARNSLEY HOSPITAL NHSFT  
 

MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

ON 2 OCTOBER 2014 
EDUCATION CENTRE, BARNSLEY HOSPITAL 

PRESENT: 
Mrs S Brain England OBE Non Executive Director  
Mrs L Christon Non Executive Director  
Mr S Diggles Interim Director of Finance 
Sir Stephen Houghton CBE Non Executive Director  
Dr J Mahajan Medical Director 
Mrs H McNair Director of Nursing & Quality 
Mr F Patton Non Executive Director 
Mr P Spinks Non Executive Director  
Ms D Wake Chief Executive 
Mr S Wragg Chairman 

IN ATTENDANCE: 
Dr A Bowry Clinical Director,  Theatres, Anaesthetics & Critical Care 
Ms H Brearley Director of HR&OD 
Mr J Bradley Director of ICT 
Mrs L Christopher Associate Director of Estates & Facilities  
Ms C E Dudley Secretary to the Board  
Mrs S Gibson Head of Midwifery* 
Dr D Hughes Clinical Director, Emergencies, Orthopaedics & Care Services 
Dr K Kapur Clinical Director, General & Specialist Medicine  
Mr R Kirton Director of Strategy & Business Development 
Mr M H Wickham Clinical Director, Diagnostics & Clinical Support Services 
 (* attended part of meeting, as Minuted)  

APOLOGIES: 
Mrs K Kelly Director of Operations 

 
14/163  APOLOGIES & WELCOME 

Members and attendees were welcomed, as noted above, and apologies 
received from Mrs Kelly.  As a courtesy, Miss Dass, Mrs McLaren, and 
Mr Shiwani had also submitted apologies.  
 

ACTION 

14/164  DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
None.  
 

 

14/165  MINUTES OF LAST MEETING (14/10/P-03) 
The Minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors held in public on 4 
September 2014 were reviewed.  Mrs Christopher’s name was corrected on 
the list of attendees, subject to which the Minutes were accepted as a true 
record.  
Post meeting note:  a further correction was accepted, to record that Mr Kirton 
had also been in attendance.  
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14/166  ACTION LOG (14/10/P-04) 
The action log, showing progress on matters arising from the last and 
previous meetings held in public, was reviewed and noted.    
 

 

14/167  PATIENT’S STORY 
Mrs McNair introduced Ms Gibson, attending to present the account of a 
partially sighted patient who had recently attended for elective surgery.  The 
patient had been accompanied by her guide dog; at the time of her pre-
assessment, she had been assured that arrangements would be made to 
enable her dog to be with her before and after surgery, in accordance with the 
Trust’s usual practice for any patient with such needs.  The patient had 
attended as the first person on the operating list but on arrival had 
experienced considerable delays and distress as the unit had not been 
advised of her needs.  In the event, the patient’s guide dog had been removed 
from the environment earlier than the patient had anticipated, she had not 
been familiarised with the facilities within her room and the ward (which 
should be standard procedure for all patients) or given any other aid, nor had 
the patient received assurance about when her guide dog could re-join her, 
etc.  Overall, whilst the treatment provided was not questioned, the patient 
experience had been unnecessarily distressing. 
The Trust had since worked with the patient to learn from her experience and 
to identify changes needed for the Trust’s policies on equality and diversity 
and pets (such as guide and hearing dogs) on site.  The patient had kindly 
helped to develop a DVD for YouTube, sharing insight from her perspective 
about how much it had affected her and highlighting some simple actions that 
could have been taken to give more support and markedly improve her 
experience.   
The Board appreciated the patient sharing her story and working with the 
Trust to support improvements for other patients with particular needs.  In 
addition to the changes already identified by Ms Gibson, the Chief Executive 
stressed the need to make pre-operative assessment more effective, ensuring 
that plans identified to support patients’ needs were communicated properly 
and followed through.  It was agreed that the actions needed went beyond 
policy amendments for equality & diversity.  It was important that this was 
addressed so that all patients could be assured of equitable access to 
services and appropriate support. The Chairman asked that the Quality & 
Governance Committee monitor this issue to provide assurance on review of 
the pre-assessment process and the systems improvements.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LDC 
 

14/168  QUALITY & GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE (14/10/P-06) 
Mrs Christon, as Committee Chair, presented the Chair’s Log from the first 
formal meeting of the newly formed Quality & Governance Committee.  The 
Log was received and reviewed; it contained a number of points identified for 
the Board’s attention, including the Committee’s Terms of Reference 
(endorsed by the Committee for approval); the status of and continuing work 
required on Hospital at Night (H@N), hospital acquired pressure ulcers, stroke 
performance, radiology and theatre assurance log, and the need for clarity on 
the process for new clinical procedures.  The Chair’s Log also outlined several 
revised policies approved by the Committee, which were noted by the Board, 
and two new policies being developed for Board’s approval next month.  In 
discussion of the report, key points included:  
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• Pressure Ulcers: Mr Spinks queried how funding for the outlined bid could 
be progressed if it was not supported by the local Clinical Commissioning 
Group (the CCG).  Ms Wake advised that the Executive Team had 
considered options if the bid were further delayed by the CCG and 
Mrs McNair explained that if necessary the Trust could fund the purchase of 
more pressure mattresses as a minimum action.  Mr Diggles advised that 
the beds and longer term need for the related bed system could be 
considered out of the Trust’s capital programme contingency for 2014/15, 
with full costs to be spread over five years. 

• Stroke Performance: The underperformance against targets was noted but 
Ms Wake affirmed that there were no associated financial penalties: 
penalties generally related to best practice tariff rather than the CCG 
contract.  Some performance issues had been identified and were being 
addressed internally via the performance review system; the Executive 
Team had requested more robust management and full review/root cause 
analysis of any failings.  Significant improvement had been achieved in 
some areas (eg time to scan) but other aspects of best practice needed to 
be addressed further.  Dr Hughes also reported some improvements in 
related coding but work was still progressing on issues such as definition of 
‘new’ strokes.  Ms Wake referred to the wider considerations for the future, 
following national review and concerns regarding delivery of stroke services 
in smaller hospitals such as Barnsley.   

• Radiology: Mrs Brain England referred to the national reporting on radiology 
regarding shortage of specialists and increased GP and Junior Doctor 
referrals, and asked how lead officers within the Trust supported the 
problems in this speciality.  The Medical Director outlined several aspects of 
work being progressed to support this speciality and Mr Wickham confirmed 
that, in addition to a continuous recruitment programme, the Trust had 
progressed upskilling of existing staff although this was not a quick solution.   
Ms Wake emphasised the need to avoid duplication when reporting issues, 
as radiology had also been raised through the Finance & Performance 
Committee and in discussion at the recent Junior Doctors’ Forum.  She also 
advised that a wider review of radiology was required - and had begun - to 
consider the department’s needs and systems, as well as management of 
GP referrals into the organisation (the latter to be progressed through 
contract meetings with the CCG). 

• Policies: the Chairman was disappointed to note that issues had arisen 
again with equality impact assessments (EQIAs) not being completed, 
despite considerable focus on this previously.  As Equality & Diversity 
Champion for the Board, he would like to see the Committee leading work 
on this area to prevent further slippage. 

• Advance Nurse Practitioners (ANPs): It was agreed that further assurance 
was required on the Trust’s approach to ensuring retention of ANPs after 
training and that this should be progressed via the Committee.  
 

14/169  INDEPENDENT INQUIRY INTO CHILD SEXUAL (14/10/P-07) 
EXPLOITATION (CSE) IN ROTHERHAM1997-2013 
Mrs McNair presented the report, which gave a comprehensive overview of 
the Trust’s response to the recommendations set out in the Inquiry’s published 
report.   Whilst the recommendations largely focussed on other sectors, not 
healthcare, there were links.  The Trust had carried out a risk assessment and 
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built an action plan to ensure that its current safeguarding policies and 
processes were strengthened in response to the Inquiry’s findings.  The action 
plan would be monitored through safeguarding bodies both within the Trust 
and the community-wide Children’s Safeguarding Board.  The report showed 
that a lot of good work was already being progressed both within the Trust 
and externally.  Mrs McNair highlighted the advent of the screening hub – a 
new venture for Barnsley and a very positive one for the children involved.  
The Trust’s action plan focussed primarily on further improvements for raising 
staff awareness and training. 
Whilst the Board appreciated the report, it was acknowledged that the 
problem could never be fully evaluated or eradicated.  Mrs McNair referred to 
recent investigations reported through the Safeguarding Board: contrary to the 
case central to the Rotherham Inquiry, identified offenders had been single 
and white, which further illustrated the complexity of the issue.   Sir Stephen 
endorsed this and also highlighted issues peculiar to Barnsley, with 23 
Children’s Homes across the Borough, several of which were used as safe 
havens for children from outside the area.  This could include CSE victims but, 
as part of the protection provided to them, they would not be identified as such 
to health and care workers. At the other end of the spectrum over 60% of 
residents in older people’s home came from outside the region.  It was 
imperative that all organisations within the borough maintained a robust and 
vigilant approach to safeguarding issues.   
Mrs Brain England emphasised the need to develop the right culture to 
support all patient centred care, ensuring that staff knew what to do and felt 
able to act upon safeguarding issues (unlike the experience in Rotherham) 
with a focussed approach and clear leads for care needs - not lost in multi-
disciplinary discussions.  Dr Mahajan also raised the need for an increase in 
counselling services.  Sir Stephen reported that community support teams had 
been asked to look at the safeguarding handbook, to be re-issued for wider 
awareness of support and service available across every organisation.   
Mrs McNair assured the Board that, as the Trust’s representative on the 
Safeguarding Board, she would ensure any issues with a potential impact on 
the Trust’s approach were disseminated appropriately via the Quality & 
Governance Committee and/or relevant Clinical Business Units (CBUs) and 
reported to the Board as and when required. 
As a point of detail it was noted that the risk rating (Red, Amber, Green/RAG) 
shown in the report reflected the Inquiry’s methodology, which differed slightly 
to the Trust’s usual approach.  Mrs McNair undertook to revise the report to 
bring it into alignment with the Trust’s RAG rating systems for future internal 
monitoring. 
The report was welcomed and the action plan supported.  The Board 
endorsed the Chairman’s comments that the Trust had a good track record on 
safeguarding training and it was important that this was translated into 
effective actions.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HMc 

14/170  NURSING & MIDWIFERY STAFFING LEVELS  (14/10/P-08a&b) 
& SKILL MIX REPORTS 
Mrs McNair presented the first of two reports on nursing and midwifery staffing 
levels.  It provided a comprehensive update following the latest six-monthly 
assessment of the nursing & midwifery staff profile - by banding and by ratio 
of registered to non-registered staff, as well as registered nurses to patient 
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ratios.  The Board was reminded that this detailed review was carried out 
twice a year to demonstrate safe staffing levels and/or identify any areas at 
risk in particular wards.  The report also referred to continued recruitment 
plans in an increasingly competitive environment (a nearby trust had recently 
gone out to advert for 250 nurses).  Mr Diggles expressed some surprise that 
the reduction in beds had not resulted in a bigger drop off in ratios; 
Mrs McNair reminded the meeting that no nursing staff had been lost in the 
reduction and reconfirmed that the information included all registered nurses.   
The Non Executive Directors welcomed the report as both informative and 
giving assurance.  In response to queries raised by the Chairman and several 
Non Executives, Mrs McNair advised that (i) there were proposals to review 
the mix of nurse bandings as part of the cost improvement programme for 
2015/16 - not as a staff reduction exercise but to get a more balance skillmix; 
(ii) although not at optimum levels, current staffing ratios were safe and in 
several instances were above national guidelines, and she believed the Trust 
was quite rich in its establishment compared to other organisations, and (iii) 
reported “shortfalls” largely reflect different working practices adopted in some 
areas but did not give rise to unsafe levels.   The impending retirement/ early 
retirement of a number of midwifery staff was also highlighted but Mrs McNair 
assured the Board that there were no problems in terms of recruitment to 
midwives, added to which retired staff often opted to return to work on a part-
time basis, although this pattern would reduce with the right to retire at 55 no 
longer available for newer staff.  It was important, however, to continue to 
monitor the position and maintain a good balance of skill mix and experience 
and continue to adopt a more innovative approach to recruitment and career 
development. 
It was noted that the acuity review would continue to be carried out regularly 
(every six months) to identify changes in staffing levels and protect patient 
safety.  Ms Wake reminded the meeting that staffing patterns might also be 
impacted by the outcome of the ongoing clinical services sustainability review. 
Turning to the monthly update on staffing levels, as usual the purpose and 
value of the report triggered wide ranging debate.  It did, however, 
demonstrate that the fill rates continued to be fairly consistent month on 
month.  The Board also discussed the value of reviewing nurse to patient 
ratios in specialist areas such as ITU and AMU, and it was noted that these 
would be revisited if any such needs were identified from the bed review.   
As requested by the Board, benchmark data had been included in the report.  
Although comparison was limited by the range of information available 
publically (eg not all trusts published their establishment rates), it was agreed 
that it should be presented periodically to give assurance that the Trust was 
not a significant outlier in terms of staffing ratios.  It was, however, more 
important to focus on the internal reporting, triangulated with other reports, 
and to identify any trends.  
 

14/171  MORTALITY RATIOS (14/10/P-07) 
Dr Mahajan presented the monthly report on mortality ratios and highlighted 
three key points: 

• significant reduction (improvement) in the Trust’s Hospital Standardised 
Mortality Ratios (HSMR) to 105.63  
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• SHMI (standard hospital mortality indicators) still in the “as expected” range, 
and projected to reduce in line with HSMR shortly  

• Crude mortality rates remaining below average. 
The report outlined progress on a number of the areas of work being delivered 
through the mortality ratio action plan, the benefit of which was increasingly 
evidenced in the improved mortality ratios.  Work to date had included 
implementation of the Sepsis Six and NEWS (national early warning system) 
initiatives, introduction of internal reviews of all deaths, appointment of the 
End of Life care facilitator and good progress on the AMBER programme. 
With reference to earlier information on the high number of nursing homes in 
the Borough, Mr Spinks queried how the Trust’s work with care teams in the 
community could support more improvements in HSMR.  Members were 
reminded of the Trust’s initiative to increase support for Frail Elderly patients, 
presented to the Board in September, and Dr Mahajan advised that this was 
further aided by the Trust’s work on end of life care.  It was also reported that 
recent analysis had shown lower levels of patients admitted for end of life care 
than previously assumed.  Dr Hughes advised that his CBU was working with 
the palliative care team to develop the best quality of dying experience for all 
patients at end of life and to record deaths more accurately in terms of 
expected, rather than unexpected, deaths.  In response to a query from Dr 
Kapur, Dr Mahajan affirmed that she did not believe the improved position 
was a coding effect (although much work had been carried out in this area) as 
the reduction correlated with a significant improvement in crude mortality rates 
too but, as discussed, it did reflect the impact of the wide range of initiatives 
implemented – and ongoing – through the mortality action plan.   
The Chairman welcomed the improvements to date.  Ms Wake reminded the 
meeting that the HSMR target had been reprofiled earlier in the year with a 
target of 105 by January 2015, which was very close to being achieved ahead 
of plan.  
  

 
 
 
 

14/172  PATIENT FLOW ACTION PLAN (14/10/P-10) 
In Mrs Kelly’s absence, Mr Kirton presented the patient flow action plan, 
developed in response to the utilisation review carried out in January 2014.  
To ensure a focussed approach, the Plan also encompassed other 
workstreams previously managed through the urgent care action plan and 
recommendations from the national team on emergency care services 
(ECIST).  The Plan had been developed around three core areas: care, co-
ordination and discharge planning.  Ms Wake explained that the Plan was also 
aligned to work on “right care, for the right patient at the right time”.  Mr Kirton 
advised that it would be shared with Monitor at the next performance review 
meeting. Mr Diggles suggested, and it was agreed, that the Plan should also 
be fed into the clinical services sustainability review.   
Several points were expanded in discussion.  Dr Hughes highlighted the 
proposed use of Nurse Practitioners in the emergency department. Members 
endorsed his comment that it was important to ensure the Trust made best 
use of these specialist staff, acknowledging that they were not intended to 
supplement junior doctors but to provide a role of their own, supporting middle 
grade activities.  With respect to accuracy, Mrs Christon and the Chairman 
queried some of the dates shown in the Plan.  Engagement with 
communication matrons (re admissions) was scheduled for completion by 
December 2015, which presumably should be earlier; and some dates were 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BK 
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too specific (the last five items on the action plan had deadlines of 3rd-7th 
December respectively, which seemed unlikely). These would be reviewed 
with Mrs Kelly. 
Overall the plan was accepted as robust and was appreciated by the Board.  
 

KK 
 

14/173  AUDIT COMMITTEE (14/10/P-11) 
Mr Spinks, Chair of the Audit Committee, explained that the Committee had 
only met two days before the Board meeting, hence his report was tabled.  
Thanks were recorded for Ms Snowden, the Committee’s Secretary, for 
helping to turn the Chair’s Log around so quickly. 
Mr Spinks presented the Chair’s Log from the latest meeting and expanded on 
each of the issues escalated for the Board’s attention or assurance.  He drew 
particular attention to the Board Assurance Framework (BAF), the latest 
version of which was much improved (based on best practice), was more fully 
populated (albeit not yet complete) and linked to business objectives.  The 
Committee had acknowledged the new approved format but expressed some 
reservations regarding links with the Trust’s overall risk management process.  
Ms Keeney, who was leading this work, assured the Board that the links 
would improve as the risk register itself became more robust.  The BAF would 
continue to be presented to the Executive Team on a monthly basis to ensure 
it was populated by the lead director(s) regularly and, as agreed previously, 
would be presented to the Board on a quarterly basis.  Mr Patton and Mrs 
Christon, Chairs of the Finance & Performance and Quality & Governance 
Committees, advised that the BAF had not been formally reviewed at their 
latest meetings, pending the Audit Committee’s review, but both were aware 
and supportive of the progress to date. 
Mr Spinks also highlighted the Committee’s view on good progress on the 
consultant job plans; continuing work to develop internal monitoring 
arrangements (internal audit to agree scope with the Director of Operations, 
as planned); the transition of recommendations tracking (being passed to the 
Trust rather than led by Internal Audit), and a useful update on the 2014/15 
work programme, further discussion on which would be needed on receipt of 
the external review outcomes and in relation to the recent change in audit 
standards under the Corporate Governance Code, which could have fee 
implications. It was acknowledged that the current programme, albeit not yet 
finalised, reflected national guidance following demise of the Audit 
Commission; Mr Spinks advised that the National Audit Office was carrying 
out a review for 2015/16, which could introduce some changes.  
The Committee had also received and reviewed the Annual Report & 
Accounts for Barnsley Hospital Support Services Limited (BHSS). No 
significant issues had been identified by the External Auditors and Mr Spinks 
affirmed that the Committee had felt able to pass them off for approval, 
subject to two issues: clarity on extant directors and review of actions since 
the accounts had been drafted.   
In addition, both the internal and external auditors had presented informative 
reports on a diverse range of national guidance and drivers.  It was suggested 
that it would be useful for similar ‘horizon scanning’ reports to be developed 
internally.  It was agreed that the Interim Associate Director of Corporate 
Affairs should provide monthly reports to the Board on national guidance and 
issues for the Trust’s awareness and action.   
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14/174  EXECUTIVE TEAM – CHAIR’S LOG  
Ms Wake reported on a number of key issues from recent Executive Team 
meetings, for the Board’s information and attention: 

• Urology services – as discussed previously, there had been some gaps in 
provision of services over the past few months.  Work had been progressed 
to resolve this and secure more consistent service levels with the current 
partner provider.  However, as these were not yet concluded to the Trust’s 
satisfaction, parallel conversations were being held with other trusts.  A 
similar approach is also being considered for other areas to enable 
expansion of services for patients’ benefits 

• Intermediate care –  the CCG had decided to pilot a different specification 
with South West Yorkshire Partnerships NHSFT (SWYPFT) for 2015/16, 
after which time it was anticipated that the services would go out to tender.  
The Trust had not yet had sight of the details, which would be useful in 
readiness for future bidding.  The Chairman enquired if SWYPFT’s position 
had been (or should be) reviewed in terms of it holding a privileged position 
at the time of a future tender.  Both points would be pursued. 

• General Medical Council (GMC) – the GMC would be visiting the Trust on 
15th October.  Some areas for improvement had been identified in advance 
of the visit, following feedback from the recent Deanery visit, and work was 
progressing in discussion with the junior doctors.  Ms Wake would share 
initial feedback from the visit with Board members, by email, and ensure the 
action plan was reviewed at the next meeting.  Mr Patton expressed some 
frustration in relation to the Deanery report, which seemed to reflect issues 
raised – and addressed – previously.  This has been acknowledged and Ms 
Wake and Ms Brearley assured the Board that work was already ongoing to 
review this further. 

• Did not attends (DNAs) – DNAs had begun to reduce but further work was 
required. 

• Horizon scanning – the use of Doppler tests as a preventative action for still 
births had been raised.  Still births were not a major problem in Barnsley 
and the Doppler tests were not included in best practice tariffs, however, 
the Executive Team believed it was worthy of further exploration in terms of 
benefits to patients.   Mrs McNair would be leading discussions with 
clinicians to see if/how they would wish to take it up.  If progressed, the 
requirements would be built into future contract negotiations with the CCG. 

• Lorenzo Deployment – at the latest check point on 30th September, the 
Executive Team had agreed to continue with the “go live” date for this 
project; “go live” was scheduled for 20th October, ahead of the next Board 
meeting.   Final implementation would be subject to review at further agreed 
schedule check points and the project would be deferred if any significant 
issues were identified. 

• Clinical Senate – this had been raised at the Chairman and CEO’s latest 
meeting with their CCG counterparts.  Dr Mahajan and Dr Hughes reported 
on their experience of the Senate in December 2013, when it was newly 
established. Dr Kapur also reported on the Senate’s recent discussion on 
diabetes services.   
Progress to date had been slow but it was envisaged that the Senate would 
become an increasingly influential forum in the community.  It was agreed 
that the Trust should be represented at the Senate regularly, as part of the 
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Medical Director’s role, and reports fed into the revised governance system.  
The Chairman also suggested that the Senate should probably report into 
the Health & WellBeing Board too.  This would be pursued.  
 

Med Dir 
 

SW/SH 

14/175  CHAIRMAN’S REPORT (14/10/P-13) 
The Chairman’s report was noted and accepted.  It provided an overview on a 
number of activities since the last Board meeting and items of interest, 
including feedback from recent national and local meetings and events, and 
the continuing work of the Council of Governors.  
 

 

14/176  CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT (14/10/P-14) 
The Chief Executive’s report was received and noted, providing informative 
updates on a number of internal, regional and national issues.     
Information on a recent CQC inspection had been included in error.  Rather 
than reference to the Countess of Chester Nursing Home, the report should 
have included information of the new style inspection for the Countess of 
Chester Hospital, which Ms Wake had been involved with.  Further details 
were available.  
 

 

14/177  FINANCE & PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE (14/10/P-15) 
As Chair of the Finance & Performance (F&P) Committee, Mr Patton 
presented the Chair’s Log from the Committee’s meeting held in September.  
He advised that, reflecting on the Committee’s development to date, the 
structure of its agenda would be reviewed sooner than planned, in readiness 
for the next meeting.  He also explained how items listed on previous Logs 
would continue to be re-presented to the Board until completed. 
Mr Patton expanded on the latest Log and highlighted a number of issues, 
including: 

• Pathology - Ms Wake advised that she had signed the letter to the supplier, 
supporting the actions outlined; similar action was awaited from her 
counterpart at Rotherham.  The Chairman reported that he had also raised 
the issue with his counterpart at Rotherham. 

• Electronic Patient Records – work continued albeit with increased pressure 
on the IT team, impacted by the strike action which would affect scheduled 
training.  Ms Wake advised, however, that training levels were fairly good at 
the moment and higher than comparable trusts.  A more critical issue 
related to production of key reports.  The Chairman expressed considerable 
surprise that this gap had been identified at this late stage, as the ability to 
produce reports should be a fundamental requirement of the system.  
Mr Bradley clarified that the supporting systems were largely ready but not 
yet fully tested in terms of data extraction.  All aspects of the project would 
continue to be closely monitored; the final decision and subsequent 
accountability to “go live” would rest with the Executive Team and would be 
reviewed at each of the scheduled check points mentioned earlier. 

• CCG funding – additional capital support had been confirmed; the timing of 
receipt was not yet confirmed. 

• BHSS – Mr Diggles expanded on this point; the advice received on future 
reporting on BHSS (ie via F&P or direct to the Board, as a subsidiary 
company) had been unsatisfactory and further guidance was being 
pursued. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BK/SD 
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• Meeting schedule - Mr Patton reiterated the need for a robust review of the 
corporate meeting schedule, which would start with the Board meeting 
dates for 2015.  Mrs Christon and the Chairman endorsed this and it was 
agreed that the corporate calendar needed to be resolved as soon as 
possible.  The schedule would be presented at the next Board meeting. 

In closing his report, Mr Patton drew attention to the Committee’s 
recommendation that a separate mid year review meeting was no longer 
needed, in view of the changed governance structure and more regular (and 
more detailed) scrutiny within F&P.  In addition, the October meeting for the 
F&P Committee would be opened to all Board members to attend.  The Board 
accepted and approved this approach.    
 

 
 
 
 

AK 
 

14/178  INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE REPORT (14/10/P-15) 
The month 5 report on activity, finance, quality and workforce to the end of 
was received and noted.  Lead Directors expanded on their respective 
sections: 
Activity 
Mrs McNair presented this section on behalf of Mrs Kelly.  Whilst performance 
was generally “green” against most targets and indicators, Mrs McNair 
highlighted the two shared breaches on cancer pathways, the Emergency 
Department (ED) breaches for long waits and some pressures on the 
diagnostic six weeks target, further details on which were included in the 
report.  She also drew attention to the continuing improved performance on 
the <4 hours target for ED. This would become more challenging as the winter 
pressures developed but the Trust was aware of this and in a much better 
position than previously. 
Ms Wake expanded on the pressures in diagnostics; the waits were reducing 
and the team was delivering well against the recovery plan. It was imperative 
that recovery was achieved in year. In addition Ms Wake reported on 
agreement with the CCG that penalties for breach against this target would be 
ploughed back to support this work. 
Quality  
The position on the quality report remained similar to previous months.  Mrs 
McNair drew attention to the quarterly reporting to be developed for outcomes 
from serious incident investigations.  She also reported on concerns 
expressed by Governors regarding repeat falls. Further work on falls was 
ongoing, both to identify if there were any issues relating to staffing and to 
improve processes to ensure that assessments were thorough at every stage 
of a patient’s stay. 
Workforce  
Ms Brearley highlighted the further slight increase in sickness absence rates 
and reported on the HR team’s continuing work with each CBU to redress this.  
Actions including support to identify staff not fit to return to work in their 
established role but able to take other work on a short term basis; rapid 
access pathways for physiotherapy, counselling and other support; 
concentrating on staff with frequent absence, and new systems to recognise 
and thank staff with 100% attendance. 
Mandatory training remained good although this may drop slightly as, 
following appropriate risk assessments, some scheduled training had been 
displaced to accompany EPR training needs.  A recovery plan had been 
drafted to redress any reduction in year. 
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Appraisals of medical staff were shown in the report, with actions in place 
within each CBU to address any current shortfalls.  
Finance  
Mr Diggles expanded on the submitted report for finance.  He advised that the 
trends and themes were largely as last month, with progress still slightly 
ahead of the turnaround plan submitted in June (albeit still at significant 
deficit).  The next application for central funding was due to be submitted 
shortly, to draw down further income; he did not foresee any reason why this  
support would be withheld.  Good cash management continued to be a key 
issue.  Higher costs were noted in some aspects but these largely related to 
‘pass through’ costs, which would be billed onwards.  
 

14/179  ANY OTHER BUSINESS AND DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
a) Public Comments  

• Medication Errors  
Mr Brannan, Partner Governor, welcomed the reduction in medication 
errors and suggested this might reflect improvements in the induction 
programme.   

• Control of Working Capital  
Mr Millington, member of the public, queried the cash management 
and cited figures demonstrating a significant 90 day surplus and thus a 
lack of incoming cash.  Mr Diggles agreed that there were still 
significant long term debtors but these were all subject to ongoing 
discussion and agreements; one of the more notable debts (nearly £1 
million) had been received very recently and continued progress was 
being made. 

b) Dr Mahajan  
The Chairman reminded members that it was Dr Mahajan’s last Board 
meeting before she left the Trust.  He reiterated the Board’s good wishes 
to Dr Mahajan for the future, expressed everyone’s thanks for her 
contribution to the Trust’s progress over the past five years and presented 
a bouquet of flowers as a small token of the Board’s appreciation.  
Dr Mahajan thanked the Board for their kind words. 

c) Date of next meeting  
The next meeting of the Board of Directors was confirmed for 06 
November 2014, commencing at 9am. 
In accordance with the Trust’s Constitution and Standing Orders, it was 
resolved that members of the public be excluded from the remainder of the 
meeting, having regard to the confidential nature of the business to be 
transacted.  
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SUBJECT: BOARD ACTION LOG 

DATE: NOVEMBER  2014  

PURPOSE: 

 Tick as  
applicable   Tick as 

applicable 
 For decision/approval  Assurance  

For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy   

PREPARED BY: Carol Dudley, Secretary to the Board 
SPONSORED BY: Diane Wake, Chief Executive 
PRESENTED BY: Stephen Wragg, Chairman 
STRATEGIC CONTEXT 2-3 sentences 

 

QUESTION(S) ADDRESSED IN THIS REPORT  

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION(S)  

The Board of Directors is asked to: 
a) note and approve reported progress to date, and  
b) review any outstanding actions. 
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ACTIONS ON PUBLIC AGENDA 
Meeting date 
& Minute ref Item Action Owner Action taken 

Oct 2014 
14/173 Audit Committee Horizon Scanning reporting to be 

introduced 

Int Assoc Dir 
of Corp Affairs 
and Int Dir of 
Marketing & 
Comms 

Completed: Agenda 
item 18 refers   

Oct 2014 
14/177 
(& 14/159) 

Finance & Performance 
(F&P) Committee 

Further advice to be sought on 
BHSS reporting mechanisms 
Oct Update: further guidance 
required 

Dir of Strategy 
& Bus Devpt 

Ongoing:  
Agenda item 16  

Aug 2014 
14/139 

Finance & Performance 
Committee 

Corporate scheduled for 2015 to 
be aligned with CBU and 
governance committee reporting 
September update: Ongoing: to 
be developed following liaison with 
Dir of Finance & Dir of Ops.  
Oct update: Update: Key data not 
yet received due to other 
pressures and demands.  Must be 
completed in October 

Int Assoc Dir 
of Corp Affairs 

Actioned: draft 
presented for 
consideration - 
agenda item 19 refers  

ACTIONS COMPLETED & CLOSED SINCE LAST MEETING   
Meeting date 
& Minute ref Item Action Owner Action taken 

Oct 2014 
14/169 Child Sex Exploitation Action plan to be aligned with 

Trust’s RAG rating system 
Dir of Nursing 
& Quality 

Checked and 
alignment confirmed. 

Oct 2014 
14/172 

Patient Flow Action 
Plan 

a) To be presented to Monitor at 
next performance review 
meeting 

b) To be incorporated into the 
Clinical Services Sustainability 
Review 

c) To review and amend some 
dates on action plan 

Dir of Strategy 
& Business 
Development 
(a&b) 
 
Director of 
Operations 

All actioned 

Oct 2014 
14/174 

Executive Team – 
Chair’s Log 

a) Initial feedback from GMC visit 
on 15 October to be shared by 
email and action plan reviewed 

b) Decision on Lorenzo “go live” 
to be actioned  
 

 
CEO 
(a&b) 

Actioned: GMC and 
Lorenzo feedback 
shared via corporate 
meetings and raised 
at November Board 
(CEO feedback and 
F&P Chair’s log)  

Intermediate Care:  
c) New specification (for pilot) to 

be obtained.  

d) Risk of privileged position for 
existing provider to be 
explored. 
 

Clinical Senate: 
e) Medical Director to attend and 

share reports via governance 
system  

f) Suggestion to be made to 
Health & WellBeing Board 
regarding reporting into the 
Board. 

 
Director of 
Strategy & 
Business 
Development 
(c & d) 
 
 
 
 
Medical 
Director  
 
 
Chairman/ 
Sir Stephen 

 
Actioned and 
specification being 
reviewed, discussions 
continuing with CCG   
The new service is 
being operated as a 
pilot, thus not afecting 
provider’s position.   
 
Ongoing 
 
 
 
In progress 
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Meeting date 
& Minute ref Item Action Owner Action taken 

Aug 2014 
14/141 Governance structure 

Further clarity requested on 
escalation framework re risk 
thresholds, and Terms of 
Reference to be finalised with 
Committees and Chairs  
- for Chair & CEO approval. 

Assoc Dir of 
Corp Affairs 

• F&P and Q&G: 
revisions 
completed and 
agreed with 
Committee Chairs. 

• Audit: revisions 
confirmed.   

• Full suite of final 
agreed documents 
presented to 
Chairman and CEO 
for approval 

ROLLING TRACKER OF OUTSTANDING ACTIONS  (red = overdue) 
Meeting date 
& Minute Ref Item Action Owner Action taken 

Oct 2014 
14/167 Patient’s Story 

Review of pre-assessment 
processes to ensure follow through 
to treatment 

Chair of 
Quality & 
Governance 

Ongoing: monitor 
through Q&G. 
See Chair’s Log, 
agenda item 6. 

Sept 2014 
14/153 

Nursing & Midwifery 
staffing 

Development of staffing report for 
doctors – to be progressed via 
Board workshop 
Update (October): Due to other 
demands on workshop programme 
and need for pace, report to be 
developed outside workshop.   

Medical 
Director 

First issue to be 
presented to Board -
December 2014  

Sept 2014 
14/155 CEO report 

Backlog of film reporting to be 
reduced to normal levels by end of 
March 201t. 

Dir of 
Operations 

Board to be kept 
appraised of progress 
(completion due by 
end March 2015) 

Aug 2014 
14/132 

Medical Dir’s report - 
Research & 
Development (R&D) 
Strategy 

Approval of Strategy subject to 
review and acceptance of 
business/finance plan via Finance 
& Performance (F&P) Committee 
Review of reporting systems to 
follow on, per June Board (14/99) 

Medical 
Director 

To be presented to 
F&P October 2014.  
Deferred to 
November 2014 

Aug 2014 
14/132 

Medical Dir’s report -  
Patient Safety 
Programme 

Software for new programme (for 
use by volunteers) to be reviewed 
to ensure fully compliant with Trust 
practice and protocols 
September Board update:  
Completion date to be identified 

Director of ICT 

Review of software 
ongoing with R&D; 
completion due by  
15 October 
Update at meeting 

Aug 2014 
14/138 

Clinical Governance 
Committee (now 
Quality & Governance) 

Policies & Procedures Framework 
to be revisited to ensure clearer 
distinction between policies vs 
procedures  and approval levels 

Interim Assoc 
Dir of Corp 
Affairs 

Ongoing: to be  
re-presented in 
November 
October update: 
Transferred to Interim 
Assoc Dir of Corp 
Affairs – to be 
presented December 

Aug 2014 
14/140 Audit Committee 

a) System for monitoring 
progress of audit 
recommendations to be 
clarified 

b) Internal and external audit 
work programmes to be 
reviewed after ongoing 
investigative work completed 

Assoc Dir of 
Corp Affairs  
 
 
Chair of Audit 
Committee 

Update: 
Progress noted at 
October Board – work 
progressed and 
ongoing via Audit 
(next report due 
January 2015) 

July 2014 
14/119 

Governance 
Restructure 

Refresher training for Board re risk 
assessments to be scheduled at 
workshop session. 

Dir of Nursing 
& Quality 

To be included in next 
workshop (October) 
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Meeting date 
& Minute Ref Item Action Owner Action taken 

Mar 2014 
14/54 

Integrated performance 
- activity 

Review of shared pathways to be 
presented when SLA review 
complete. 

Dir of Finance 
& Info / 
Director of 
Operations 

Ongoing: outcome of 
SLA review due 
July/Aug; delayed 
due to other 
demands; will be 
completed by end of 
calendar year 2014. 
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SUBJECT: QUALITY & GOVERNANCE ASSURANCE REPORT 

DATE: NOVEMBER 2014  

PURPOSE: 

 Tick as  
applicable   Tick as 

applicable 
 For decision/approval  Assurance  

For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy   

PREPARED BY:  
SPONSORED BY: Linda Christon, Non-Executive Director 
PRESENTED BY: Linda Christon, Non-Executive Director 
STRATEGIC CONTEXT 2-3 sentences 

The current financial environment for the Trust is extremely challenging and it is essential that the Board 
is assured that Quality and Governance are being effectively managed. 

The purpose of the Quality & Governance Committee is to assist the Board in obtaining assurance that 
high standards of care are provided and any potential or actual risks to quality are identified and robustly 
addressed at an early stage. 

QUESTION(S) ADDRESSED IN THIS REPORT  

What assurances are being escalated to Board? 

What issues require escalation to Board? 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION(S)  
The Quality and Governance Committee would like to bring the following items to the Board’s attention 
for the purpose of providing assurances regarding issues and matters pertaining to quality and 
governance.  
Issues that need escalating to Board this month are:- 

Updates have been provided on: 
• Advanced Nurse Practitioner Role 
• Stroke Performance 
• HSMR 
• Quality and Patient Safety Report 
• Board Assurance Framework 
• Patient Safety and Quality Group CBU reports 
• Risk Management Group 
• Information Governance Group 
• Revised Policies/ Procedures 
• Forward Plan 
• Theatre Assurance Report 
• GMC visit – 15 October 2014 
• QIAs for CIPs 

The Board is asked to accept this report, note progress and agree to review the sequence of 
meetings leading up to Board (for 2015). 
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REFERENCE/CHECKLIST 

• Which business plan 
objective(s) does this report 
relate to? 

 

• Has this report considered the 
following stakeholders? 

Patients
 

BCCG
 

Other
 

Staff
 

BMBC
 

Please state: 

Governors
 

Monitor
 

 

• Has this report reviewed the 
Trust’s compliance with: 

Regulators (eg Monitor / CQC)
 

Legal requirements (Acts, HSE, NHS Constitution etc)
 

Equality, Diversity & Human Rights
 

The Trust's sustainability strategy
 

• Is this report 
supported by a 
communications 
plan? 

Yes
 

Not applicable
 

To be developed
 

• Has this report  
(in draft or during 
development) been 
reviewed and 
supported by any 
Board or Executive 
committee within the 
Trust? 

Quality & Governance
 

Audit Committee
 

Finance & Performance
 

ET
 

• Where applicable, briefly 
identify risk issues (including 
any reputation) and cross 
reference to risk register and  
governance committees 

 

• Where applicable, state 
resource requirements: 

Finance:  
Other:  

 
 

NHS Constitution: In determining this matter, the Board should have regard to the Core 
principles contained in the Constitution of: 

• Equality of treatment and access to services 
• High Standards of excellence and professionalism 
• Service user preferences 
• Cross community working 
• Best Value 
• Accountability through local influence and scrutiny 

 

The Board will also have regard to the Trust’s core vision statement:  
“Barnsley Hospital: Providing the best healthcare for all”  
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CHAIR’S LOG: Chair’s Key Issues and Assurance Model  
Committee / Group:  Quality and 
Governance Committee  

Date: 16 October 2014 Chair: Linda Christon 

 
Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer Receiving Body, i.e. Board or 

Committee 
Recommendation/ Assurance/ 

mandate to receiving body 
Advanced Nurse 
Practitioner (ANP) 
Role 

The Board required further 
information with regards to 
the Role of the ANP.  The 
Director of Nursing and 
Quality updated  the 
committee that evaluation of 
the role will be undertaken 
however it is too early to do 
so at this moment in time as 
staff have only just started 
training with Sheffield Hallam 
University 

Reported to Board of Directors – 
Q&G Chair’s log November 2014 

The committee’s recommendation is 
that this will be itemised on the Quality 
and Governance Committee forward 
plan, to receive a paper in April 2015 
regarding progress made. 

Stroke Performance Whilst an improved picture 
was presented to the 
committee from the previous 
month, it was identified that 
further improvements were 
still required particularly with 
regard to the proportion of 
patients scanned within 1 
hour of attending the hospital 
- an audit is planned.   

Reported to Board of Directors – 
Q&G Chair’s log November 2014 
 
 

The committee’s view was that whilst 
assurance had been given that a 
robust action plan was in place and 
that performance was improving in the 
majority of areas, close monitoring was 
still required. Therefore it will remain as 
a special monitoring item on the Quality 
and Governance Committee agenda.  

HSMR As the Board is already 
aware due to monthly 
monitoring the Trust HSMR 
position continues to improve. 

Reported to Board of Directors – 
Q&G Chair’s log November 2014 
 
 

The committee’s view is that whilst 
HSMR needs to remain as a regular 
item on the Committee agenda for 
special monitoring, it is suggested that 
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Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer Receiving Body, i.e. Board or 
Committee 

Recommendation/ Assurance/ 
mandate to receiving body 

It was verbally reported that 
the most recent value is now 
102.9, meaning that the Trust 
has moved to position 4 on 
the regional comparator 
table.   

the same is not required at Board level, 
therefore would like to recommend that 
this this is no longer itemised on the 
Board agenda on a monthly basis and 
is reported to the Board through the 
Chair’s log 

Quality and Patient 
Safety Report  

The committee received an 
appendix to the Quality and 
Patient Safety Report of 
quarter one anonymised 
complaints. It was agreed 
that a trend analysis, by CBU, 
would be useful for future 
presentation to the Board, for 
assurance that lessons are 
been learned from complaints 
and actions undertaken as 
appropriate 

Reported to Board of Directors – 
Q&G Chair’s log November 2014 
 
 
 

Trend analysis being developed for 
presentation to the Board via the 
Chair’s log for assurance on learning 
and actions progressed from 
complaints. 
 

Board Assurance 
Framework 

The newly formatted section 
for Q&G of the Board 
Assurance Framework was 
presented to the committee.  

Reported to Board of Directors – 
Q&G Chair’s log November 2014 
 
 

Q&G approved the section of the Board 
Assurance Framework subject to minor 
amendments and will continue to 
review and monitor on a regular basis 

Patient Safety and 
Quality Group CBU 
reports 

Theatres, Anaesthetics and 
Critical Care Services (CBU 
2) and Diagnostics and 
Clinical Support Services 
(CBU 5) have not yet had a 
CBU governance meeting. 
 
 

Reported to Board of Directors – 
Q&G Chair’s log November 2014 
 
 
 

Q&G would like to escalate that 
governance in the CBUs is still being 
developed in two areas and that there 
is a lack of medical engagement in a 
number of areas. Q&G will continue to 
monitor but recommends that this is 
discussed further at performance 
meetings.  
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Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer Receiving Body, i.e. Board or 
Committee 

Recommendation/ Assurance/ 
mandate to receiving body 

General Specialist Medicine 
(CBU 3) and General and 
Specialist Surgery (CBU 4) 
raised their concerns with 
regard to the lack of medical 
engagement at the 
governance meetings 

 
 
 
 

Risk Management 
Group 

The Police/CPS/NHS Protect 
– Joint working and 
Information Sharing 
Agreement (new) was 
escalated via the risk 
management group chairs 
log.  It was acknowledged 
that this piece of work was 
the first of its kind and was 
commended by the Quality 
and Governance Committee.    

Reported to Board of Directors – 
Q&G Chair’s log November 2014 
 
 

Q&G would like to commend this work 
to the Board for information 

Information 
Governance Group 

Q & G noted that in order to 
be compliant with statutory IG 
requirements interim 
arrangements have been put 
in place to ensure that the 
Trust has a Caldicott 
Guardian and SIRO.  

Reported to Board of Directors – 
Q&G Chair’s log November 2014 
 
 
 

It is recommended that the Board note 
and are assured that arrangements 
have been put in place to meet 
statutory requirements. 
 
 
 

Revised Policies/ 
Procedures 

Revised policies that were 
approved by the Quality and 
Governance Committee: 
• Fire Safety Management 

Reported to Board of Directors – 
Q&G Chair’s log November 2014 
 
 

Board is asked to note the revised 
policies approved 
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Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer Receiving Body, i.e. Board or 
Committee 

Recommendation/ Assurance/ 
mandate to receiving body 

• Moving and Handling 
Policy 

• Staff Skin Management 
and Protective Glove 
Policy 

• Hand-arm vibration 
procedure 

 
Revised policy approved, 
subject to minor 
amendments: 
• Incident reporting policy 

New policies Interpreting and Translation 
Policy was presented to the 
Quality and Governance 
Committee and 
recommended for approval. 

Reported to Board of Directors – 
Q&G Chair’s log November 2014 
 
 

Q & P recommend that the Board of 
Directors approve the Interpreting and 
Translation Policy by way of the chairs 
log. 
 

Forward Plan The forward plan for the 
Quality and Governance 
Committee was reviewed and 
agreed and is recommended 
for approval. 

Reported to Board of Directors – 
Q&G Chair’s log November 2014 
 
 

Q & P recommend that the Board of 
Directors approve the forward plan by 
way of the chairs log. 
 
. 

Theatre Assurance 
Report 

Refreshed theatre assurance 
action plan was received. 
Following review it was 
agreed that this would be 
monitored through the Patient 
Safety & Quality Group, for 
escalation into Q&G 
Committee, as required.   

Reported to Board of Directors – 
Q&G Chair’s log November 2014 
 
 

Q&G wish to assure the Board that a 
theatre action plan is in place that will 
be monitored by the Patient Safety and 
Quality Group 
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Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer Receiving Body, i.e. Board or 
Committee 

Recommendation/ Assurance/ 
mandate to receiving body 

GMC visit – 15 
October 2014 

A verbal report was given to 
the committee. Overall a 
positive initial review.  
However one patient safety 
issue was highlighted in 
relation to cover within 
surgery after 9 pm.  The Trust 
currently has middle grade 
non resident on-call cover 
during this time, the GMC 
recommended resident 
middle grade cover. The 
Trust has been asked to 
rectify this situation urgently. 
The full report will be 
received in December 

Reported to Board of Directors – 
Q&G Chair’s log November 2014 
 
 

Q&G are escalating the patient safety 
risk following the GMC visit to notice of 
the Board with assurance that the Trust 
is undertaking actions to ensure that 
this risk is mitigated. 
 
 
 
  

Quality Impact 
Assessments (QIAs) 
for Cost 
Improvement 
Programmes (CIPs) 

A gap in assurance was 
identified at Committee level.  
In future, the Quality and 
Governance Committee will 
receive a monthly risk profile 
of the full CIP programme 
and a Quality Risk Rating for 
each CIP scheme, provided 
as part of the CIP tracker.   

Reported to Board of Directors – 
Q&G Chair’s log November 2014 
 
 

Board are asked to note that the risk 
profile of the CIP programme will be 
monitored by Q & P monthly. 
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Forward Plan for Quality and Governance Committee 

 April May June 
 

July Aug 
 

Sept 
 

Oct 
Mid 
year 

review 

Nov 
 

Dec Jan Feb 
 

March 
 

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING             
CHAIRS LOG             
ACTION LOG             
ITEMS FOR SPECIAL MONITORING (items within this would change depending on what is high priority) 
Stroke Performance             
Mortality             
Pressure Ulcers             
GENERAL ITEMS 
Information Governance             
Quality and Patient Safety Report             

BAF quarterly assurance e.g items from the agenda             
Corporate Risk Register              
BAF             
SUBGROUP CHAIRS LOG AND MINUTES 
Infection Prevention and Control Committee             
Patient Safety and Quality             
Risk Management             
Patient Experience             
Health and Safety Committee             
Organ Donation (dates to be confirmed)             
Information Governance             
Research and Development             
Internal audit reports Not sure on months this will go – would be as and when required 
CBU UPDATES             
Emergencies, Orthopaedics and Care Services             
Theatres, Anaesthetics and Critical Care Services             
General and Specialist Medicine             
General and Specialist Surgery             
Diagnostics and Clinical Support Services             
Women’s and Children’s and GUM Services             
SIX MONTHLY ITEMS             
Clinical Audit workplan              
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Review Quality Priorities             
Tissue Viability             
NICE Compliance             
Impact and Benefits of the ANP role             
ANNUAL REPORTS 
Annual Quality Report             
Annual Governance Statement             
Safeguarding annual report             
Patient survey results/report (FFT)             
Patient experience and complaints annual report             
Infection Prevention and Control annual report             
Research and Development annual report             
Risk Management annual report             
Health and Safety annual report             
Clinical Audit annual report             
Quality Account             
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Dancer21975DaDSUB
JECT: MONTHLY UPDATE ON NURSING AND MIDWIFERY STAFFING 

DATE: NOVEMBER 2014  

PURPOSE: 

 Tick as  
applicable   Tick as 

applicable 
 For decision/approval  Assurance  

For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy   

PREPARED BY: Alison Bielby, Deputy Director of Nursing/Heads of Nursing for 
CBU’s 

SPONSORED BY: Heather McNair, Director of Nursing and Quality 
PRESENTED BY: Heather McNair, Director of Nursing and Quality 
STRATEGIC CONTEXT 2-3 sentences 

The Board of Directors is required to receive monthly information regarding the nursing and 
midwifery (trained and untrained) staffing levels across in patient areas of the Trust as per the 
guidance received from NHS England and the Care Quality Commission. 

QUESTION(S) ADDRESSED IN THIS REPORT  

1. Is the Trust meeting the requirements set out by NHS England and the Care Quality 
Commission to review nursing and midwifery staffing levels on a monthly basis?  
 

2. What are current nursing and midwifery staffing shortfalls across the Trust and how are 
these being managed? 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION(S)  
The paper fulfils national requirements to review staffing levels across the Trust.  The paper 
also demonstrates planned versus actual staffing levels and mitigating action where required, 
for Board’s information.   
 
Recommendations 
The Board is asked to note the report and support ongoing mitigations being put in place to 
manage any staffing shortfalls.  
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REFERENCE/CHECKLIST 

• Which business plan 
objective(s) does this report 
relate to? 

 
Aim 1: Patients will experience safer care 

• Has this report considered the 
following stakeholders? 

Patients
 

BCCG
 

Other
 

Staff
 

BMBC
 

Please state: 

Governors
 

Monitor
 

 

• Has this report reviewed the 
Trust’s compliance with: 

Regulators (eg Monitor / CQC)
 

Legal requirements (Acts, HSE, NHS Constitution etc)
 

Equality, Diversity & Human Rights
 

The Trust's sustainability strategy
 

• Is this report 
supported by a 
communications 
plan? 

Yes
 

Not applicable
 

To be developed
 

• Has this report  
(in draft or during 
development) been 
reviewed by any 
Board or Executive 
committees within the 
Trust? 

CGC
 

NCGRC
 

Audit Committee
 

Finance Commitee
 

ET
 

• Where applicable, briefly 
identify risk issues (including 
any reputation) and cross 
reference to risk register and  
governance committees 

Staffing shortfalls are identified on the risk register as appropriate. 
Current risk is in CBU 1 due to staffing vacancies. 

• Where applicable, state 
resource requirements: 

Finance: None 
Other: None 

 
 

NHS Constitution: In determining this matter, the Board should have regard to the Core 
principles contained in the Constitution of: 

• Equality of treatment and access to services 
• High Standards of excellence and professionalism 
• Service user preferences 
• Cross community working 
• Best Value 
• Accountability through local influence and scrutiny 

 

The Board will also have regard to the Trust’s core vision statement:  
“Barnsley Hospital: Providing the best healthcare for all”  
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Subject: Monthly update on Nursing and Midwifery Ref: 14/10/P-07 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust (BHNFT) aims to provide safe, high quality care 
to patients.  As part of enabling this, nurse staffing levels within clinical areas are 
continually monitored. 

 
As reported last month the Trust is required to update the Board on a monthly basis 
regarding the nurse staffing levels, identifying any areas where staffing has fallen below 
the expected levels and the steps taken to manage this. 

 
2. BACKGROUND 

BHNFT is committed to ensuring that levels of nursing staff, match the acuity and 
dependency needs of patients in order to provide safe and effective care. Nurse staffing 
includes: 
 
• Registered Nurses 
• Registered Midwives 
• Unregistered health care/midwifery care assistants 
• Unregistered nursing/midwifery auxiliaries. 

The Trust uses an e-rostering system with duty rosters created eight weeks in advance to 
ensure the levels and skill mix of the nursing staff on duty are appropriate for providing 
safe and effective care.  
 
This allows for contingency plans to be made where the roster identifies that the planned 
staffing falls short of the minimum requirement, for example where there are vacant 
nursing posts or staff appointed have not started in post.  These contingency plans can 
include:  moving staff from a shift which is above the minimum required level, moving staff 
from another ward/area which is above the minimum required level, or the use of 
flexible/temporary staffing from the Trust’s internal bank or via an external nursing 
agency. 
 
Safe staffing levels are also monitored and managed on a daily basis by the ward Sister 
and Matron for that clinical area. A daily staffing situation report is also now in place 
underpinned by an updated escalation process specifically to manage nurse staffing 
issues. 
 
Shortfalls as a consequence of short term sickness or other unplanned leave for which 
cover cannot be found internally by the movement of staff or the use of the in house nurse 
bank staff are escalated to the Heads of Nursing for authorisation of temporary staffing 
via a nursing agency.  
 
The areas that continue to have the largest number of vacancies are in CBU 1 and 
include wards 34 (42 beds that are combined form the merger of wards 33 and 34), 19 
and 20. This can be seen in appendix 1 whereby average fill rates in these areas are 
lower than other areas. The Planned Investigation Unit (PIU) has now moved onto the 
part of ward 33 that is not being used as a bedded area so preventing this area from 
being used as escalation beds. 

 
Details of the planned shift by shift versus the actual shift by shift staffing for the adult in- 
patient ward areas during September 2014 are found at appendix 1. 
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Triangulation of harms using a heat map approach has been undertaken and can be 
triangulated against the staffing as identified in the table shown in section 5.  

 
3. STAFFING REPORT 

The planned Trust-wide staffing hours for registered nurses/midwives and non-registered 
or care staff for days and nights in hours is summarised below.  

 
Day Night 
Registered 
midwives/ 

nurses  Care Staff  
Registered 
midwives 
/nurses  

Care 
Staff  

Total 
monthly 
planned 

staff hours 

Total 
monthly 
actual 
staff 

hours 

Total 
monthly 
planned 

staff 
hours 

Total 
monthly 
actual 
staff 

hours 

Total 
monthly 
planned 

staff hours 

Total 
monthly 

actual staff 
hours 

Total 
monthly 
planned 

staff 
hours 

Total 
monthly 
actual 
staff 

hours 
35642.25 30663.04 21065.5 21934.03 20684 19955.75 7697.5 9133.25 

 
The average fill rates Trust-wide were as follows 

 
Day   Night   

Average fill rate - 
registered 

nurses/midwives (%) 
Average fill rate - care 

staff (%) 
Average fill rate - 

registered 
nurses/midwives (%) 

Average fill rate - care 
staff (%) 

86.0% 104.1% 96.5% 118.7% 
 
When compared with last month the average fill rate for registered nurses/midwives has 
remained consistent during both day and night duty. The average fill rate for care staff 
increased slightly both days (4.0%) and nights (3%) however there has been greater use 
of care staff where registered nurses/midwives hours have not been filled in order to 
maintain patient safety.  
 
The trend in staffing fill levels since the requirement to publish them in May 2014 is shown 
in the table below. The registered nurse/midwife day fill rate remains the lowest. This is 
because the higher risk areas of nights are covered in the first instance due to lower 
planned staffing levels. This is shown in the table below 

 
 Day   Night   

 
Month Average fill rate - 

registered 
nurses/midwives 

(%) 

Average fill rate - 
care staff (%) 

Average fill rate - 
registered 

nurses/midwives 
(%) 

Average fill rate - 
care staff (%) 

May 82.2% 93.8% 97.9% 104.2% 

June 81.8% 96.5% 99.8% 110.0% 

July 82.8% 98.8% 96.2% 112.7% 

August 86.3% 108.1% 96.2% 121.8% 

September 86.0% 104.1% 96.5% 118.7% 
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For most wards there will be a difference between the planned and actual staffing hours. 
Some areas will have used more hours than planned and some will have used less. The 
most common reason for using more staff than planned is usually related to the care 
needs of patients being higher than normal for that area. Using less staff than planned 
could be due to caring for patients who are less unwell or who have fewer care needs 
than those patients normally cared for on the ward. In particular this month ward 18 is 
caring for a patient who due to his care needs has required extra staff to care for him 
every shift. 

 
The planned staffing level is based on optimal staffing levels and where actual staff is 
below this per shift the Trust has mechanisms in place to ensure that staffing on the shift 
remains safe.  The majority of staffing shortfalls during September were due to either 
short term sickness or small numbers of vacant posts.  
 
On 17 September 2014 there were 34.78 wte. registered nursing vacancies. Of these 
vacancies 7 are non in patient areas including; endoscopy, emergency department and 
theatres. There majority are at band 5 staff nurse level (23.78 wte.) there are 3 band 6 
posts and 1 band 7 post which is now recruited to on a temporary basis. 
 
The majority of registered nursing vacancies continue to be in CBU 1 in the Care of the 
Elderly and Trauma and Orthopaedics wards. Ward 34, Trauma and Orthopaedics 
continues to have 7.5 wte. vacancies. From a harm perspective ward 34 has had no 
harms reported and ward 33 has reported two grade 2 pressure ulcers so we are not 
seeing an increase in harms to patients due to less than optimum staffing levels in this 
area. 
 
In Care of the Elderly speciality ward 19 has 2 wte. and ward 20 has 4.4 wte. registered 
nurse vacancies these are currently out to advert and the wards are monitored on a daily 
basis. 
 
The paediatric ward (37) has a reduced fill rate of untrained staff, particularly on a night. 
This does not affect nursing care of this group of patients as it is mainly delivered by 
registered staff and the occupancy of the paediatric ward fluctuates on a daily basis there 
staffing is monitored daily to ensure that there are adequate staff for the number and age 
of the patients. 
 
A recruitment plan has been agreed in conjunction with the Human Resources 
department in order to try to attract staff in to these areas. This will include targeting 
student nurses who are due to qualify in January 2015. One round of interviewing has 
been undertaken with a further round undertaken on 21 October 2014. 
 
A Recruitment Fair is also due to take place in the Trust on 6 November 2014, supported 
by the Heads of Nursing. 

 
4. DATA QUALITY 

The data for this report has been extracted from the e-rostering system as this system 
should be updated and accurate. In order to confirm the accuracy of the data over the 
coming months a series of audits and checks will be run to validate data accuracy. Work 
continues to be undertaken however until these checks have been completed these early 
data need to be viewed with caution.  
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5. VARIANCE REPORT  
For purposes of this report any deficit (unfilled shifts) between planned and actual staff of greater than 20% is reported together 
with the reasons for the variance and any actions taken to address the cause, if appropriate. 

 
 

WARD 
DAY NIGHT COMMENTS /ACTION 

TAKEN 
FURTHER ACTION 

REQUIRED 
IDENTIFIED HARMS 

Average fill 
rate 
registered 
nurse/midwife 

Average 
fill rate 
care 
staff 

Average fill 
rate 
registered 
nurse/midwife 

Average 
fill rate 
care 
staff 

19 72.1% 121.9% 96.7% 125.0% 

 
Currently have 2.0 wte. band 
5 vacant posts. 
  
Currently out to advert for 
vacant band 5 positions. 
 
Staffing reviewed daily by 
matron and lead sister 

 
Matron to continue to 
undertake assurance audits on 
the ward to monitor compliance 
with practice 
 
 
Re energise the safety bundle 
work in partnership with the 
improvement academy 

 
Two grade 2 pressure ulcer 
hospital acquired. 
 
7 falls, one of which had an 
adverse outcome. 
 
However these patient harms 
have not been directly 
correlated to staffing shortfalls. 

20 68.2% 97.7% 100.0% 110.0% 

 
Currently have 4.0 wte. band 
5 vacant posts plus 1.0 wte. 
band 5 on maternity leave. 
  
Currently out to advert for 
vacant band 5 positions. 
 
Staffing reviewed daily by 
matron and lead sister  

 
Matron to continue to 
undertake assurance audits on 
the ward to monitor compliance 
with practice 
 
 
Re energise the safety bundle 
work in partnership with the 
improvement academy 

 
One grade 2 pressure ulcer 
hospital acquired. 
 
12 falls, none of these had 
adverse outcomes. 
 
However these patient harms 
have not been directly 
correlated to staffing shortfalls. 

34 
(combined 

with 33) 
 

70.0% 158.1% 95.8% 160.0% 

 
Currently have 7.5 wte. band 
5 vacant posts  and 
numerous short term 
episodes of sickness 
 
Currently out to advert for 
vacant band 5 positions 
some of which have been 
recruited to but newly 

 
Escalation beds now closed. 
 
Continue to review staffing on 
a shift by shift basis  
 
Agree with Senior Nursing 
Team movement of staff from 
other areas to support the unit  
 

 
Six falls, two of which resulted 
in harm. 
 
3 hospital acquired grade 2 
pressure ulcers  
 
However these patient harms 
have not been directly 
correlated to staffing shortfalls. 
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WARD 

DAY NIGHT COMMENTS /ACTION 
TAKEN 

FURTHER ACTION 
REQUIRED 

IDENTIFIED HARMS 
Average fill 
rate 
registered 
nurse/midwife 

Average 
fill rate 
care 
staff 

Average fill 
rate 
registered 
nurse/midwife 

Average 
fill rate 
care 
staff 

qualified staff in January 
2015 
 
Staffing reviewed daily by 
matron and lead sister 
 
Transfer of staff from other 
clinical areas on a temporary 
basis has been agreed. 
 

 

ITU 
(Intensive 
Care Unit) 

84.4% 61.5% 90.5% 0.0 

 
For intensive care the skill 
mix supports a low % of 
unqualified staff. 
 
The role of this group of staff 
in the care of level 2 and 3 
patients is in non-nursing 
duties,  

 
Absences for sickness are not 
critical to the delivery of direct 
patient care and therefore the 
unit can carry a short term 
tolerance  in absence 
management resulting in a low 
fill rate for care staff 

 
There were no falls and no 
reported infections. 
 
There  was one  grade 2 
pressure ulcer recorded 
 

None of these were attributed 
to low staffing levels 

 

SHDU 
(Surgical 

High 
Dependency 

Unit) 

107.0% 61.8% 100.0% 0.0 

 
For intensive care the skill 
mix supports a low % of 
unqualified staff. 
 
The role of this group of staff 
in the care of level 2 and 3 
patients is in non-nursing 
duties. 
 

 
Absences for sickness are not 
critical to the delivery of direct 
patient care and therefore the 
unit can carry a short term 
tolerance  in absence 
management resulting in a low 
fill rate for care staff 

 
There were no falls and  
pressure ulcers reported 
infections  
 
 

NNU 
(Neonatal 

Unit) 
93.1% 77.5% 95.0% 80.0% 

 
4 wte. unregistered staff in 
the NNU have been on long 

 
Staff have been moved from 
the paediatric ward as 

 
No harms identified 
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WARD 

DAY NIGHT COMMENTS /ACTION 
TAKEN 

FURTHER ACTION 
REQUIRED 

IDENTIFIED HARMS 
Average fill 
rate 
registered 
nurse/midwife 

Average 
fill rate 
care 
staff 

Average fill 
rate 
registered 
nurse/midwife 

Average 
fill rate 
care 
staff 

term sick leave.  All have 
been actively managed, and 
3 have been undertaking 
phased return back to work 
over September.  

necessary, regular assessment 
of the acuity on the NNU has 
occurred, however the role of 
this staff group are not critical 
to service delivery and so can 
be tolerated for a period of 
time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ward 37 
(paediatrics) 93.9% 76.9% 90.1% 50.0% 

 
Significant short and long 
term sick leave of registered 
and unregistered staff on the 
Paediatric ward coupled with 
registered RSCNs moved to 
other parts of the hospital 
due to staffing problems both 
in the Paediatric ED and in 
the Acute service have led to 
fill rates of less than 80%. 
 
 

 
Continue to review staffing on 
a shift by shift basis  
 
Continue to assess the 
patients needs on shift by shift 
basis 
 

 

No harms identified 
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6. CONCLUSION 

Staffing, whilst not always optimum across the Trust, is adequate due to the 
contingencies that have been put in place and patient safety is being maintained. 
This is shown by the reduction in hospital acquired pressure ulcers, falls with an 
adverse outcome and medication incidents causing harm. 
 
The wards display staffing levels of planned and actuals on a daily shift by shift 
basis. This is closely monitored by the Matrons and the Heads of Nursing using the 
daily staffing situation report and shortfalls are escalated appropriately. Harms are 
closely monitored and triangulated where possible to staffing levels.  
 
Where staffing shortfalls are continually causing concern this is identified on the 
Trust risk register and appropriate action taken including the reduction in beds as 
identified above. The areas with the highest vacancies currently are ward 33/34, 
ward 19 and ward 20 however appropriate actions are being taken to ensure 
adequate staffing, on a shift by shift basis, and a recruitment plan is currently being 
delivered. 

 



Fill rate indicator return Appendix 1

Org: RFF Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust Staffing: Nursing, midwifery and care staff
Period: September_2014-15

Site code 
*The Site 
code is 

automatic
ally 

populated 
when a 

Site name 
is 

selected

Hospital Site name Specialty 1 Specialty 
2

Total monthly 
planned staff 

hours

Total monthly 
actual staff 

hours

Total monthly 
planned staff 

hours

Total monthly 
actual staff 

hours

Total 
monthly 
planned 

staff hours

Total 
monthly 

actual staff 
hours

Total 
monthly 

planned staff 
hours

Total 
monthly 

actual staff 
hours

0 Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust HQ - RFFAA 14 502 ‐ GYNAECOLOGY 772.5 727.4 465 375 839 839 195.5 195.5 94.2% 80.6% 100.0% 100.0%
2 Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust HQ - RFFAA 17 320 ‐ CARDIOLOGY 1290 1339.75 1125 1194.5 690 659.25 345 552 103.9% 106.2% 95.5% 160.0%

2 Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust HQ - RFFAA
18 340 ‐ RESPIRATORY MEDICINE 1455 1391.5 1125 1153.75 690 678.5 345 483 95.6% 102.6% 98.3% 140.0%

2 Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust HQ - RFFAA
19 430 ‐ GERIATRIC MEDICINE 2655 1913.76 2265 2761.02 690 667 690 862.5 72.1% 121.9% 96.7% 125.0%

2 Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust HQ - RFFAA
20 430 ‐ GERIATRIC MEDICINE 1965 1339.75 1575 1538.25 690 690 690 759 68.2% 97.7% 100.0% 110.0%

2 Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust HQ - RFFAA
AMU 300 ‐ GENERAL MEDICINE 4155 3559 3150 2909.76 2070 2005.25 1380 1391.5 85.7% 92.4% 96.9% 100.8%

2 Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust HQ - RFFAA
23 300 ‐ GENERAL MEDICINE 1740 1212.13 1575 1427.67 690 690 345 552 69.7% 90.6% 100.0% 160.0%

#DIV/0! Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust HQ - RFFAA
24 370 ‐ MEDICAL ONCOLOGY 1040 1029.58 840 894 690 666.5 0 152.25 99.0% 106.4% 96.6% #DIV/0!

2 Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust HQ - RFFAA
28 301 ‐ GASTROENTEROLOGY 1316.25 1318.98 1575 1287.33 690 690 690 701.5 100.2% 81.7% 100.0% 101.7%

2 Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust HQ - RFFAA
31 100 ‐ GENERAL SURGERY

101 - 
UROLOG
Y

1965 1590.5 1080 1324.5 690 678.5 690 816.5 80.9% 122.6% 98.3% 118.3%

2 Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust HQ - RFFAA
32 100 ‐ GENERAL SURGERY 120 - ENT 1515 1266 900 1188.5 690 690 345 402.5 83.6% 132.1% 100.0% 116.7%

2 Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust HQ - RFFAA
33/34

110 ‐ TRAUMA & 
ORTHOPAEDICS

2985 2088.75 2025 3201.25 1380 1322.5 690 1104 70.0% 158.1% 95.8% 160.0%

#DIV/0! Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust HQ - RFFAA
ITU 192 ‐ CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE 3480 2938.5 555 341.5 2257.5 2042.5 0 0 84.4% 61.5% 90.5% #DIV/0!

#DIV/0! Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust HQ - RFFAA
SHDU 192 ‐ CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE 816.5 874 397.5 245.5 660 660 0 0 107.0% 61.8% 100.0% #DIV/0!

#DIV/0! Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust HQ - RFFAA
CCU 320 ‐ CARDIOLOGY 1290 1193.44 360 313 1035 1036.75 0 23 92.5% 86.9% 100.2% #DIV/0!

2 Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust HQ - RFFAA
12 501 ‐ OBSTETRICS 1995 1916.5 658.5 661.5 1440 1383 492 504 96.1% 100.5% 96.0% 102.4%

0 Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust HQ - RFFAA

Birthing 
Centre 501 ‐ OBSTETRICS 2107.5 2066.5 362 320 2064 2028 348 300 98.1% 88.4% 98.3% 86.2%

0 Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust HQ - RFFAA
37 171 ‐ PAEDIATRIC SURGERY 1362.5 1280 552.5 425 1288.5 1161 92 46 93.9% 76.9% 90.1% 50.0%

0 Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust HQ - RFFAA

15
170 ‐ CARDIOTHORACIC 
SURGERY

1737 1617 480 372 1440 1368 360 288 93.1% 77.5% 95.0% 80.0%

TOTAL 35642.25 30663.04 21065.5 21934.03 20684 19955.75 7697.5 9133.25

Day Night

Care Staff Registered 
midwives/nurses Care Staff

Average fill 
rate - 

registered 
nurses/ 

midwives  
(%)

Please provide the URL to the page on your trust website where your staffing information is available

http://www.barnsleyhospital.nhs.uk/transparency/safe-staffing/

Average 
fill rate - 
care staff 

(%)

Average fill 
rate - 

registered 
nurses/ 

midwives  
(%)

Average 
fill rate - 
care staff 

(%)

Validation alerts 
(see control 

panel)

Day Night

Hospital Site Details

Ward name

Main 2 Specialties on each ward Registered midwives/nurses



  
REPORT TO THE BOARD OF  
BARNSLEY HOSPITAL NHSFT REF: 14/11/P-08 
 

 SUBJECT: MORTALITY RATIOS 

DATE: NOVEMBER 2014  

PURPOSE: 

 Tick as  
applicable   Tick as 

applicable 
 For decision/approval  Assurance  

For review   Governance  
For information √  Strategy   

PREPARED BY: John Taylor, Principal Information Analyst 
SPONSORED BY: Dr Jugnu Mahajan, Medical Director 
PRESENTED BY: Ms Diane Wake, Chief Executive/Interim Medical Director 
STRATEGIC CONTEXT 2-3 sentences 

 
 
Meets the requirement to provide high quality and safe services: Strategic Objective 1c. 

 

QUESTION(S) ADDRESSED IN THIS REPORT  

1. Does the report provide an update on mortality figures for both Hospital Standardised 
Mortality Ratio (HSMR) and Summarised Hospital Mortality Indicator (SHMI)? 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION(S)  
 
 

• The 12 month rolling HSMR is 102.87 for the end of June 2014.  This is a reduction from 
the previous rolling figure of 105.6 as reported last month. 

• SHMI (pre-released) for April 2013 – March 2014 is 110 and remains in the ‘as expected’ 
band.  A significant reduction is expected upon the next release. 

• For the first 6 months in 2014/15 the Crude Mortality rates are below average. 
 
Recommendations 
The Board is asked to receive the report and note the updates on HSMR and SHMI. 
 
 
 
 
 



REFERENCE/CHECKLIST 

• Which business plan 
objective(s) does this report 
relate to? 

Meets the requirement to provide high quality and safe 
services: Strategic Objective 1c. 

• Has this report considered the 
following stakeholders? 

Patients
 

BCCG
 

Other
 

Staff
 

BMBC
 

Please state: 

Governors
 

Monitor
 

 

• Has this report reviewed the 
Trust’s compliance with: 

Regulators (eg Monitor / CQC)
 

Legal requirements (Acts, HSE, NHS Constitution etc)
 

Equality, Diversity & Human Rights
 

The Trust's sustainability strategy
 

• Is this report 
supported by a 
communications 
plan? 

Yes
 

Not applicable
 

To be developed
 

• Has this report  
(in draft or during 
development) been 
reviewed by any 
Board or Executive 
committees within the 
Trust? 

CGC
 

NCGRC
 

Audit Committee
 

Finance Commitee
 

ET
 

• Where applicable, briefly 
identify risk issues (including 
any reputation) and cross 
reference to risk register and  
governance committees 

High mortality is a patient safety indicator and a risk to patient safety.  High 
mortality may adversely affect the Trust’s reputation. 

• Where applicable, state 
resource requirements: 

Finance:  
Other:  

 
 

NHS Constitution: In determining this matter, the Board should have regard to the Core 
principles contained in the Constitution of: 

• Equality of treatment and access to services 
• High Standards of excellence and professionalism 
• Service user preferences 
• Cross community working 
• Best Value 
• Accountability through local influence and scrutiny 

 

The Board will also have regard to the Trust’s core vision statement:  
“Barnsley Hospital: Providing the best healthcare for all”  

 
 
 



 

Subject: Mortality Ratios Ref: 14/11/P-08 

 
1 STRATEGIC CONTEXT 

This report covers performance on mortality ratios and action plans, which relate to 
Strategic Objective 1c: Patients will experience safe care. 

 
2 INTRODUCTION  

2.1 This report provides the latest available mortality figures and an update on the 
mortality action plan. 
 

2.2 The mortality figures presented include 

• Summary Hospital Mortality Indicator values (SHMI) for April 2013 – March 
2014 as pre-released by the Health and Social Care Information Centre. 

• The latest rolling 12 month Hospital Standardised Mortality Ratio (HSMR) 
position including the latest month’s data for June 2014 is 102.9. 

• The monthly figures will be routinely included, as shown in Appendix 1. 

3. SUMMARY HOSPITAL MORTALITY INDICATOR 

3.1 Latest 12 Month Value is from April 2013 – March 2014 (pre-released) 

3.2 The Trust’s SHMI position for April 2013 to March 2014 is 110 (89 – 112).  
BHNFT remains in the band two ‘as expected’ group.  A significant reduction is 
expected in the next release of SHMI. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

4. HOSPITAL STANDARDISED MORTALITY RATIO 
 
4.1 Latest Rolling 12 Month, Yorkshire and Humber Non Specialist Trusts is 

presented.  The 12 Month rolling HSMR for June 2014 is 102.87.  This 
represents a decrease in the Trust’s HSMR, as expected. This puts the Trust 
ahead of the planned reduction to 105 by the end of the calendar year. 
 

4.2 This trend chart shows the rolling 12 Months HSMR up to May 2014.  The 
Trust position has improved in the region and no longer has the worst HSMR. 
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4.3 This table shows the rolling 12 Months HSMR up to June 2014, showing a 

significant reduction. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.4 The below table shows Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust financial year 
to date (March – June 2014) HSMR which puts us in the best three trusts in 
the region. 
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5. CRUDE MORTALITY RATES FOR BARNSLEY HOSPITAL NHSFT 

 
5.1 Crude Mortality Rates (latest month Sept 2014) 

Financial Year No. of 
Deaths 

No. of 
Discharges* 

Crude Mortality Rate 
per 1000 Discharges* 

2007/08 1052 37651 27.9 
2008/09 1062 40028 26.5 
2009/10 1072 42583 25.2 
2010/11 1051 40914 25.7 
2011/12 1012 42023 24.1 
2012/13 1034 42588 24.3 
2013/14 1021 42551 24.0 
2014/15 YTD inc Sept 14 412 20845 19.8 
* Excludes Discharges, unless a 
death       

5.2 Statistical Process Control (SPC) Chart, Crude Mortality Rate, BHNFT 
 

 
 

5.3 The table and the SPC chart, above shows the trends in Crude Mortality in the 
Trust.  Since the peak in mortality in April 2013, Crude Mortality rates have 
been on or below the mean.  Crude mortality for May 2014 was the lowest 
seen on this seven year SPC chart.  Rates since have remained below the 
mean average. 

 
6. PALLIATIVE CARE CODING 

 
6.1 These charts show the variation in the prevalence of Palliative Care and Co-

Morbidity coding in the HSMR Group.  It is clear that Rotherham and Hull 
Hospitals are delivering and coding more Palliative Care than other Yorkshire 
and Humber Hospitals.  Variation is also seen in comorbidity coding. 
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Appendices: 
 
Appendix 1 – Management Information Services Report 
Appendix 2 – HSMR by Month 
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HSMR Reduction Target: Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

Set December 2013

Owner Dr J Mahajan, Medical Director

Sepsis Bundles Pneumonia Bundles 

Reduce  Patient Safety 
Incidents  
(Severe & Moderate Harm) 

Reduce Inpatient Deaths 
End of Life Care 
Amber Care Bundles 

Mortality Reporting 
Streamline Process 

Increase Clinician Involvement 

Reduce  Serious Incidents 
and Never Events 

NEWS & Escalation 

-A target HSMR of 105.0 for the calendar year 2014 period 
 
-Reduction from 2012/13 HSMR (110.3) 

HSMR data is  released monthly 
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HSMR: Barnsley NHSFT Rolling 12 Month Target  

Target Trajectory National HSMR Rolling 12 Month



SHMI Reduction Target: Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

Set December 2013

Owner Dr J Mahajan, Medical Director

* Q4 2013/14 is a pre-released figure

Sepsis Bundles Pneumonia Bundles 

Reduce  Patient Safety 
Incidents  
(Severe & Moderate Harm) 

Reduce Inpatient Deaths 
End of Life Care 
Amber Care Bundles 

Mortality Reporting 
Streamline Process 

Increase Clinician Involvement 

Reduce  Serious Incidents 
and Never Events 

News & Escalation 

-A target SHMI of 102.0 for the calendar year 2014 period 
 
-Reduction from 2012/13 SHMI (103.6) 

SHMI is a 12 Month value released quarterly 
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SHMI: Barnsley NHSFT Rolling 12 Month Target  

Target Trajectory National SHMI Rolling 12 Month



Incident Reduction - HSMR Reduction - Performance Lead: Trustwide

Start Date: Oct 2013

Serious Incidents – Total 
  
The criteria for Serious Incidents (issued under national 
guidance) from April 2013 specifically included Grade 3 & 
4 pressure ulcers. Between April – August 2014 Trust has 
recorded a total of 21 Serious Incidents of which 13 of 
these are Grade 3 pressure ulcer Serious Incidents. There 
have been no Never Events reported. The Trust reported a 
total of 66 Serious Incidents in 2013/14.  
  
Patient Safety Incidents – Total 
  
The Trust has set itself a target of 15% increase in incident 
reporting for 2014/15. YTD we are below this target for 
incident reporting however we have maintained the 
increased level of reporting seen following the 
implementation of Datix in April 2013. 
  
Patient Safety Incidents – Moderate, Severe Harm or 
Death 
  
Since April 2014 there has been a decrease in the number 
of incidents resulting in moderate or severe harm or 
death. This is despite the level of incident reporting 
remaining the same. In July there was a spike of incidents 
falling within this category of harm; there were no 
incidents resulting in death. Two resulted in severe harm 
of which both have been investigated. The remaining 8 
resulted in moderate harm. 
  
Gill Feerick, Head of Quality & Clinical Governance 



Septicemia  HSMR Reduction - Performance Lead: Dr P McAndrew

Start Date: Oct 2013

 
Action Description 
 
A Sepsis bundle is a recommended pathway to be 
followed following a suspected septicemia diagnosis. 
 
 
 
Chart Description 
 
Chart 1 shows the actual number of deaths in Barnsley 
Hospital NHSFT's Septicemia HSMR Diagnosis Group, 
alongside the expected number of deaths. 
 
Chart 2 shows the HSMR for Barnsley Hospital NHSFT's 
Septicemia HSMR Diagnosis Group.  
This is a ratio of the values in Chart1: 
(Actual/Expected) * 100 
 
 



Pneumonia  HSMR Reduction - Performance Lead: Dr P McAndrew

Start Date: April 2014

 
Action Description 
 
A pneumonia bundle is a recommended pathway to be 
followed following a suspected pneumonia diagnosis. 
 
 
 
Chart Description 
 
Chart 1 shows the actual number of deaths in Barnsley 
Hospital NHSFT's Pneumonia HSMR Diagnosis Group, 
alongside the expected number of deaths. 
 
Chart 2 shows the HSMR for Barnsley Hospital NHSFT's 
Pneumonia HSMR Diagnosis Group.  
This is a ratio of the values in Chart1: (Actual/Expected) 
* 100 
 
 
 



Month HSMR Month Number of 

Expected 

Deaths

Number of 

Deaths

95% Lower CI 95% Upper CI chart Target chart CI lower chart CI upper

Apr-13 134.25 65.6 88 107.7 165.4 100 26.55 31.15

May-13 107.99 67.6 73 84.6 135.8 100 23.39 27.81

Jun-13 119.85 65.1 78 94.7 149.6 100 25.15 29.75

Jul-13 101.13 68.2 69 78.7 128 100 22.43 26.87

Aug-13 110.86 64.9 72 86.7 139.6 100 24.16 28.74

Sep-13 97.4 68.8 67 75.5 123.7 100 21.9 26.3

Oct-13 101.85 69.7 71 79.5 128.5 100 22.35 26.65

Nov-13 108.44 69.2 75 85.3 135.9 100 23.14 27.46

Dec-13 112.17 81.1 91 90.3 137.7 100 21.87 25.53

Jan-14 104.94 88.6 93 84.7 128.6 100 20.24 23.66

Feb-14 115.03 73 84 91.8 142.4 100 23.23 27.37

Mar-14 104.92 66.7 70 81.8 132.6 100 23.12 27.68

Apr-14 107.39 73.6 79 85 133.8 100 22.39 26.41

May-14 74.94 72.1 54 56.3 97.8 100 18.64 22.86

Jun-14 92.96 62.4 58 70.6 120.2 100 22.36 27.24

Jul-14 100 0 0

Aug-14 100 0 0

Sep-14 100 0 0

Oct-14 100 0 0

Nov-14 100 0 0

Dec-14 100 0 0

Jan-15 100 0 0

Feb-15 100 0 0

Mar-15 100 0 0
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BHNFT Monthly HSMRs with 95% CIs 
Green Represents the latest 12 month period 

 

HSMR by Month: Current & Previous Financial Year 

Barnsley NHS FT 

Monthly HSMRs are volatile, due to the 
relatively small numbers involved. This 
is reflected in the wide confidence 
intervals (95%) 



  

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF  
BARNSLEY HOSPITAL NHSFT 

REF: 14/11/P-09 

 

BoD Aug 2014: 09_Medical Directors Quarterly Report.doc  
 

SUBJECT: MEDICAL DIRECTOR’S QUARTERLY REPORT  

DATE: NOVEMBER 2014  

PURPOSE: 
 

 Tick as  
applicable  

 Tick as 
applicable 

 For decision/approval  Assurance  
For review   Governance  
For information √  Strategy   

PREPARED BY: Dr Jugnu Mahajan, Medical Director 

SPONSORED BY: Dr Jugnu Mahajan, Medical Director 

PRESENTED BY: Ms Diane Wake, Chief Executive/Interim Medical Director 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT 2-3 sentences 

To provide a brief overview on a number of the Medical Director’s activities and to record 
particular events, meetings or publications that the Medical Director would like to bring to the 
Board of Directors’ attention. 

QUESTION(S) ADDRESSED IN THIS REPORT  

Does this report provide an update on the Medical Director’s activities in September / October 
2014? 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION(S)  

 
The Board is asked to accept the content of this report and note the updates. 
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REFERENCE/CHECKLIST 

• Which business plan 
objective(s) does this report 
relate to? 

Aim 1: Patients will experience safe care 
Aim 4: Performance 

• Has this report considered the 
following stakeholders? 

Patients
 

BCCG
 

Other
 

Staff
 

BMBC
 

Please state: 

Governors
 

Monitor
 

 

• Has this report reviewed the 
Trust’s compliance with: 
 

Regulators (eg Monitor / CQC)
 

Legal requirements (Acts, HSE, NHS Constitution etc)
 

Equality, Diversity & Human Rights
 

The Trust's sustainability strategy
 

• Is this report 
supported by a 
communications 
plan? 
 

Yes
 

Not applicable
 

To be developed
 

• Has this report  
(in draft or during 
development) been 
reviewed and 
supported by any 
Board or Executive 
committees within the 
Trust? 
 

Quality & Governance
 

Audit Committee
 

Finance & Performance
 

ET
 

• Where applicable, briefly 
identify risk issues (including 
any reputation) and cross 
reference to risk register and  
governance committees 

 
 

• Where applicable, state 
resource requirements: 

Finance:  

Other:  

 
 

NHS Constitution: In determining this matter, the Board should have regard to the Core 
principles contained in the Constitution of: 

• Equality of treatment and access to services 
• High Standards of excellence and professionalism 
• Service user preferences 
• Cross community working 
• Best Value 
• Accountability through local influence and scrutiny 

 

The Board will also have regard to the Trust’s core vision statement :  
“Barnsley Hospital: Providing the best healthcare for all”  
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Subject : Medical Director Quarterly Report Ref: 14/11/P-09 

 
1. STRATEGIC CONTEXT  

To provide a brief overview on a number of the Medical Director’s activities and to record 
particular events, meetings or publications that the Medical Director would like to bring to 
the Board of Directors attention. 

 
2. INTRODUCTION  

This report outlines the activities pursued by the Medical Director in the past quarter. 

3. APPRAISAL AND REVALIDATION 

3.1 Appraisal  

3.1.1 From Electronic Staff Record (ESR) data, Workforce Information shows the ‘in 
date’ appraisal figure as 81.50% as at 30 September 2014. 

3.1.2 At 30 September, 147 doctors eligible for appraisal we had 127 in date = 86%.  
The figures differ from the Workforce Information figure above due to; 
• 1 Doctor on Maternity Leave 
• 1 new Doctor substantive at another Trust, we are not responsible for their 

appraisal. 
• 1 new Doctor started October 2013 who is due to appraise in October 2014 

therefore not overdue at end of September 2014 

3.1.3 In addition there was a dip in appraisals carried out in September partly due to 
four cancelled appraisals due to bereavement and partly due to annual leave. 

3.1.4 As at 20 October we have been notified of an additional eight completed 
appraisals which now brings our in date appraisal figure to: of 147 doctors 135 
are in date = 91.8% 

3.1.5 On Friday, 10 October 2014 we had our third and final Appraisal Update 
Meeting 2014 where Dr Peter Lane, Barnsley GP and Appraisal Lead for NHS 
England updated us on how appraisal is evolving and sharing best practice 
from primary care.  This was an extremely useful and informative meeting 
where it was clear primary care have a wealth of resources for appraisal and 
are ahead of secondary care in implementing appraisal for revalidation.  Mr 
Bannister and Mrs Jackie Waller aim to develop partnership working with Dr 
Lane which will be beneficial to all. 

3.1.6 Two Consultants have stood down as appraisers due to time constraints and 
alongside one retirement we now have 34 appraisers, 29 consultant and 5 
Staff and Associate Specialist (SAS) grade doctors.  This puts us at the upper 
end of the ratio of appraisers to doctors; we have one appraiser for four 
doctors in line with NHS England guidelines to have between 1:4 to 1:20. 

3.2 Revalidation 

3.2.1 We have 69 doctors who have successfully revalidated, which equal 46% of all 
doctors who are assigned to us as their Designated Body (BD).  The 
revalidation scheduled dates are prescribed by the General Medical Council 
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(GMC) and we are up to date with all recommendations being submitted before 
the prescribed due date. 

3.2.2 Currently we have one doctor on deferral and one due to Maternity Leave.  The 
national average for deferral is 11% but in our Trust the two deferrals equate to 
3.5%.  One of the reasons for low deferral rates is that we have a high 
compliance with appraisals. 

3.2.3 New processes (e.g. checklists) have been introduced to cope with the 
increasing number of doctors going through revalidation, these are all on the 
Trust hard drive and are only accessible to the Medical Director, Associate 
Medical Director (Mr Jeremy Bannister) and the Appraisal and Revalidation 
Support Manager (Mrs Jackie Waller), so far they are working well and we are 
ahead of the GMC schedule. 

3.2.4 The responsibilities of the Responsible Officer (RO) will be taken over by the 
Interim Medical Director, to allow revalidation recommendations to continue 
until the new Medical Director and RO, Dr Richard Jenkins commences post in 
January 2015.  

3.3 Ongoing 

3.3.1 Terms of Reference for the Appraisal and Revalidation Sub Group (ARSG) are 
in draft format and should be in place by end of January 2015, pending the 
Medical Director’s review of the current draft document.  The Trust ‘Appraisal 
for Revalidation Policy’ is to be updated with NHS England’s policy from 
November 2014. 

4. E-JOB PLANNING 

4.1 The focus of the E-Job Planning still remains on the achievement of the Cost 
Improvement Plan (CIP) originally allocated as £0.5m but submitted at £179,000. 

4.2 Following review panels, the Clinical Directors (CD) of each Clinical Business Unit 
(CBU) were tasked with holding individual Job Plan meetings with all their clinicians, 
with those affected by the CIP reduction notice to be undertaken as a priority. 

4.3 Meetings have taken place with almost all of those affected by the Programmed 
Activities (PA) reduction notices, however not all have resulted in actual PA savings.  
There are various reasons for this, some being additional duties being undertaken 
due to staffing changes, others have had their current Supporting Professional 
Activities (SPA) allocated validation by the CD, others have been converted to Direct 
Clinical Care (DCC) due to service needs, the result being that currently 50% of the 
submitted CIP has been validated. 

4.4 To date there have been three requests for mediation meetings and two review 
panels are being arranged to review the CBUs who are currently under achieving 
their CIP target. 

4.5 Every effort is being made to complete the Job Planning Process by 31 October, 
being the date set in the recent audit report. 
 

Overall Status as at Oct 14 Amber 
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5. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (R&D) 

5.1 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
 
5.1.1 The Strategy was provisionally approved by the Board on 5 June 2014.  The 

Communications strategy is in draft form, and will be presented for approval at 
the next strategy meeting.  The Research and Development Operational Group 
will be meeting in December. 

5.2 LOCAL CLINICAL RESEARCH NETWORK (LCRN) 

5.2.1 The LCRN contract has been signed off. 

5.3 COLLABORATION FOR LEADERSHIP IN APPLIED HEALTH RESEARCH AND 
CARE (CLAHRC) 

5.3.1 There are four pieces of work ongoing, which link into CLAHRC (please see 
below for details); Patient Safety, Emergency Department Evaluation, Pressure 
Ulcers and Addressing Capacity in Organisations to do Research Network 
(ACORN). 

5.4 PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS 
 

5.4.1 Patient Safety: ‘Putting the patient at the heart of patient safety:  
implementing a patient measure of safety in partner ship with hospital 
volunteers’ .  The first site visit has taken place.  The Bradford team met with 
Alison Bielby, Deputy Chief Nurse and Vicky Faxon-Wastnage, Lead Nurse, 
Ward 19.  There is a lot of enthusiasm for this work.  We will be working with IT 
to ensure that any IT implications are anticipated.  The pilot work with Ward 19 
will commence in the autumn. 
 

5.4.2 ED evaluation project. The final report was approved by the Clinical 
Commissioning Group (CCG), and they have also approved a dissemination 
budget.  This work will include presentations within the Trust and CCG, posters 
aimed at patients, a glossy summary of the project and a formal peer reviewed 
publication.  The CCG is interested in funding us to repeat the project in the 
New Year and discussions are underway.  Update : the first publication for this 
project is in draft form, and patient facing posters have been displayed within 
the Trust. 
 

5.4.3 The department has been approached by the CCG to work up an evaluation of 
patient experience in the Diabetes Pathways  across Barnsley.  This work will 
develop a diabetes questionnaire developed by South West Yorkshire 
Partnership Foundation Trust (SWYPFT) into a broader study of both 
quantitative and qualitative research that will provide the CCG with 
comprehensive, reliable and robust information to assist in the review of 
diabetes provision across Barnsley.  Update : this project has been approved 
by the CCG and is underway.  The income into R&D is £40k.  
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5.4.4 Evaluation of the impact of the Frail Elderly Team .  This project is under 
discussion with Dr Susie Orme, Consultant Physician Specialising in Elderly 
Medicine.  We have agreed to input into the analysis of the impact metrics the 
team is collecting, e.g. length of stay, and we will be approaching the CCG for 
funding to undertake a formal qualitative evaluation of the service. 

 
5.4.5 Pressure Ulcers .  A proposal has been submitted to Alison Bielby, Deputy 

Chief Nurse, for comment to use the Training and Action for Patients Safety 
(TAPS) methodology, developed by the Yorkshire Quality and Safety Research 
Group in Bradford, to improve our incidence of pressure ulcers through an 
action learning approach.  This piece of work will also evaluate the TAPS 
approach in our Trust, to see if it can be used in the wider Trust as part of our 
spectrum of Service Improvement approaches.  Update : the TAPS project has 
been postponed until the new year.  In the interim a small evaluation of training 
needs is in preparation, which will link into the CLAHRC Evidence-based 
Transformation Theme. 

 
5.4.6 The Trust is a member of the CLAHRC YH ACORN.  The ACORN aims to 

develop and share good practice of building research capacity. 
 

These projects are a good example of how the Research and Development 
Department can contribute both to the Trust’s Business Plan and the CLAHRC; 
generating research questions with our local partners, that are grounded in our 
priorities and then using Research and Development capacity to deliver projects that 
link with and utilise regional academic and clinical expertise. 
 

5.5 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 

5.5.1 The R&D restructure proposal has been submitted to Human Resources (HR) 
and this formal consultation process is ongoing with the Union representation, 
under the guidance of HR.  A formal consultation with staff is expected to 
commence in October 2014. 

5.5.2 Implementation of new models for finance, feasibility and monitoring of studies 
is ongoing. 

5.5.3 A meeting with the Trust’s Finance Team will take place in November to 
discuss research finance transparency and sources/uses of research finance. 

5.5.4 On Tuesday, 22 July, Joan Perou (Consultant in Good Clinical Practice) 
delivered a half day training for the Trust, which was well attended.  This 
demonstrated the level of staff interest in research.  Joan spent two days in the 
R&D department, working with us to ensure that our quality and governance 
systems are up to MHRA standards.  The visit highlighted that the quality 
system for the delivery of clinical trails within the Trust are not compliant with 
the legal MHRA requirements.  The R&D Team is implementing a Corrective 
and Preventive Action (CAPA) to ensure compliance with the legal 
requirements of Statutory Instrument 1031 by the end of the year.  The team is 
supported by the Executive, and by the LCRN and the Research Development 
and Innovation Lead from Royal Liverpool Broadgreen University Hospitals 
NHS Trust. 
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6. MEDICAL EDUCATION 

6.1 POSTGRADUATE 

6.1.1 On 15 October Yorkshire and Humber Deanery and the Medical School were 
visited by the General Medical Council (GMC).  Barnsley Hospital NHS 
Foundation Trust was also visited.  Following the GMC visit there is one 
mandatory condition which required an action plan before 20 October.  This 
condition involves Surgery Middle Grade Rotas; this same issue also exists in 
Orthopaedics so longer term we will also have to rectify this.  An action plan 
has been submitted to the GMC.  Other positives and areas for improvement 
highlighted are; 
 
Positives 
• Support from Medical Education Department – Louise Pemberton, Medical 

Education Manager was praised repeatedly. 
• High level of awareness of trainees re: patient safety particularly human 

factors 
• Appointing a Simulation Fellow is a positive move 
• Many Consultants actively engaged with Medical School and Deanery 
• Meeting with Medical Director and Senior Executives is appreciated 

 
Areas for Improvement 
• IT access at induction - non availability of access card/passwords etc on day 

of induction 
• Nomenclature issues use of term 'SHO' and 'Student Doctors' to be 

discouraged 
• Handover not happening on time and Trainees having to stay back e.g. 

Obstetrics and Gynaecology 
• IT pagers not available  
• Issues with community placements and quality of education (mainly General 

Practice placements) 
 
The full report will be available in December 2014. 
 

6.1.2 Anaesthetics ran a successful Objective Structured Clinical Examination 
(OSCE) preparation course to eight trainees last month.  The feedback 
received was excellent and we intend to charge for future courses.  Well done 
to the Anaesthetics Team. 

 
6.1.3 Chest Drain Course to take place on 24 October.  To fill the places on this 

course we have advertised externally. 
 

6.1.4 Simulation fellow to be advertised this week.   
 

6.1.5 We have received two applications for Deputy College Tutor in Medicine.  The 
interview date for this post still needs to be confirmed.  

6.2 UNDERGRADUATE 

6.2.1 Out of 13 Undergraduate Lead posts have been advertised.  Six of these are 
appointed to.  The remaining seven posts have been sent to the Clinical 
Director of the CBU and will be advertised within each Consultant Group.  
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6.2.2 3rd year Medical Students are on site until November 2014. 
 

6.2.3 The Service Increment for Training (SIFT) annual monitoring meeting is due to 
be held on 10 November – Medical School Tariff Visit. 

 
 
 



  
REPORT TO THE BOARD OF  
BARNSLEY HOSPITAL NHSFT REF: 14/11/P-11 
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SUBJECT: BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK 

DATE: NOVEMBER 2014  

PURPOSE: 

 Tick as  
applicable   Tick as 

applicable 
 For decision/approval  Assurance  

For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy   

PREPARED BY: Angela Keeney, Interim Associate Director of Corporate Affairs 
SPONSORED BY: Diane Wake, Chief Executive 
PRESENTED BY: Angela Keeney, Interim Associate Director of Corporate Affairs 
STRATEGIC CONTEXT 2-3 sentences 

The Board Assurance Framework (BAF) enables the Board to monitor how the internal 
governance arrangements are supporting the achievement and delivery of the Trust’s strategic 
objectives and aids in identifying risks. 
 
The attached version has been updated for the  Board by the Executive Directors 

QUESTION(S) ADDRESSED IN THIS REPORT  

Does this BAF provide the Board requirements in the monitoring of risks and assurance 
throughout the year? 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION(S)  

This BAF would allow for assurances and risks to be identified by the Board. 
 
The Board is asked to receive and review the attached BAF. 
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REFERENCE/CHECKLIST 

• Which business plan 
objective(s) does this report 
relate to? 

 
All 

• Has this report considered the 
following stakeholders? 

Patients
 

BCCG
 

Other
 

Staff
 

BMBC
 

Please state: 

Governors
 

Monitor
 

 

• Has this report reviewed the 
Trust’s compliance with: 

Regulators (eg Monitor / CQC)
 

Legal requirements (Acts, HSE, NHS Constitution etc)
 

Equality, Diversity & Human Rights
 

The Trust's sustainability strategy
 

• Is this report 
supported by a 
communications 
plan? 

Yes
 

Not applicable
 

To be developed
 

• Has this report  
(in draft or during 
development) been 
reviewed and 
supported by any 
Board or Executive 
committee within the 
Trust? 

Quality & Governance
 

Audit Committee
 

Finance & Performance
 

ET
 

• Where applicable, briefly 
identify risk issues (including 
any reputation) and cross 
reference to risk register and  
governance committees 

 

• Where applicable, state 
resource requirements: 

Finance:  
Other:  

 
 

NHS Constitution: In determining this matter, the Board should have regard to the Core 
principles contained in the Constitution of: 

• Equality of treatment and access to services 
• High Standards of excellence and professionalism 
• Service user preferences 
• Cross community working 
• Best Value 
• Accountability through local influence and scrutiny 

 

The Board will also have regard to the Trust’s core vision statement:  
“Barnsley Hospital: Providing the best healthcare for all”  
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Subject: Board Assurance Framework Ref: 14/11/P-11 

 
1. STRATEGIC CONTEXT  

1.1 With financial and quality challenges facing the Trust, Board members must be clear 
how the internal governance arrangements are supporting the achievement and 
delivery of strategic objectives. 

 
2. INTRODUCTION  

2.1 Whilst the term ‘Board Assurance Framework’ should refer to the wide systems and 
processes of governance which are in place to provide the Board with assurance 
regarding the achievements of its strategic objectives, the phrase has become 
synonymous with the document or report generated to capture these assurances. 

 
3. BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK 

3.1 The amount of information which is generated and which informs the ongoing but 
ever changing, confidence levels of the Board with regard to achieving strategic 
objectives, cannot solely be captured in one single document. The BAF should record 
the Board’s confidence in achievement of each strategic objective at any given point 
in time, given all the information that has been available to them. 

3.2 In this way it is believed the BAF will remain a ‘live’ document in supporting effective 
decision making and providing evidence and justification for the decision making 
process. 

3.3 Any piece of information the Board receives may affect the members’ confidence 
about the likely achievement of a strategic objective. 

3.4 The BAF can be used dynamically to capture these changes as a result of new 
information, rather than attempting to replicate all the detailed information actually 
received by the Board. 

 
 
 
Appendices: 

• BAF V2 Populated October 2014  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 

BARNSLEY HOSPITAL NHS FT 
BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK  REVIEW – QUARTER 2 

 

11_BAF (2) V2 - Board (Nov 2014) 

 
This assurance framework assesses the most important risks that the Trust faces to date and 
which have the highest potential for external impact. Such risks differ in magnitude and 
complexity to operational risks and often require comprehensive risk mitigation plans which 
span over a longer timescale than most operational risks.  The Trust defines strategic risk as a 
strategic control issue that could close down a service/services. 
 

• Seriously prejudice or threaten achievement of a strategic objectives 
• Threaten the safety of service users 
• Threaten the reputation of the Trust/NHS 
• Lead to a significant financial imbalance and/or the need to seek additional funding to 

allow to be resolved and/or result in significant diversion of resources from another 
aspect of the business. 

 
Strategic risk will be reviewed as part of the annual business planning process and can also be 
identified in-year.  They are managed as part of a complex process as opposed to discrete 
events.  The Board of Directors needs to be satisfied that strategic risks are being properly 
identified and managed robustly. 
 
 
Risk score = impact x likelihood 
 
 
The matrix below can be used to calculate a risk score, which will determine what category the 
risk falls within, that score informing follow up action, its urgency and the required performance 
management to ensure the risk is managed effectively. 
 
 

LIKELIHOOD 

IMPACT 
Insignificant Minor Moderate Major Catastrophic 

Almost no impact on 
achievement of 

objectives 

Small impact on 
achievement of 

objectives 

Significant impact on 
achievement of 

objectives 

Major impact on 
achievement of 

objectives 

Objectives could not 
be achieved 

1 Rare 1 2 3 4 5 
2 Unlikely 2 4 6 8 10 
3 Possible 3 6 9 12 15 
4 Likely 4 8 12 16 20 
5 Almost certain 5 10 15 20 25 
      
Likelihood Score 1 2 3 4 5 
Descriptor Rare Unlikely Possible Likely Almost  certain 
Frequency 
(broad descriptors 
of frequency) 

This will probably 
never happen/recur 

Do not expect it to 
happen/recur but it is 

possible 

Might happen or recur 
occasionally 

Will probably 
happen/recur but it is 
not a persisting issue 

Will undoubtedly 
happen/recur, 

possibly frequently 

 

 

Impact level of Risk Potential/Actual origins 
   The extent to which the actual origins of the risk currently impact on the strategic risk 
    
   The origin of the strategic risk is significantly impacting on the risk 

    
   The origin of the strategic risk is still impacting on the risk 

    
   The origin of the strategic risk is no longer impacting on the risk 

    
 
 
Controls 
   The extent to which controls in place are satisfactorily impacting on the mitigation of the strategic risk 
    
   Effective control partially in place thus only impacting in limited way on mitigation of strategic 

risk 
    
   Effective control in place but only partially impacting on the mitigation of the strategic risk 

    
   Effective control in place and positively impacting on the mitigation of the strategic risk 

    
 
 
Reporting 
   The extent to which the reporting to a committee is providing assurance against each of the controls 
    
   Reporting to committee in place but not regular and only provides limited assurance against 

controls 
    
   Reporting to committee in place, regular but not always providing assurance against controls 

    
   Reporting to committee in place, regular and providing assurance against each of the 

controls 
    
 
 
    
   Increase in overall level of risk, reduction in effectiveness of control or reporting 

    
   Reduction in overall level of risk, increase in effectiveness of control or reporting 
    
   No change in impact level of risk, effectiveness of controls or reporting 
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PRINCIPAL 
ORGANISATIONAL 
OBJECTIVE & 
STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVE 

INITIAL RISK SCORE 
(impact x Likelihood = Total)  16 CURRENT 

ASSURED 
LEVEL CURRENT RISK SCORE  

(Impact x Likelihood = Total) 12 

What is the strategic risk to be controlled? EXEC 
DIRECTOR 

BOARD 
COMMIT

TEE 

Quarterly 
REF STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE & RISK 1 2 3 4 

OB1.  
Patients will experience safe care 

 
HMcN Q&G 

    

 INABILITY TO MEET CQC REGULATORY 
REQUIREMENTS   

    

     
Ref: Description: Score: 

July 14 
Aug14 Sep 14 Oct14 

1095 No dedicated Specialist Service for Dementia care 3x5 3x5 3x5 3x5 
1408 Nurse Staffing levels on CoE    4x5 4x5 
1155 Finance including CIP and deficit 4x5 4x5 4x5 4x5 
1002 Four Hour Target 4x4 4x4 3x4 3x4 
1463 Governance Structure 3x2 3x2 3x2 3x2 
1227 CQUINS 5x2 5x2 5x2 5x2 
1010 PEER Review Oncology 4x4 4x4 4x4 4x4 
1549 Compliance with IG Toolkit & SIRO    4x3 
 

IMPACT LEVEL 

What are the most significant origins (up to 10) which could or have led to the risk? 
Red 

Amber 
Green 

REF ORIGIN RAG 
O.1 Increasing demand for services, especially A&E and emergency services  
O.2 Lack of holding to account for performance  
O.3 Gaps in medical staff rotas, recruitment and retention of medical staff    
0.4 Reduction in bed base   
0.5 Middle Grade medical staff/ ANP vacancy rate  

  
  

IMPACT ON CORPORATE 
OBJECTIVES 

POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES OF  THE RISK 
OWNER What are the key potential consequences (up to 5) 

of the risk? 

Patients will experience safe care JM/H
McN 

Poor patient experience, increased number of 
complaints 

Performance Matters HMcN/
KK 

CCG/CQUIN targets may not be met; 
 

Patient will experience safe care HMcN Inability to maintain CQC registration and portfolio of 
services 

Patients will experience safe care HMcN Serious harm to patients, increased serious 
incidents 

Patients will experience safe care PMcL Reputational damage from adverse publicity 
      

 

These are the POSITIVE ASSURANCES actually received…. 

REPORT 
REF 

POSITIVE ASSURANCE EVIDENCE 
What is the report received that provided 
that assurance? 

Date reported to Committee 

PA.1 Quality Report  April 2014 
PA.2 Patient Experience Group  September 2014  
PA.3 Integrated Performance Report  September 2014 
PA.4 Annual Governance Account Annual 
PA.5 Health & Safety Report Annual 

PA.6 Nurse Staffing Report  (monthly  & 6 
monthly) 

September 2014 

PA.7 CQC Registration without conditions July 2014 

PA.8 Monitor Progress Review Meetings and 
subsequent letters 

September 2014 

PA.9 Performance Review Meetings with CBUs September 2014 
PA.10 Workforce Group  
PA.11 Vacancy  Control  Panel Weekly  
PA.12 SITREP staffing reports Daily 

 
 

 
 

 

The GAPS IN CONTROL/NEGATIVE ASSURANCES are…. 

What are the remaining key gaps (up to 10) in the controls or negative assurance despite the stated 
controls and positive assurances in place? 

REF GAP ACTION PLAN AGREED 
DEADLINE 

REVISED 
DEADLINE 

G1 
Risk remains that controls agreed not 
having the required effect with 
pressure on service delivery  

Patient Flow Action 
Plan 

October 
2014  

G2 Potential of other options to exist that 
haven’t been considered  

Service Sustainability 
Review 

December 
2014  

G3 
Remaining risk of system pressures of 
increasing attendance at A&E resulting 
in greater pressure for diagnostics 

Patient Flow Action 
Plan 

October 
2014  

G4 CBU Governance Meetings not fully 
implemented 

Appoint Governance 
Facilitators Sept 2014 Nov 2014 

G5 There are a number of Interim 
Directors 

Assignment of key 
roles to other 
directors and 
appointment to 
substantive posts 

October to 
January 

2015 
 

G6     
G7     
G8     
G9     

G10     
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The risks are CONTROLLED by … Quarter 

REF CONTROL 1 2 3 4 
C1 Delivery of actions G1-G4     
C2      
C3      
C4      
C5      
C6      
C7      
C9      
C10      

      
      
      

 

 
    

The REPORTING mechanisms are … Quarter 

REF REPORTING MECHANISM FREQUENCY 1 2 3 4 
R.1 Trust Board  Monthly     
R.2 Quality & Governance Committee Monthly     
R.3 Trust Board  Monthly     
R.4 Trust Board Annually     
R.5 Trust Board Annually     
R.6 Trust Board Monthly     
R.7 Trust Board       
R.8 Monitor  Monthly     
R.9 Executive /CBU Performance Meetings Monthly     
R.10       
R.11       
R.12       
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PRINCIPAL 
ORGANISATIONAL 
OBJECTIVE & 
STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVE 

INITIAL RISK SCORE (impact x Likelihood = 
Total)  15 

CURRENT 
ASSURED LEVEL CURRENT RISK SCORE (Impact x Likelihood 

= Total) 12 

What is the strategic risk to be controlled? EXEC 
DIRECTOR 

BOARD 
COMMITTEE 

Quarterly 
REF STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE & RISK 1 2 3 4 

OB2.  
Patients will experience safe care 

 
HMcN Q&G 

    

SR2 FAILURE TO DELIVER EFFECTIVE SAFE CARE   
    

     
Ref: Description: Score: 

July 14 
Aug14 Sep 14 Oct14 

1226 Nursing: Staffing and Skill Mix 3x3  3x3 3x3 3x3 
1201 HR: Non recruitment/vacancies 3x3  3x3 3x5 3x5 
1519 18 week target in Orthopaedics linked to 

Ultrasound staffing issues 
3x3  3x3 3x3 3x3 

1492 Medical Handover 4x3  4x3 4x3 4x3 
1221 HSMR Compliance Levels needs / reviewed 5x4 5x4 5x4 3x4 
 

IMPACT LEVEL 

What are the most significant origins (up to 10) which could or have led to the risk? 
Red 

Amber 
Green 

REF ORIGIN RAG 

O.1 Higher than national average scoring on the Safety Thermometer  

O.2 HSMR outlier 
  

O.3 Poor recognition of adult deteriorating patient  
O.4 Poor implementation of sepsis recognition and response  

O.5 
Poor compliance with clinical note keeping, ensuring robust patient assessment 
and management plans 
 

 

  

  

IMPACT ON CORPORATE 
OBJECTIVES 

POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES OF  THE RISK 
OWNER What are the key potential consequences (up to 5) of the 

risk? 

Patients will experience safe care HMcN/
JM 

Serious harm to patients, poor quality care, increased 
number of complaints 

Patients will experience safe care 

HMcN/
JM 

 
 
 

Increased  numbers of Serious Incidents  

Patients will experience safe care HMcN/ Failure to achieve CQUINS 

JM 

Patients will experience safe care HMcN/
JM Outlier in mortality rate 

Patients will experience safe care PMcL Reputational damage 
      
 

These are the POSITIVE ASSURANCES actually received…. 

REPORT 
REF 

POSITIVE ASSURANCE EVIDENCE 
What is the report received that provided that assurance? Date reported to Committee 

PA.1 Quality  Report  April 2014 
PA.2 Integrated Performance Report  September 2014  
PA.3 CQC Intelligence Monitoring September 2014 
PA.4 Annual Infection Prevention & Control August 2014 
PA.5 Mortality Review Process & Report September 2014  
PA.6 Performance Review Meetings September 2014 
PA.7 Monitor Progress Review Meetings and subsequent letters

September 2014 September 2014 

PA.8 18 -16 week Operational Recovery Plan   
PA.9   

 
 

 
 

 

The GAPS IN CONTROL/NEGATIVE ASSURANCES are…. 

What are the remaining key gaps (up to 10) in the controls or negative assurance despite the stated controls 
and positive assurances in place? 

REF GAP ACTION PLAN AGREED 
DEADLINE 

REVISED 
DEADLINE 

G1 VTE/PE 
deaths 
unusually 
high 

RCA to be performed on data collection and 
definitions Oct 2014  

G2 Mortality 
Review 
Group 

Case note reviews for all deaths/ Mortality 
Action Plan 

In place 
and on-
going 

 

G3 High number 
of inpatient 
falls 

On-going plan in place/Heat map produced to 
identify further targeted action. 

In place 
and on-
going  

 

G4 Quality of 
record 
keeping 

Audit Planned for March 2015 April 2015  

G5     
G6     
G7     
G8     
G9     
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The risks are CONTROLLED by … Quarter 

REF CONTROL 1 2 3 4 
C1 Robust patient pathways     
C2 Mandatory Training Uptake     
C3 Clinical Audits     
C4 Incident Reporting     
C5 Delivery of actions G1-G5     
C6 Patient Safety Management Processes     
C7      
C9      
C10      

      
      
      

 

 
    

The REPORTING mechanisms are ... Quarter 

REF REPORTING MECHANISM FREQUENCY 1 2 3 4 
R.1 Trust Board Monthly     
R.2 Trust Board Monthly     
R.3 Trust Board Monthly     
R.4 Quality & Governance Committee Annually     
R.5 Trust Board Monthly     
R.6 Executive /CBU Performance Meetings Monthly     
R.7 Monitor Monthly      
R.8  Monthly     
R.9       
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PRINCIPAL 
ORGANISATIONAL 
OBJECTIVE & 
STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVE 

INITIAL RISK SCORE  
(impact x Likelihood = Total)  15 CURRENT 

ASSURED 
LEVEL CURRENT RISK SCORE  

(Impact x Likelihood = Total) 12 

What is the strategic risk to be controlled? EXEC 
DIRECTOR 

BOARD 
COMMITTEE 

Quarterly 
REF STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE & RISK 1 2 3 4 

 Partnership will be our strength 

  
KK F&P 

    

SR Inability to manage increased demand for 
emergency services       

     
Ref: Description: Score: 

July 14 
Aug14 Sep 14 Oct14 

1491 Shortfall in ED Medical Rota 4x4 4x4 4x4 4x4 
1493 Shortfall in Rota/Work Integrity on AMU 4x4 3x3 3x3 3x3 
1201 Non-recruitment/Vacancies 3x3 3x3 3x5 3x5 
1408 Nurse Staffing levels on CoE   4x5 4x5 
1484 ANP Night Service Provision 4x4 4x4 4x4 4x4 
1492 Medical Handover 4x3  4x3 4x3 4x3 
 

IMPACT LEVEL 

What are the most significant origins (up to 10) which could or have led to the risk? 
Red 

Amber 
Green 

REF ORIGIN RAG 

1 

Cumulative effect of increasing population, increased longevity and rising 
adverse health factors resulting in failures to manage: 
 
Emergency attendances ( ED, AMU, SAU& Paeds)  
Long term conditions  
Length of stay targets  

 

2 Impact of financial settlements on social services and partner organisations  
3 Not implementing best models of care / best practice  
4 Difficulty in consistently matching resources to demand  
5 Lack of reliable data to support decision making  

  

IMPACT ON CORPORATE 
OBJECTIVES 

POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES OF  THE RISK 

OWNER What are the key potential consequences (up to 5) of 
the risk? 

Failure to deliver 7 day service JM/KK Poor patient experience, increased avoidable 
admissions, inconsistency in access to diagnostics 

Failure to encourage the culture of 
patient safety  HMcN 

Increase in harms, decreased reporting of incidents, 
reduced scores in patient surveys. Failure to deliver 
targets which could effect  financial income   

Failure to ensure appropriate staffing 
levels within the Trust  HB Increase in sickness levels, poorer patient experience. 

Failure to achieve targets, clinical and financial 
Failure to deliver Turnaround Plan DW Loss of organisational control 

Failure to deliver strategic objectives KK/BK Organisational Sustainability will be reviewed 

      
 

These are the POSITIVE ASSURANCES actually received … 

REPORT 
REF 

POSITIVE ASSURANCE EVIDENCE 
What is the report received that provided 

that assurance? 
Date reported to Committee 

PA.1 Integrated Performance Report  Monthly 
PA.2 CBU Reports  Monthly 
PA.3 Workforce Dashboard Monthly 
PA.4 Performance Review Meetings Monthly 
PA.5 Trust Operations Group Weekly 
PA.6 Patient Flow Action Plan October 2014 
PA.7 ECIST Monthly 
PA.8 Urgent Care Board Monthly 
PA.9 Systems Resilience Monthly 

PA.10   
 
 

 
 

 

The GAPS IN CONTROL/NEGATIVE ASSURANCES are ... 

What are the remaining key gaps (up to 10) in the controls or negative assurance despite the stated 
controls and positive assurances in place? 

REF GAP ACTION PLAN AGREED 
DEADLINE 

REVISED 
DEADLINE 

G1 Realisation of Better Care Fund Better Care Fund 
Submission   

September 
2014  

G2 Health economy escalation plan  As above September 
2014  

G3 Draft Winter Plan On-going work November 
2014  

G4 Care Co-ordination Centre Implementation  November 
2014  

G5 Limited influence in local health 
economy 

Patient Flow Action 
Plan 

October 
2014  

G6 Intermediate Care Provision Pilot being launched  15/16  
G7     
G8     
G9     

G10     
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The risks are CONTROLLED by … Quarter 

REF CONTROL 1 2 3 4 
C1 Key meetings with external stakeholders and commissioners     

C2 Significant operational focus on targets with Integrated 
Performance Reports used throughout the Trust     

C3 Enhanced  focus at CBU performance Review meetings        
C4 Delivery of G1-G4     
C5 Increased engagement within the local health economy     
C6      
C7      
C9      
C10      

      
      
      

 

 

The REPORTING mechanisms are … Quarter 

REF REPORTING MECHANISM FREQUENCY 1 2 3 4 
R1 Trust Board  Monthly     
R2 Finance & Performance Monthly     
R3 Finance & Performance Weekly     
R4 Executive /CBU Performance Meetings Monthly     
R5 Finance & Performance Committee Monthly     
R6 Executive Team Weekly     
R7 Corporate  Operations Group  Monthly     
R8 Trust Board Monthly     
R9 Cross agency  Operations Group Monthly     
R10       
R11       
R12       
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PRINCIPAL 
ORGANISATIONAL 
OBJECTIVE & 
STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVE 

INITIAL RISK SCORE  
(impact x Likelihood = Total)  20 CURRENT 

ASSURED 
LEVEL CURRENT RISK SCORE  

(Impact x Likelihood = Total) 16 

What is the strategic risk to be controlled? EXEC 
DIRECTOR 

BOARD 
COMMITTEE 

Quarterly 
REF STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE & RISK 1 2 3 4 

3 People will be proud to work for us   
    

1484 Failure to develop and implement a workforce 
strategy HB F&P 

    

     
Ref: Description: Score: 

July 14 
Aug14 Sep 14 Oct14 

1491 Shortfall in ED Medical Rota 4x4 4x4 4x4 4x4 
1493 Shortfall in Rota/Work Integrity on AMU 4x4 3x3 3x3 3x3 
1201 Non-recruitment/Vacancies 3x3 3x3 3x5 3x5 
1498 Vacancies of middle grade doctors  3x3 3x3 3x3 3x3 
1512 Career breaks within Cardiology 3x3 3x3 3x3 3x3 
1197 Absence and Stress 3x3 3x3 3x3 3x3 
1200 Lack of workforce engagement 4x4 4x4 4x3 4x3 
 

IMPACT LEVEL 

What are the most significant origins (up to 10) which could or have led to the risk? 
Red 

Amber 
Green 

REF ORIGIN RAG 
1 Lack of effective engagement with staff  
2 Poor record of succession planning  
3 Sickness and absence levels(high in some areas)  
4 Inability to attract and retain high calibre staff  
5 Poor record of  planning  against projected national changes in workforce  

  
  

IMPACT ON CORPORATE 
OBJECTIVES 

POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES OF  THE RISK 
OWNER What are the key potential consequences (up to 5) of 

the risk? 
Failure to deliver equitable services 7 
days per week JM/KK Poor patient experience, increased avoidable 

admissions,  
Failure to ensure appropriate staffing 
levels throughout the Trust HB Increased sickness, poorer patient experience impacting 

on Trust reputation 
Failure to ensure safe care HMcN Increase in patient harms, reduced patient satisfaction 
Reputational damage PMcL Increase in complaints and media interest 
Raising Concerns HB Increase in cases of staff raising concerns 
   
      

 

These are the POSITIVE ASSURANCES actually received … 

REPORT 
REF 

POSITIVE ASSURANCE EVIDENCE 
What is the report received that provided 

that assurance? 
Date reported to Committee 

PA.1 Staff Survey  Quarterly 
PA.2 Workforce Dashboard Monthly 
PA.3 New  appraisal process Commenced April 2014 
PA.4 Nurse Staffing Levels Report Monthly 
PA.5 GMC Survey  Annually 
PA.6  CBU Performance Reports Monthly 

PA.7 Friend & Family Test to include key 
measures of staff survey  Bi- weekly 

PA.8  Deanery Visit Ad hoc 
PA.9   

PA.10   
 
 

 
 

 

The GAPS IN CONTROL/NEGATIVE ASSURANCES are ... 

What are the remaining key gaps (up to 10) in the controls or negative assurance despite the stated 
controls and positive assurances in place? 

REF GAP ACTION PLAN AGREED 
DEADLINE 

REVISED 
DEADLINE 

G1 Excessive use of bank & agency staff 
Performance 
Management 
Framework 

In place & 
on going  

G2 Not utilising national data effectively/ 
Horizon scanning  Workforce Strategy December 

2014  

G3 HR& OD Strategy  To be developed  December 
2014  

G4 Staff Engagement Strategy To be developed December 
2014  

G5     
G6     
G7     
G8     
G9     

G10     
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The risks are CONTROLLED by … Quarter 

REF CONTROL 1 2 3 4 
C1 Performance management & capability process     
C2 Sickness absence policy     
C3 Appraisal completion target     
C4 Mandatory training target     
C5 Delivery of G1-G4     
C6      
C7      
C9      
C10      

      
      
      

 

 

The REPORTING mechanisms are … Quarter 

REF REPORTING MECHANISM FREQUENCY 1 2 3 4 
R1 Finance &Performance Committee Monthly     
R2 Finance & Performance Committee Monthly     
R3 Finance & Performance Committee Monthly     
R4 Trust Board Monthly     
R5 Trust Board Monthly     
R6 Finance & Performance Committee Monthly     
R7 Trust Board Monthly     
R8       
R9       
R10       
R11       
R12       
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PRINCIPAL 
ORGANISATIONAL 
OBJECTIVE & 
STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVE 

INITIAL RISK SCORE  
(impact x Likelihood = Total)  20 CURRENT 

ASSURED 
LEVEL CURRENT RISK SCORE  

(Impact x Likelihood = Total) 15 

What is the strategic risk to be controlled? EXEC 
DIRECTOR 

BOARD 
COMMITTEE 

Quarterly 
REF STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE & RISK 1 2 3 4 

4 Performance Matters & Patients will 
experience safe care DW F&P 

    

 

FAILURE TO DELIVER TURNAROUND PLAN 

1. Delivery of  Financial Turnaround 
Plan 

2. Governance Restructure 
Recommendations 

3. Performance Targets 
4. Organisational Sustainability 

DW  

    

 
 

 
 

   

Ref: Description: Score: 
July 14 

Aug14 Sep 14 Oct14 

1155 Maintaining financial stability of the Trust 
and Turnaround Plan 

4x4 4x4 4x4 4x4 

1515 Financial Leadership 5x2 5x2 5x2 5x2 
 

IMPACT LEVEL 

What are the most significant origins (up to 10) which could or have led to the risk? 
Red 

Amber 
Green 

REF ORIGIN RAG 
1 Licence restrictions imposed by regulator  
2 Financial investigations  
3 Operational delivery targets not met  
4 Gaps in governance systems  
   

  
  

IMPACT ON CORPORATE 
OBJECTIVES 

POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES OF  THE RISK 
OWNER What are the key potential consequences (up to 5) of 

the risk? 
Failure to deliver required operational 
performance KK Poor patient experience, increased scrutiny by Monitor, 

failure to deliver targets impacting financial controls 

Failure to deliver safe care HMcN Poor patient experience, increased harms, effect on 
CQC rating 

Achieve financial stability and 
satisfying  our regulators SD Loss of organisational control 

Reputational  damage  
 PMcL Increase in media interest 

Financial Failure  SD Unsustainable organisation 

      
 

These are the POSITIVE ASSURANCES actually received … 

REPORT 
REF 

POSITIVE ASSURANCE EVIDENCE 
What is the report received that provided 

that assurance? 
Date reported to Committee 

PA.1 Monthly budget reporting  September 2014 
PA.2 Monthly financial reports  September 2014 
PA.3 Contract with CCG agreed August 2014 
PA.4 Integrated Performance Dashboard September 2014 
PA.5 CIP Steering Performance September 2014 
PA.6 Nursing Quality Report  April 2014 
PA.7 Performance Management Framework May 2014  
PA.8 Assurance & Escalation Framework September 2014 
PA.9 Turnaround Plan July 2014 

PA.10 External Governance Reviews July & September 2014 
PA.11 Sustainability Review Completion due December 2014 
PA.12 Patient Flow Action Plan October 2014 

 
 

 
 

 

The GAPS IN CONTROL/NEGATIVE ASSURANCES are ... 

What are the remaining key gaps (up to 10) in the controls or negative assurance despite the stated 
controls and positive assurances in place? 

REF GAP ACTION PLAN AGREED 
DEADLINE 

REVISED 
DEADLINE 

G1 Financial team, resource and structure Review October 
2014  

G2 Assurance & Escalation Framework 
implementation 

 In place and on-
going 

November 
2014  

G3 Gap around maturity levels of some 
CBUs In place November 

2014  

G4 Information Technology ( ability to 
produce robust data) IT Strategy (revision) December 

2014  

G5     
G6     
G7     
G8     
G9     

G10     
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The risks are CONTROLLED by … Quarter 

REF CONTROL 1 2 3 4 
C1 Robust financial monitoring and management     
C2 Robust performance management of ED target     
C3 CBU Structure in place     
C4 Performance Management Framework     
C5 Trust Operations Group     
C6 Assurance & Escalation Framework     
C7 Delivery of G1- G4     
C9 PMO  in place       

      
      
      
      

 

 

The REPORTING mechanisms are … Quarter 

REF REPORTING MECHANISM FREQUENCY 1 2 3 4 
R.1 Finance & Performance Committee Monthly     
R.2 Trust Board Monthly     
R.3 Trust Board Monthly     
R.4 Trust Board Monthly     
R.5 Finance & Performance Committee Monthly     
R.6 Trust Board  6 monthly     
R.7 Executive Team Weekly     
R.8 Trust Board      
R.9 Trust Board Monthly     

R.10 Finance & Performance   Monthly     
R.11 Trust Board Monthly     
R.12 Trust Board      
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PRINCIPAL 
ORGANISATIONAL 
OBJECTIVE & 
STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVE 

INITIAL RISK SCORE  
(impact x Likelihood = Total)  20 CURRENT 

ASSURED 
LEVEL CURRENT RISK SCORE  

(Impact x Likelihood = Total) 20 

What is the strategic risk to be controlled? EXEC 
DIRECTOR 

BOARD 
COMMITTEE 

Quarterly 
REF STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE & RISK 1 2 3 4 

 Performance Matters   
    

SR: 
 

FAILURE TO DELIVER IM&T STRATEGY 
INCLUDING EPR TO SUPPORT THE TRUSTS 
OBJECTIVES 

SD F&P 

    

     
Ref: Description: Score: 

July 14 
Aug
14 

Sep 
14 

Oct14 

1150 ICT Detrimental impact to future revenue 
budgets of ICT maintenance services no longer 
funded. 

3x3 3x3 3x3 3x3 

1151 ICT Devolved systems 4x3 4x2 4x2 4x2 
1469 Risk of Business continuity through lapse in 

warranty of IT hardware used for Pathology 
systems 

5x4 5x4 5x4 5x4 

1487 Implementation of EPR – barcoding of medical 
records  

4x4 4x4 4x4 4x4 

1541 Lorenzo training programme and staff 
competency and operational capacity 

   4x4 

 
IMPACT LEVEL 

What are the most significant origins (up to 10) which could or have led to the risk? 
Red 

Amber 
Green 

REF ORIGIN RAG 
01 System outwith IT strategy  
02 Pathology system joint with Rotherham  
03   
   

  
  

IMPACT ON CORPORATE 
OBJECTIVES 

POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES OF  THE RISK 
OWNER What are the key potential consequences (up to 5) of 

the risk? 

Failure to deliver Lorenzo programme JB 
Increased complaints re outpatients, decreased scores 
in F&F test, increased harms to patients, threat to 
effective operations of the hospital. 

Reputational Damage PMcL National profile affected due to failure of delivery 

Service delivery Impact  KK/JB Failure to deliver pathology service 

   
      
 

These are the POSITIVE ASSURANCES actually received … 

REPORT 
REF 

POSITIVE ASSURANCE EVIDENCE 
What is the report received that provided 

that assurance? 
Date reported to Committee 

PA.1 IMT Strategy (to be reviewed by December 
2014) 2013 

PA.2 External Approval of Investment Case by 
DH Nov 2013 

PA.3 Revised approval from DH June 2014 
PA.4 Formal updates at Executive Team meeting  July 2014 
PA.5 Weekly Escalation Report at ET September 2014 

PA.6 Senior scrutiny of key checkpoints in place 
pre go live date commence September  

PA.7 Additional trainers allocated September 2014  

PA.8 Senior manager rota to support ‘go live’ and 
for a period thereafter 

Rota available and partially covered ( in 
addition to Senior Manager on call) 

PA.9 Programme Board Monthly 
 
 

 
 

 

The GAPS IN CONTROL/NEGATIVE ASSURANCES are ... 

What are the remaining key gaps (up to 10) in the controls or negative assurance despite the stated 
controls and positive assurances in place? 

REF GAP ACTION PLAN AGREED 
DEADLINE 

REVISED 
DEADLINE 

G1 Staff Readiness 

Arrangements 
reviewed and 
monitored weekly by 
Executive Team  

October 
2014  

G2 Allocation of equipment  Links to EPR 
strategy 

October 
2014  

G3 Data Inputting to Lorenzo Contingency Plan in 
place.   

G4 Lorenzo Training programme  and 
readiness.    

G5 Lorenzo transition and implementation 
issues    

G6     
G7     
G8     
G9     

G10     
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The risks are CONTROLLED by … Quarter 

REF CONTROL 1 2 3 4 
C1 IM&T Strategy      
C2 Project Management  arrangements     
C3      
C4      
C5      
C6      
C7      
C9      
C10      

      
      
      

 

 

The REPORTING mechanisms are … Quarter 

REF REPORTING MECHANISM FREQUENCY 1 2 3 4 
R.1 Trust Board  Monthly     
R.2 Trust Board Monthly     
R.3 Trust Board Monthly     
R.4 Executive Team Weekly     
R.5 Executive Team Daily     
R.6 Executive Team Daily     
R.7 Executive Team Weekly     
R.8 Executive Team  Weekly     
R.9 Finance & Performance  Monthly     
R.10       
R.11       
R.12 
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REPORT TO THE BOARD OF  
BARNSLEY HOSPITAL NHSFT REF: 14/10/P-12 
 

BoD Nov 2014: 12(a)_Council of Governors  
 

SUBJECT: COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS 

DATE: NOVEMBER 2014  

PURPOSE: 

 Tick as  
applicable   Tick as 

applicable 
 For decision/approval  Assurance  

For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy   

PREPARED BY: Carol Dudley, Secretary to the Board 
SPONSORED BY: Stephen Wragg, Chairman 
PRESENTED BY: Stephen Wragg, Chairman 
STRATEGIC CONTEXT 2-3 sentences 

The role and responsibilities of the Council of Governors and  
the Board’s responsibilities of working with and providing support to the Council. 

QUESTION(S) ADDRESSED IN THIS REPORT  

Is the Council of Governors holding the Non Executive Directors to account and, if so,  
how? 
Is the Board providing sufficient and timely information to the Governors? 
Is the Board listening and responding to questions and comments from the Governors? 
Is the Board providing appropriate training to Governors? 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION(S)  
 
The latest agenda and approved minutes attached (from General and Annual General /Annual 
Public Members meetings)  illustrate how the Board and Governors continue to work together 
to support development of services to patients.  They also reflect some – but not all – of the 
ways in which the Governors and Board meet the requirements: 

- for the Board of Directors to listen to and take account of the view of the Council of 
Governors 

- to provide both information and training to governors 
- for the Council of Governors to hold the Non Executive Directors to account 

 
The Board is asked to receive and note this report. 
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REFERENCE/CHECKLIST 

• Which business plan 
objective(s) does this report 
relate to? 

 

• Has this report considered the 
following stakeholders? 

Patients
 

BCCG
 

Other
 

Staff
 

BMBC
 

Please state: 

Governors
 

Monitor
 

 

• Has this report reviewed the 
Trust’s compliance with: 

Regulators (eg Monitor / CQC)
 

Legal requirements (Acts, HSE, NHS Constitution etc)
 

Equality, Diversity & Human Rights
 

The Trust's sustainability strategy
 

• Is this report 
supported by a 
communications 
plan? 

Yes
 

Not applicable
 

To be developed
 

• Has this report  
(in draft or during 
development) been 
reviewed by any 
Board or Executive 
committees within the 
Trust? 

 

Quality & Governance
 

Audit Committee
 

Finance & Performance 
 

ET
 

• Where applicable, briefly 
identify risk issues (including 
any reputation) and cross 
reference to risk register and  
governance committees 

 

• Where applicable, state 
resource requirements: 

Finance:  
Other:  

 
 

NHS Constitution: In determining this matter, the Board should have regard to the Core 
principles contained in the Constitution of: 

• Equality of treatment and access to services 
• High Standards of excellence and professionalism 
• Service user preferences 
• Cross community working 
• Best Value 
• Accountability through local influence and scrutiny 

 

The Board will also have regard to the Trust’s core vision statement:  
“Barnsley Hospital: Providing the best healthcare for all”  

 



  
 

 

GENERAL MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS 
OF BARNSLEY HOSPITAL NHS FOUNDATION TRUST 

5.30-7.30pm, 8TH OCTOBER 2014 
IN THE EDUCATION CENTRE, BARNSLEY HOSPITAL 

AGENDA 
Part 1: in public 

1. Apologies & Welcome 

2. To invite comments from members of the public 

3. To receive any declaration of interests ENC 3 
and review the Governors’ Register of Interests  

4. To approve the Minutes of the Meeting held on 13 August  2014 ENC 4 
and Annual General/Annual Public Members Meeting held on 11 September 2014 

5. To consider any matters arising from the Minutes of the last meeting  
6. To receive outcomes of the Research & Development (R&D) evaluation report Presentation 

on the Trust’s Emergency Department – Dr Christine Smith, Director of R&D 

7. To endorse appointment of the External Auditors ENC 7 
– Mr Paul Spinks, Non Executive Director and Audit Committee Chair 

8. To review and endorse the Membership Office Update Report ENC 8 
– Ms D Myers, Membership & Communications Officer 

9. To receive and approve the latest report of the Nominations Committee  ENC 9 
–  Mr J Unsworth, Lead Governor 

10. To receive and note the report of the Lead Governor, Mr J Unsworth ENC 10 

11. To receive and support report from the Trust’s Chairman, Mr S Wragg  ENC 11 

12. To receive update report from the Trust’s Chief Executive, Ms D Wake ENC 12 

13. To review and endorse the report of the Council of Governors’ sub-groups ENC 13 
– Mr D Brannan (Strategy & Performance), Mr J Ramsey (Patients’ Experience),  
    and J Unsworth (Staff & Environment) 

14. To receive and note reports from the Board of Directors ENC 14 
–  latest Board Agenda and Minutes (meetings held in public)  
–  latest integrated monthly performance report    

15. To consider issues raised by Governors: ENC 15 
– Feedback from Mrs Buttling and Mrs Hewitt on Governwell event  
– Response to enquiry from  Mr Grierson, regarding taxi accounts  
– Trust response to Independent Inquiry into Child Sex Exploitation in Rotherham 

16. Any other business, including:  
– matters raised by the public  
– date of next meeting: General Meeting, 10th December 2014 (5.30-7.30pm)   

17. To resolve that representatives of the press and other members of the public be excluded from 
the final part of this meeting having regard to the confidential nature of the business to be 
transacted, publicity on which would be prejudicial to the public interest in accordance with 
8.13.2 and 8.13.3 of the Trust’s Constitution. 

 
 
Signed:  ……………….…..  
Chairman 



 
 

 
 
COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS – OCTOBER 2014 REF: CG/14/10/04a 
 

04a 

MINUTES OF A GENERAL MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS 
HELD ON 13TH AUGUST 2014, 5.30PM 

IN THE EDUCATION CENTRE, BARNSLEY HOSPITAL 
 

Present: Mr D Brannan Partner Governor, Voluntary Action Barnsley 
Mrs P Buttling Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 

 Mr A Conway Staff Governor, Volunteers 
 Mr A Dobell Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 

Mrs J Gaines Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Mr A Grierson Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Mr M Jackson Partner Governor, Joint Trade Unions Committee 
Mr W Kerr Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Mr B F Leabeater Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Mr P Lleshi Partner Governor, Barnsley Together 
Mrs J O’Brien Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Cllr J Platts Partner Governor, Barnsley MBC 
Mr J Ramsey Staff Governor, Non Clinical Support Staff 
Mr R Raychaudhuri Staff Governor, Medical & Dental 
Mrs M Richardson Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Mrs C Robb Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Mrs L Sanderson Staff Governor, Nursing & Midwifery 
Mr T Smith Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Mr H Spence Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Mr L Steenson Public Governor, Public Constituency O (out of area) 
Mr J Unsworth Lead & Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Mr S Wragg Trust Chairman 

 
In attendance: Ms C Dudley Secretary to the Board 
 Mr J Findlay Manager, PriceWaterhouse Coopers LLP 
 Sir Stephen Houghton CBE Non Executive Director 
 Mr R Kirton Director of Strategy& Business Development 

Ms P McLaren Interim Director of Communications &Marketing 
Mr F Patton Non Executive Director 
Ms D Wake Chief Executive 

 
Apologies: Mr P Ardron Partner Governor, Sheffield Universities 
 Ms R Hewitt Staff Governor, Clinical Support Services 

Ms G Morritt Staff Governor, Nursing & Midwifery 
Mrs L Neasmith Partner Governor, Barnsley College 
Mr D Sykes Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Mr D Thomas Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
 

CG/14 52  APOLOGIES & WELCOME 
The Chairman welcomed Governors, guests, Directors and senior 
managers to the meeting.  Apologies were noted as above.     
  
  

Action 
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CG/14 53  COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC 
None   
 

 

CG/14 54  DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
The interests of the Chairman, Sir Stephen and Mr Patton in the 
Nomination Committee’s report, were noted. 
No other declarations were received.  
 

 

CG/14 55  MINUTES OF LAST MEETING (Enc 4) 

The Minutes of the General Meeting held on 11 June 2014 were received 
and accepted as a true record.  
 

 

CG/14 56  MATTERS ARISING 
• CG 14/35 – Escalation signage  

The Governors’ request for better signage had been reported straight 
after the meeting and it was noted that the escalator had been mended 
shortly afterwards. 

• CG 14/38(a) – Governwell training  
Agenda item 15 referred. 

• CG 14/38(b) - Policy on Governors’ Expenses   
Approved and issued. 

• CG 14/39 - Membership Strategy  
Reviewed and revised via the Governors’ Strategy & Performance sub-
group as requested; the final version was presented under agenda 
item 9 for approval. 

• CG 14/41- Chairman’s report 
– The vacancy arising following Mr Woodcock’s resignation would be 

included in the next annual elections for the Council of Governors, 
as agreed with UK-Engage, the independent scrutineers. 

– The Chairman would ensure that Governors’ feedback on the 
catering at the 2014 HEART Awards had been reported to the Hotel 

– Several Governors had attended the formal opening of the Barnsley 
Birth Centre and all were very complimentary about the refurbished 
facilities. 

– The external review of the Trust’s governance structure was drawing 
to a conclusion; the Chairman thanked the Governors who had 
taken part, via the focus group for governors and/or staff.  
 

 

CG/14 57  BARNSLEY HOSPITAL SUPPORT SERVICES LIMITED Presentation 
Mr Patton, as Non Executive Director for BHFNT and Chair of Barnsley 
Hospital Support Services Limited (BHSS), presented an overview of the 
company – a wholly owned subsidiary of the Hospital.  In his presentation, 
Mr Patton outlined the background of the company, its progress to date 
and plans and aspirations for the future.  He reiterated that the company 
had been established as commercial arm for the hospital, to expand 
income streams and generate profits that could be ploughed back into the 
parent company to provide service benefits for patients and staff. 
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Mrs Buttling referred to her experience of other hospitals, which had used 
similar vehicles to develop private work, often utilising a private wing; she 
enquired if this was the intent for BHSS.  Mr Patton agreed that this would 
be a long term aim for BHSS but the introduction of private work would be 
approached on a small scale and slow, gradual basis initially, offering 
services complementary to those provided through the NHS, utilising 
existing facilities when not in use for NHS work and supernumerary staff.  
After care needs would have to be included within the private services 
provided albeit it was acknowledged that any private services offered on 
site would benefit from the immediacy of access to wider services in case 
of need.  Mr Unsworth queried the VAT position and was assured that this 
had not been queried by HM Revenue & Customs.  Mr Patton stressed that 
this was one of the reasons why BHSS wanted to expand its focus, to 
demonstrate that it had not been established purely for this purpose, 
although the ability to reclaim some payments did support a more balanced 
approach for a range of commercial opportunities.  Mr Unsworth also 
enquired if BHSS could be used to operate in-house franchises such as the 
newsagents etc; Mr Patton confirmed that this and a number of other 
commercial ventures were under consideration, for BHSS to run 
independently or in partnership with other commercial entities.  BHSS 
remained open to all ideas and would welcome any new suggestions.   
Mr Lleshi enquired further about current benefits and profit levels (income 
to date c£300,000).  Mr Patton confirmed that work so far had focussed on 
the outpatient pharmacy services but would expand.  Developments within 
pharmacy had provided service improvements as well as financial gains, 
with speed of delivery improved and a reduction in errors.  He affirmed that 
internal costs (via BHNFT) were cross charged at commercial levels into 
BHSS.  Mr Unsworth reminded the meeting that any significant increases in 
private income – ie above 5% of the Trust’s total income – would required 
the approval of the Council of Governors.   Mr Brannan welcomed the 
initiative as a “win:win” for everyone involved.  
 

CG/14 58  QUALITY ACCOUNT 2013/14 (Presentation) 
On behalf of the external auditors, PriceWaterhouse Coopers (PwC), 
Mr Findlay expanded on the auditors’ reports on the Trust’s Quality 
Account (QA) 2013/14.  He highlighted PwC’s responsibilities towards the 
Governors and gave an overview of the audit work carried out. The audit 
had focussed on two of the clinical indicators identified by Monitor (62 day 
cancer and C.Difficile) and one indicator identified by the Governors – VTE 
(venous thromboembolism) assessment on admission, and had included 
two reports: “limited assurance” (which focussed on accuracy of the data 
reported by the Trust in the QA) and a more detailed private report to 
Governors, distributed separately in advance of the meeting.  Neither 
report had identified any issues of concern and the auditors had issued a 
clean audit opinion, and indeed had identified the Trust’s QA as one of the 
best audited by PwC in terms of content, readability (user friendly) and 
consistency.  The audit had noted some points for improvement, which 
would be addressed by the Trust in year. 
Mandated indicators had been rated as “amber” for C.Difficile (20 cases 
reported in year) and “green” for the 62 day cancer indictor (some 
improvements required to address minor administrative errors).  Ms Wake 
queried the “amber” rating for C.Difficile on the basis that the Trust had (a) 
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not exceeded its target for the year and (b) had delivered a further 
improvement year on year, which would have been rated at “green” by 
Monitor.  This was acknowledged by Mr Findlay;  PwC’s position had been 
intended to highlight the pressures on the indicator rather than as a 
criticism.  
Whilst no formal assurance had been required on the local indicator, the 
auditors’ comments had noted the increased target and year on year 
improvement, albeit with some gaps in assessment, which had been 
reviewed with the Trust’s management.   Mr Conway queried the 
comments on VTE assessments and Mr Findlay clarified that the data was 
unclear on subsequent readmissions, where the initial assessment (on first 
admission) had been counted and whether subsequent assessments were 
carried out on re-admission.  This was being reviewed by the operational 
teams. 
Before leaving the meeting, Mr Findlay was thanked for attending and for 
presenting the report to Governors.   
 

CG/14 59  NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE  
Mr Wragg, Mr Patton and Sir Stephen stepped out of the meeting.  
Mr Unsworth assumed the Chair and expanded on the submitted report.  
The report from the Nominations Committee recommended that: 
– Finalising the 2013/14 year end appraisals for the Chairman and Non 

Executive Directors be deferred, in view of the external review work 
currently ongoing, which could impact on the outcomes; 

– No uplift in service payments for the Chairman or Non Executive 
Directors should be made this year (for 2015), recognising the impact of 
the changes agreed in 2014, which brought the Trust more in line with 
comparators in the Foundation Trust sector, the Trust’s current position, 
the pace of the economic recovery in England and the challenging 
environment that continued to face the NHS generally 

Mr Unsworth referred to other issues also considered as part of the annual 
review of terms and conditions, including parity with the NHS staff uplift for 
2014, but as this had not been a consolidated rise for all staff it was not 
accepted as a viable consideration for the NEDs.  
The recommendations of the report were unanimously agreed. 
On behalf of the Nominations Committee and the wider Council of 
Governors, Mr Unsworth recorded a note of thanks to Ms Brearley for her 
support and guidance on issues addressed by the Nominations Committee. 
The Chairman and NEDs re-joined the meeting and Mr Wragg resumed the 
Chair.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CG/14 60  MEMBERSHIP & ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY (Enc 9) 
Ms McLaren presented the revised Membership & Engagement Strategy 
on behalf of Mrs Myers, the Communications & Membership Officer.  It was 
confirmed that the Strategy had taken account of comments and feedback 
received from Governors.    
The Strategy was approved and its progress would be monitored by the 
Council on a quarterly basis.  
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CG/14 61  CHAIRMAN’S REPORT (Enc 10) 

The Chairman’s report was received and noted.  It provided commentary 
and updates on a range of activities, items of interest and Board 
discussions since the last General Meeting.   
The Chairman provided further information in response to two questions 
from Governors: 
a)  more information on the new governance structure within the Trust 

would be presented to Governors at the next sub-group meeting, on 
19th August 

b)  the application submitted by Sheffield College (with support from 
Barnsley Hospital), to develop a University Training College, with a 
healthcare focus, was not expected to affect the arrangements already 
in place with the Sheffield Universities.  The new College, if approved, 
would seek to attract students from across South Yorkshire, not just 
Sheffield, and would have a strong vocational, rather than academic, 
focus.  It was anticipated that it would complement the education and 
training already provided by the universities across the region.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PES 
sub-

group 

CG/14 62  LEAD GOVERNOR’S REPORT (Enc 11) 
The Lead Governor’s report on activities since the last meeting and items 
of interest for the Council was received and noted.   
Mr Unsworth highlighted the proposed merger of the Foundation Trust 
Network (FTN) and Foundation Trust Governors Association (FTGA).  
Whilst the rationale for the merger was accepted and supported, the loss of 
the FTGA would be regrettable.  It was hoped that the benefits and support 
it provided to Governors across the country would be carried on by the FTN 
following the merger.  Mr Unsworth reiterated his displeasure at the way 
the merger had been progressed, with no direct contact with Councils of 
Governors or Governor leads, which had been pivotal to the development 
of the FTGA.  The Chairman undertook to pass this on to the CEO of the 
FTN at their next meeting.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SW 

CG/14 63  CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT (Enc 12) 
The Chief Executive’s report was received and noted.  Ms Wake 
highlighted the Medical Director’s move to another a hospital on the Isle of 
Man and confirmed that the appointment process for her replacement was 
already in progress.  The Chairman and CEO confirmed that there would 
be opportunity for Governors’ involvement, as part of the stakeholder 
groups.   Whilst the action taken would minimise the gap between 
Dr Mahajan’s departure and the new Medical Director take up appointment, 
Ms Wake confirmed that robust interim arrangements, to cover this 
important post, would be put in place if necessary.  
 

 

CG/14 64  SUB-GROUP REPORTS (Enc 13) 
The latest draft minutes and reports from the latest sub-group meetings 
were received and noted, chaired by Mr Brannan’s absence, Mr Ramsey 
and Mr Conway.     
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The Chairs drew attention to a number of key points from the meetings, 
including the increased attendance of Non Executive Directors at the sub-
group meetings, which had been appreciated.  
The recommendations of the report was reviewed and accepted, including 
the pilot for distribution of sub-group papers by email; proposals for the 
Governors’ Annual Development Session to be held on 14th October, 
focussing on “Holding the NEDs to Account”, and support for in-house 
training sessions to be rescheduled on  a trial basis.  
 

CG/14 65  BOARD OF DIRECTORS (Enc 13) 
The agenda (August), approved Minutes (July) and latest integrated 
performance report as presented to the Board of Directors meeting held in 
public in August 2014 were received and noted.  Governors were reminded 
that the latter was subject to closer scrutiny via the sub-groups.   
Two exceptions reported under the ‘activity’ section were queried:  
–  M131, which recorded a patient arriving at 01.29hrs but being seen at 

01.25hrs.  This had been queried at Board too and it had been 
explained that it probably referred to the patient being assessed 
immediately on arrival but their admission being registered, separately, 
by a member of their family/carer a few minutes later.  However, the 
Board had asked for this to be clarified for confirmation. 

– M145, Cancellation of Theatre - Governors enquired how this was being 
managed and what, if any, impact such issues might have for BHSS. 
Ms Wake advised that the Trust’s cancellation rate was very low and 
was monitored weekly: she had not seen more than 10 in any one 
week.  A review of theatres utilisation had been commissioned recently 
and had recognised some issues.  This issue was also being closely 
monitored through the Clinical Business Unit performance reviews.  
BHSS use of theatres would be outside of (ie in addition to) schedules 
for NHS work.  
 

 

CG/14 66  GOVERNORS’ ISSUES 
a) Governwell Training  

Ms Sanderson provided a brief overview of the Governwell Training day 
she had attended in Sheffield recently; a copy of the day’s papers were 
available for interest.  Ms Sanderson had found it to be informative, very 
comprehensive and a useful day overall.  She had no hesitation in 
recommending it to others. 
The Chairman advised that another Governwell (full day) training 
course was available in Sheffield, on 18th September.  Spaces were 
limited and anyone wishing to attend should contact the Secretary to 
the Board as soon as possible.  The Trust was also considering hosting 
a Governwell day at Barnsley; this would be revisited after feedback 
had been received from both of the Sheffield events. 
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b) Mobile Devices  
Mr Kerr had submitted a question on the security and use of mobile 
devices belonging to the Trust.  The Chairman affirmed that these were 
secured to the same level as fixed units, were encrypted to Department 
of Defence levels and could be wiped out (remotely) if lost or stolen.  
The Trust did not currently allow personal devices to be attached to its 
Wi-Fi system, although this was being considered.  Governors still had 
access to PCs on site, via the Trust’s library.  
 

CG/14 67  ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
There being no further business and no members of the public present, it 
was resolved that representatives of the press and other members of the 
public be excluded from the final part of the meeting having regard to the 
confidential nature of the business to be transacted.  
The dates for the Annual General/Annual Public Members meeting – to be 
held on 11th September, 1-3pm - and the next General meeting, on 8th 
October 2014 at 5.30pm, were noted.  
 

 

  



 
 

 
 
COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS – OCTOBER 2014 REF: CG/14/10/04b 
 

04b 

MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING / ANNUAL PUBLIC MEMBERS 
MEETING HELD ON 11 SEPTEMBER 2014 

IN THE EDUCATION CENTRE, BARNSLEY HOSPITAL 
 

Present: Governors 
 Mr P Ardron Partner Governor, Sheffield Universities 
 Mr D Brannan Partner Governor, Voluntary Action Barnsley 
 Mr A Conway Staff Governor, Volunteers 
 Mr A Dobell Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 

Mrs J Gaines Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Mr A Grierson Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Mr M Jackson Partner Governor, Joint Trade Unions Committee 
Mr W Kerr Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Ms G Morritt Staff Governor, Nursing & Midwifery 
Mrs L Neasmith Partner Governor, Barnsley College 
Mr J Ramsey Staff Governor, Non Clinical Support Staff 
Mrs C Robb Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Mr J Unsworth Lead & Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 

 
Board  
Mrs S Brain England OBE Non Executive Director 
Mrs L Christon Non Executive Director 
Mr S Diggles Interim Director of Finance 
Sir Stephen Houghton CBE Non Executive Director 
Mrs K Kelly Director of Operations 
Dr J Mahajan Medical Director 
Mr F Patton Non Executive Director 
Mrs H McNair Director of Nursing & Quality 
Ms D Wake Chief Executive 
Mr S Wragg Trust Chairman 
 

Apologies: Mrs P Buttling Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
 Ms R Hewitt Staff Governor, Clinical Support Services 

Mr B F Leabeater Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Mr P Lleshi Partner Governor, Barnsley Together 
Mrs J O’Brien Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Cllr J Platts Partner Governor, Barnsley MBC 
Mr R Raychaudhuri Staff Governor, Medical & Dental 
Mrs M Richardson Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Mrs L Sanderson Staff Governor, Nursing & Midwifery 
Mr T Smith Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Mr H Spence Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Mr P Spinks Non Executive Director 
Mr L Steenson Public Governor, Public Constituency O (out of area) 
Mr D Sykes Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
Mr D Thomas Public Governor, Barnsley Public Constituency 
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1.  WELCOME & INTRODUCTION 
The Chairman welcomed Governors, Directors, patients, members of the public 
and staff to the Annual General & Annual Public Members Meeting.  The 
meeting was an opportunity to present the Trust’s Annual Report & Accounts for 
2013/14 to the Council of Governors and wider audience, report on progress to 
date, highlight plans for the year ahead and respond to questions anyone may 
have of the Board.  
 

Action 

2.  OVERVIEW OF THE YEAR 
Ms Wake, the Trust’s Chief Executive, gave a brief overview of key highlights 
from the year, including: 
– higher activity levels than in previous years, with more patients seen as both 

admissions and in clinics  
– financial outturn and, looking ahead, the continuing challenges facing both 

the Trust and the NHS generally, particularly for smaller hospitals such as 
Barnsley.  Progress would be supported by strengthened internal systems 
and continued progress of the Turnaround Plan, to ensure the future of 
Barnsley Hospital and address the financial irregularities identified in March, 
which the Trust had referred to Monitor immediately 

– breach of A&E targets in 2013/14, now improved and achieved but more 
work ahead; good performance against other national indicators 

– wider challenges facing the hospital in terms of both finance and governance 
whilst maintaining high standards of care, and the Trust’s responsibilities to 
respond to the findings of the ongoing investigations to ensure return to full 
compliance with its Licence provisions  

– evidence of the Trust’s continued focus on quality, as reflected in the top 
banding from the Care Quality Commission, and delivery of key activities, 
including cancer waiting times, zero MRSA and a further reduction in 
Clostridium Difficile (C.Diff), and largely positive feedback from our patients, 
as shown on the NHS Patient Choice website 

– improvements across a range of patient services highlighted and more to 
follow, including expansion of 7/day services and more telecare support 

Ms Wake handed over to the other speakers, each of whom expanded on the 
Trust’s progress in 2013/14 and plans for the future.  
 

 

3.  STOP SMOKING MATERNITY SERVICES 
Two representatives of the Stop Smoking Maternity Service team based at 
Barnsley Hospital – Ms Beccy Barker, Midwife, and Lynn Clay, a Healthcare 
Auxiliary – gave a presentation on the service’s aims and work.  The service 
operated in partnership with other health and social care organisations across 
the region, to support mums-to-be and their partners to stop smoking, as part of 
a national campaign.  As well as working with patients and their families 
throughout and after their pregnancies to raise awareness of the hazards of 
smoking and help them to give up, local partnership working also included 
referrals to the Fire Service to help make their homes safer too. 
The presentation was interesting, informative and challenging.  It recognised the 
great strides achieved by the team to date.  
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4.  ANNUAL REPORT & ACCOUNTS 2013/14  
The Annual Report & Accounts were presented and several members of the 
Board of Directors expanded on sections within the report: 
• Mrs Kelly, the Director of Operations, highlighted the high demands on the 

Trust’s services throughout the year across a number of spectrums.  
Nevertheless the Trust had delivered on most of its activity targets, including 
year on year improvements in Clostridium Difficile and a fourth year of zero 
MRSA bacteraemia.  She was pleased to report that the Trust had already 
improved on the reported breach against the A&E <4 hours target in 2013/14 
and had now delivered and exceeded target for five consecutive months.  
More work was required to ensure that this momentum was retained and 
continue improvements across all other indicators and targets too. 

• Mrs McNair, the Director of Nursing & Quality, drew attention to the Quality 
Account, which was now an integral part of the Annual Report & Accounts 
each year.  As mentioned by all of the speakers, quality was critical to the 
Trust, in every aspect of its work.  The Annual Report & Accounts reflected 
progress to date and Mrs McNair flagged just some of the initiatives in place 
to ensure further improvements for patients, including the Sepsis Six 
programme, to ensure earlier identification of sepsis, and introduction of 
NEWS (National Early Warning System) escalating the needs of acutely ill 
patients to ensure quicker, timely treatment.  Other improvements had 
included a reduction in hospital length of stay for urgent care patients aged 
over 65 years (supporting growing evidence that patients recover better in 
their own homes) and reduction in readmissions.  There was more work 
ahead in these areas and other issues such as pressure ulcers (a difficult 
area with growing incidences reported nationally) and greater support for 
patients in their own environments. 

• Dr Mahajan, Medical Director, expanded on the Trust’s work to continue to 
improve patient safety, learning from external reviews as well as the internal 
initiatives – the success of which could be measured in the Trust’s reducing 
HSMR (hospital standardised mortality ratios).   

• Mr Diggles, the interim Director of Finance, gave a detailed report on the 
Trust’s financial position at the year end for 2013/14 and its plans for the year 
ahead, including the drive for more efficiencies (whilst maintaining patient 
safety and high quality services), and investment in new tools such as the 
Electronic Patient Records to assist improvements – all of which must be 
delivered as part of the Trust’s Turnaround Plan to redress its deficit position.  
Mr Diggles stressed that the turnaround would take a number of years, not 
just one or two, and it was important that it was delivered in the right way, as 
outlined in the presentation, building a firm foundation for a sustainable 
hospital in Barnsley for the longer term. 

• Mr Unsworth, the Lead Governor, outlined just some of the roles and 
responsibilities of the Trust’s Governors and how these had been delivered 
throughout 2013/14 – from attending meetings, speaking up for the Trust’s 
members, to their involvement in the appointment of Trust’s new Chief 
Executive, Ms Wake, and annual review of the terms and conditions of 
service for the Non Executive Directors.  He also reported that the latest 
annual elections to the Council of Governors were now “live” with six seats 
available in the Barnsley Public Constituency and one in the Nursing & 
Midwifery Staff Constituency.  He urged members in the relevant 
constituencies to consider nominating themselves and help to inform and 
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shape the hospital’s future.  Work for the year ahead would include more 
focus on the composition of the Trust’s membership to ensure that the 
Council spoke for a true representation of the people the hospital served. 

• Looking ahead, Ms Wake expanded on some of the key challenges facing the 
Trust, as referenced by the earlier speakers and in the Annual Report.  These 
had been highlighted in the Trust’s plans for 2014/15 based on delivering the 
“4 Ps”:  
o Patients will experience safe care 
o Partnership will be our strength 
o People will be proud to work for us  

(Ms Wake identified staff as the Trust’s most valuable asset) 
o Performance matters 
Ms Wake stressed the priorities for the year ahead: continued improvements 
in quality and safety, and delivery of the Turnaround Plan and Business Plan 
– supported by a productive cost improvement programme, consistent 
delivery of targets and implementation of the recommendations from internal 
and external governance reviews.  There was a lot of good work across the 
Trust, as evidenced by the CQC banding and the recent outstanding PACE 
(Patient Led Assessment of Care Environment) results, opening of the 
Barnsley Birthing Centre (a state of the art facility supporting mums-to-be 
from across the region), the continuing commitment of staff (some of whom 
the Board had been delighted to be able to recognise through the Annual 
HEART Awards presented in June), and progress to date against the cost 
improvement programme.  But more still to be done.  

• In closing presentation of the Annual Report & Accounts 2013/14, the 
Chairman thanked everyone involved for their contribution to the Trust, 
including the staff, nearly 300 volunteers, the executive team, Board, 
governors and members, all of whom continued to support their local 
hospital. 
The meeting was opened to questions from the floor.  
 

5.  QUESTIONS 
i. Mr Kerr, a public Governor, queried the text on page 7 of the Annual Report 

and Accounts. It was clarified, however, that the text referred to a failure in 
governance (not governors), which had been recognised by the Trust.  
Improvements were being progressed, and would be further supported by 
delivery of the recommendations from internal and external governance 
reviews. 

ii. Mr Unsworth, Lead Governor, emphasised the role of governors in holding 
the Non Executive Directors to account.  Governors would be seeking a clear 
answer on what went wrong to change the Trust’s financial position from a 
projected surplus of £0.5million to a reported deficit of c£9.5million, and 
assurance for the future.  It was noted that the Board had shared as much 
information as possible so far, with the Governors and full outcomes from the 
ongoing investigative work would be shared with them as soon as possible. 

iii. Ms Morritt, a staff Governor, referred to two big investments made in the past 
year: in the Pharmacy Robot and MRI, and asked what benefits had been 
seen.  Ms Wake advised that the Robot had only recently been completed 
but benefits were expected to be seen shortly in terms of quicker delivery of 
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medicines and reduction in errors (improving patient safety), etc.  She would 
be happy to provide a fuller report on this at next year’s AGM/APMM.  The 
Chairman advised that improvements in MRI and CT scanning had helped 
the Trust to respond well to the increased demands on diagnostic services 
and had enabled it to meet delivery of 18 week referrals and cancer 
pathways.  Ms Wake also confirmed that scanning services were utilised 7 
days a week, albeit shorter hours at weekends, with plans to expand access 
further (subject to restrictions due to national staffing shortages in this 
specialist field). 

iv. Mr Brown, member of the public, queried the sums shown against claims 
and requested more details about the NHS Litigation Assurance (NHSLA) 
Scheme NHS Litigation Scheme.  It was emphasised that the claims would 
not be paid out of the Trust’s funds – the Trust paid substantial premia for 
this cover each year, a form of insurance.  It was agreed that further 
information on the scheme and the implications for the Trust would be sent 
directly to Mr Brown outside the meeting.   

v. Mr Millington, a member of the public, requested more information about the 
hopes and aspirations for the Trust’s wholly owned subsidiary, Barnsley 
Hospital Support Services Limited (BHSS).  Mr Patton, the Non Executive 
Director nominated as Chairman of BHSS, advised that a full business plan 
for 2014-16 had recently been presented to and approved by the Trust’s 
Board of Directors.  He briefly outlined BHSS’s progress over the past 16 
months and its aim to explore opportunities to increase income streams 
across a range of services, the profits from which could be ploughed back 
into the parent company (the hospital) for the benefit of patient services.
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dir of 
Nursing 

 
 

6.  TINY HEARTS APPEAL 
Before closing the meeting, the Chairman introduced the Tiny Hearts Appeal – 
launched on the day. 
Ms Cartwright, the Fundraising Manager for Barnsley Hospital Charity, outlined 
the aims of the Appeal: to raise £1million over two years, to enable the special 
care baby unit to be updated and refitted to provided better services for its 
special patients and their families.  She mentioned just some of the ways people 
could support the appeal - from a £1 text donation to joining in some of the 
events that would be held to raise funds and encouraged everyone to help 
support this special appeal.  
 

 

7.  CLOSE OF MEETING 
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 2.35pm.   
The Chairman thanked everyone for attending and for showing their interesting 
in the work of the hospital.  He also reminded everyone that membership and 
Nomination forms were available at reception. 
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QUESTION(S) ADDRESSED IN THIS REPORT  

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION(S)  

The Board of Directors is asked to: 
a) receive, note and support this report  
b) invite and note any further reports on their activities from the wider Non Executive team. 
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Equality, Diversity & Human Rights
 

The Trust's sustainability strategy
 

• Is this report 
supported by a 
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development) been 
reviewed and 
supported by any 
Board or Executive 
committee within the 
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Finance & Performance
 

ET
 

• Where applicable, briefly 
identify risk issues (including 
any reputation) and cross 
reference to risk register and  
governance committees 

 

• Where applicable, state 
resource requirements: 

Finance:  
Other:  

 
 

NHS Constitution: In determining this matter, the Board should have regard to the Core 
principles contained in the Constitution of: 

• Equality of treatment and access to services 
• High Standards of excellence and professionalism 
• Service user preferences 
• Cross community working 
• Best Value 
• Accountability through local influence and scrutiny 

 

The Board will also have regard to the Trust’s core vision statement:  
“Barnsley Hospital: Providing the best healthcare for all”  
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Subject: CHAIRMAN’S REPORT Ref: 14/11/P-13 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1 This report is intended to give a brief outline of some of the work and activities 
undertaken as Trust Chairman over the past month and highlight a number of items of 
interest. 

1.2 The items reported are not shown in any order of priority. 
 
2. TRUST POSITION 

2.1 As is reported in other papers in this Board meeting, work to deliver our turnaround 
plan continues to progress and we continue to deliver ahead of plan.   

2.2 Whilst we remain in breach it is fitting for me to comment in this report about our 
current situation.  There have been many changes in the structure at the Trust over 
the past few months, so it is pleasing to note that, despite the changes we are 
continuing to deliver our plan ahead of profile. 

2.3 We must continue to give confidence to the population of Barnsley and our key 
stakeholders that care will not be compromised and we will turn this current situation 
around. I will constantly reiterate this message as I think it should be constantly in 
people’s minds. Whilst we are bringing about our return to stability, we must not 
compromise on quality of care and patient safety.  

2.4 I would like to congratulate everyone for the excellent work that is being done to 
deliver our plan; and note that while progress continues to be made it must be 
sustained.  
 

3. COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS 
3.1 The general meeting of the Council of Governors took place on 8 October where most 

notably Governors endorsed the appointment of our external auditors for this and the 
next financial year. The meeting also received a detailed membership report from 
Debbie Myers, Membership Officer.  

3.2 Governors remain concerned about our current situation and continue to press for 
information about how we found ourselves in this position,  They also require 
continued assurance that the Trust is well placed to ensure it doesn’t happen again. 

3.3 Governors also expressed their concern that the Membership Officer post funding 
from the Trustees will expire shortly and would like to place on record their request 
that the position is maintained going forwards if practicable. 

 
4. NEWS & EVENTS 

4.1 On 3 October the CEO and I hosted Michael Dugher MP who visited our new birthing 
centre, SCBU, and met with Hospital Charity staff to express his support for our Tiny 
Hearts campaign. He later used social media to communicate his support and 
encourage others to join him.  

4.2 On 7 October our team went to the monthly performance monitoring meeting with 
Monitor in London where we updated our regulator on our progress. Monitor 
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complimented me verbally on both the strength of our team and the update that we 
had provided. 

4.3 On 9th October I took part in a stakeholder session to assist Barnsley MBC in their 
recruitment of the Director of Public Health. 

4.4 On 16th October the CEO and I attended a session provided by Monitor on NHS 
Strategic Planning, where Monitor launched their new toolkit. 

4.5 On 17th October we met with Dan Jarvis MP and updated him on the ongoing issues 
for the Trust. I also met with Dianne Murray who will be representing Barnsley 
College on our Council of Governors. In the evening I joined Barnsley College on their 
table at the Barnsley & Rotherham Chamber of Commerce Awards dinner. 

4.6 18th October saw what has now become an annual charity event, the Barnsley 
Hospital Zombie Run, which I attended as a supporter. Over 400 runners took part on 
the day which was brilliantly organised by Katie Cartwright and her team. Non 
Executive Director Linda Christon and Partner Governor David Brannan also showed 
their commitment to the Trust by acting as volunteers on the day. 

4.7 In the evening I was pleased to attend the Diwali/Dushera event organised by the 
Gujarat Association of Barnsley. 

4.8 Notable on 22nd of October was a lunch for Dr Mahajan, Medical Director, before she 
left the Trust, giving a welcome opportunity to thank her for her service at Barnsley. I 
also met with our new Interim Medical Director Gary Frances as a brief induction 
before he took up his role. 

5. BARNSLEY HOSPITAL CHARITY  

5.1 Donations to the Charity in Quarter 2, totalled just over £20,000.   

5.2 Funds raised from the Zombie event are not yet finalised.  So far the event has 
received over £8,000 from sign-up fees. Sponsorship money is still coming in and not 
yet calculated. 

5.3 The Charity’s Christmas Cards are selling well (available from the Charity Office) and 
have raised £150 so far. 

5.4 We are delighted that Sir Michael Parkinson has agreed to champion our Corporate 
Tiny Hearts fundraising campaign and filmed a DVD during his visit to Barnsley on 
29th October. 

 
 
 
 
Stephen Wragg 
CHAIRMAN 
November 2014 
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PRESENTED BY: Diane Wake, Chief Executive 
STRATEGIC CONTEXT 2-3 sentences 

To report particular events, meetings or publications that the Chief Executive would like 
to bring to the Board’s attention. 

QUESTION(S) ADDRESSED IN THIS REPORT  

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION(S)  

The Board of Directors is asked to receive and note this report. 
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REFERENCE/CHECKLIST 

• Which business plan 
objective(s) does this report 
relate to? 

 

• Has this report considered the 
following stakeholders? 

Patients
 

BCCG
 

Other
 

Staff
 

BMBC
 

Please state: 

Governors
 

Monitor
 

 

• Has this report reviewed the 
Trust’s compliance with: 

Regulators (eg Monitor / CQC)
 

Legal requirements (Acts, HSE, NHS Constitution etc)
 

Equality, Diversity & Human Rights
 

The Trust's sustainability strategy
 

• Is this report 
supported by a 
communications 
plan? 

Yes
 

Not applicable
 

To be developed
 

• Has this report  
(in draft or during 
development) been 
reviewed by any 
Board or Executive 
committees within the 
Trust? 

Quality & Governance 
 

Finance & Performance
 

Audit Committee
 

ET
 

• Where applicable, briefly 
identify risk issues (including 
any reputation) and cross 
reference to risk register and  
governance committees 

 

• Where applicable, state 
resource requirements: 

Finance:  
Other:  

 
 

NHS Constitution: In determining this matter, the Board should have regard to the Core 
principles contained in the Constitution of: 

• Equality of treatment and access to services 
• High Standards of excellence and professionalism 
• Service user preferences 
• Cross community working 
• Best Value 
• Accountability through local influence and scrutiny 

 

The Board will also have regard to the Trust’s core vision statement:  
“Barnsley Hospital: Providing the best healthcare for all”  
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Subject: CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT Ref: 14/10/P-14 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1 This report is intended to give a brief outline of some of the key activities undertaken 
as Chief Executive since last month’s report and highlight a number of items of 
interest. 

1.2 The items below are not reported in any order of priority. 
 
2. JOINT MEETING OF THE COMMISSIONER AND PROVIDER WORKING TOGETHER 

PROGRAMMES EXECUTIVE GROUPS  
2.1 There was a joint meeting of the commissioner and provider working together 

programme executive groups on 6th October 2014.  

2.2 Key updates included:  

Focus on Support Services 
 Each organisation had been asked to scope the extent to which they felt that there 

was potential for change across a range of support services.  A series of workshops 
are  in the process of being held. 

 Laboratory Services 
 Doncaster and Bassetlaw, Chesterfield and Sheffield Teaching Hospitals advised that 

they had set up a network for Histopathology which was addressing specific 
workforce issues.  A workshop on laboratory services had been scheduled for 10th 
October 2014. 

 Decontamination 
 A workshop had been held on 1st October 2014 where sharing best practice along 

with opportunities for integrated working had been discussed. 

 Occupational Health 
 A workshop had been held on 29th September 2014.  There had been a discussion 

around the new Doncaster and Bassetlaw Hospital Foundation Trust Employee 
Assistance Scheme and how this model may benefit other Trusts. 

 Payroll 
 A workshop had been held on 24th September 2014 where the possibility of alignment 

of pay dates and commissioner pay dates was discussed.  
3. STOP SMOKING SERVICE 

3.1 Six months ago the Chief Executive met with key members of the Stop Smoking 
Service at the Trust and an update is given below with regard to the work undertaken 
since that initial meeting: 
Encouraging new referrals 
The existing referral pathways into the service have been reviewed and referrals from 
the Post Operative/Breast Unit and the medical wards are continuing to rise.  
Progress is slow in al the other areas and further work will be undertaken to engage 
staff in the referral process.   
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Training and Communications 
Learning and Development have been helpful in enabling the service to attend the F1 
and F2 doctors’ induction programmes and work is being undertaken to develop an e-
learning package for brief interventions for all staff to access. 
The Communications Team have offered their support and there is currently an article 
in the Barnsley Hospital News magazine showcasing the hospital service.  
Information is now also included on the Trust’s Intranet site. 
The Chief Executive suggested a ‘blue magnetic square’ system on wipeboards 
which will be introduced in the very new future. 
Future Plans 
Progress is slow and culture change takes time but some inroads are being made. 

3.2 The Stop Smoking Service now offers a telephone and online web based support 
seven days per week.  The introduction of this new interactive option will be beneficial 
for in-patients who have been discharged from the hospital and they can be 
supported in their own homes by a telephone adviser. 

4. E-LEARNING COMPLETIONS 

4.1 National statistics are produced to show the percentage of e-learning completions per 
Trust, based on headcount.  For the period of July to September 2014, Barnsley 
Hospital NHS Foundation Trust held 8th place in the ‘Top 20 Organisations’. 

4.2 The continued support provided to staff by the Informatics Training Department and 
staff commitment to mandatory training and compliance has contributed to our current 
position and is a great achievement for the Trust. 

5. NATIONAL PERSONAL SAFETY AWARDS 

5.1 Congratulations go out to the Security and Emergency Resilience Team who were 
shortlisted in categories of the National Personal Safety Awards 204, run by the Suzy 
Lamplugh Trust and NHS Protect.   

5.2 Lisa Corbridge had been shortlisted for the NHS Protect for Keeping Staff Safe at 
Work, for the work she had undertaken in helping to protect lone workers and the 
provision of lone worker devices and relevant training. 

5.3 The team as a whole had been shortlisted for the NHS Protect Award for Contributing 
to Lone Worker and again for its work on the lone worker devices, and also for its 
work in raising staff awareness. 

5.4 The awards were held on 13th October 2014 and both Lisa and the team were 
awarded ‘Highly Commended’. 

6. INDUSTRIAL ACTION 

6.1 On Monday 13th and 20th October, Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust was 
subjected to national strike action by the Royal College of Midwives, GMB, Unison 
and Unite unions on 13th October 2014 and the Society of Radiographers on Monday 
20th October 2014.  On each day members of the relevant unions were asked to 
participate in strike action for 4 hours (0700-1100 on 13th October 2014 and 0900-
1300 hours on 20th October 2014). 
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6.2 During those two days 383 members of staff totalling 1036.17 hours were lost to 
strike action.  The Trust will be withholding pay for those staff who took strike action 
which will be recouped in the November 2014 salary payments and total 
approximately £13,000. 

6.3 Trade unions granted exemption certificates to enable the Trust to operate a 
‘preserve life or limb’ service. All clinics were rescheduled and minimal disruption was 
caused to the service provided to the local community. 

7. GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL (GMC) VISIT 15TH OCTOBER 2014 

7.1 The GMC visited the Trust on 15th October 2015 as part of the wider visit to Health 
Education Yorkshire and the Humber.  The GMC spoke to medical students, trainee 
doctors and consultant supervisors.  The specific focus was on Obstetrics and 
Gynaecology, Paediatrics and Foundation Doctors.  

7.2 One patient safety issue was highlighted by the team which related to the middle 
grade rota in General Surgery.  Plans have been put in place to alleviate the initial 
concerns and an action plan has been put in place to rectify the issue long term.  The 
Trust will need to make the same changes to the middle grade rotas in Orthopaedics 
as these mirror the same issues. 

7.3 The Medical Education team was specifically praised by the visiting team, trainees 
and students consistently described as an accessible and effective team who 
significantly contribute to the learning opportunities within the Trust. 

7.4 There were seven other areas of concerns raised which varied around IT access, 
bleep issues, handover times and clinical supervision.  These will all be picked up by 
the Medical Education manager who will meet with the relevant Clinical Business Unit 
leads to pursue resolutions. 

8. MONITOR Q2 REPORT 
8.1 Due to the timings of the corporate meeting schedule and Monitor’s reporting 

timetable, the Board reviewed and approved the Q2 report on 23rd October.  For good 
order and transparency, I have outlined the main points below and would ask the 
Board to formally to record its approval of the Q2 submission, made on 31 October 
2014. 

• Governance: Our rating remains at red whilst we continue to make good progress 
against delivery of our turnaround plan.  The Q2 outcomes for the national quality 
targets and indicators reflected good performance on the majority of key indicators, 
including A&E <4 hours – reported at 96.9% (97% in Q1) - and on target for 
C.Difficile (5 cases year to date at end of Quarter 2, with zero identified as due to 
lapse in care).  Unfortunately a target breach is recorded for Cancer 2 week waits, 
at 92.8%, marginally below the 93% target.  The Cancer Services team has 
advised that this is largely due to a high number of patient choice related breaches 
in August, the peak holiday period.  Whilst this is understandable to some degree, 
the Trust now needs to review offer of appointment dates, set an internal target of 
appointment days and implement a robust escalation process to prevent 
recurrence.   

• Finance: The CoSRR (continuity of service risk rating) remains at 1, in accordance 
with projections.  The Trust’s financial position is slightly ahead of plan but remains 
in deficit.  Further information is detailed in separate reports on performance and 
from the Finance & Performance Committee. 
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• Board and Council of Governors: The report outlined Q2 changes affecting the 
Board and Council of Governors, including: 
o The appointment of Dr Richard Jenkins as our new Medical Director and Dr 

Gary Francis as interim Medical Director until Dr Jenkins takes up post in 
January.     
-   The review meeting agreed that these are two good appointments, ensuring 
continuity for this important post and the Trust’s governance arrangements. 

o An update on the annual election for up to 1/3 of seats on the Council of 
Governors.          
-  This will go to ballot shortly with 10 candidates for the six seats available in 
the Barnsley Public Constituency.  Gwyn Morritt has been returned 
uncontested as a Staff Governor for Nursing & Midwifery.  I would like to take 
this opportunity to thank all of the candidates for nominating themselves for this 
important role and express thanks also to the governors seeking re-election, to 
Gwyn for continuing in this challenging role and to Margaret Richardson (public 
governor) who will be stepping down at the end of December.     

Diane Wake 
Chief Executive  
November 2014 
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SUBJECT: QUARTERLY COMMUNICATIONS UPDATE 

DATE: NOVEMBER 2014  
 

PURPOSE: 

 Tick as  
applicable   Tick as 

applicable 
 For decision/approval  Assurance  

For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy   

PREPARED BY: PAT MCLAREN  
INTERIM DIRECTOR MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS 

SPONSORED BY: DIANE WAKE 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE 

PRESENTED BY: PAT MCLAREN  
INTERIM DIRECTOR MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT 2-3 sentences 

To provide an assurance on progress against the Trust’s Strategic Communications and 
Engagement Strategy 2013 – 2016 and to report on associated communications activity within 
the previous quarter.  

QUESTION(S) ADDRESSED IN THIS REPORT  

1. Does the Communications function have an annual action plan for 2014/5, which links to 
and delivers the Trust’s Strategic Communications and Engagement Framework?  

2. Have the actions taken in the past quarter built positive perceptions of the Trust? 
3. Has the Communications function taken the necessary and relevant steps to ensure the 

reputation of the Trust is managed effectively?  

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION(S)  

1. The Board is asked to note the Communications Annual Action Plan 2014/15, provided 
as Appendix 2 and the new format media report as Appendix 1 intended to give greater 
context and demonstrate trends over time. 

2. Actions taken by the Communications team in the last quarter have continued to build a 
positive reputation for the Trust with positive media stories placed during the quarter and 
ensuring balanced coverage with opportunity to comment on reactive media requests.  

3. The Board is asked to receive and note this report. 
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REFERENCE/CHECKLIST 
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objective(s) does this report 
relate to? 

The report contributes to the Trust’s Strategic Aims (below) and 
supports the delivery of all Strategic Objectives:  

• Patients will experience safe care 
• Partnerships will be our strength 
• People will be proud to work for us 
• Performance matters 

• Has this report considered the 
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• Is this report 
supported by a 
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Yes
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To be developed
 

• Has this report  
(in draft or during 
development) been 
reviewed by any 
Board or Executive 
committees within the 
Trust? 

Quality & Governance
 

Finance & Performance
 

Audit Committee
 

ET
 

• Where applicable, briefly 
identify risk issues (including 
any reputation) and cross 
reference to risk register and  
governance committees 

N/A 

• Where applicable, state 
resource requirements: 

Finance: N/A 
Other: N/A 

 
 

NHS Constitution: In determining this matter, the Board should have regard to the Core 
principles contained in the Constitution of: 

• Equality of treatment and access to services 
• High Standards of excellence and professionalism 
• Service user preferences 
• Cross community working 
• Best Value 
• Accountability through local influence and scrutiny 

 

The Board will also have regard to the Trust’s core vision statement:  
“To be the best integrated healthcare organisation of choice for our local communities and beyond”  
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Subject: QUARTERLY COMMUNICATIONS UPDATE Ref: 14/11/P-15 
 
1. STRATEGIC CONTEXT  

1.1 This report provides the Board with assurance on actions that will be taken during 
2014/15 to support the delivery of the Strategic Communications and Engagement 
Framework 2013-2016 and the Trust's strategic objectives.  

1.2 Furthermore, this report provides an overview of media engagement within Quarter 2 
of the 2014/15 financial year.   
 

2. STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS AND ENGAGEMENT    
2.1 Annual Action Plan  

The Annual Action Plan 2014/15, which supports the delivery of the Trust’s Strategic 
Communications and Engagement Framework 2013 – 2016, is in place and is being 
achieved according to timeline. This is attached as Appendix 2.  

2.2 Brand Management   
A member of the Communications team has become a Trust Diversity Champion.  
This work will ensure that Trust communications, the website and all promotional/ 
information material is truly representative and inclusive of our patients, community 
and workforce. 

2.3 Reputation Management  
The Communications team has continued to protect and enhance the Trust’s 
reputation through the placing of positive and balanced stories in the media. Appendix 
1 gives an overview of the Trust’s media engagement and activity in the quarter. 

2.4 Staffing Changes  
The Interim Director of Communications and Marketing is now in post and will cover 
Ms Parkes’ maternity leave until 15th May 2015.  
 

3. INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS AND STAFF ENGAGEMENT  
 Key activity in the quarter has included:  

3.1 Continued work to engage staff around the Trust’s financial position and turnaround 
activity: 
3.1.1 Production and publication of an executive summary of the Trust’s Turnaround 

Plan, made available to staff by e-mail and on the intranet 
3.1.2 Publication, for the first time, of the Trust’s Cost Improvement Programme 

(CIP) tracker on the intranet, informing staff of the CIPs in progress and 
encouraging them to come forward with their own ideas 

3.1.3 Continued publication of staff ideas for savings on the intranet under a ‘You 
Said, We’ve Done’ section, and regular invitations to staff to submit their ideas. 

3.2 Supporting the development of an organisational culture change programme to span 
the two-year turnaround plan and delivery of the 5-year strategic plan, and part of our 
commitment to organisational strenght and resiliance as required to be evidenced to 
Monitor.  Involved staff in the building of this programme using the ‘Together We Will 
Make it Better’ agents for change focus group and a motivating and engaging ‘Dig 
Deep for Victory’ theme. 
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3.3 Work has begun on the content and information cascade process ‘Team Brief’ to 
make it more inclusive and engaging for all staff.  This is ongoing and the new format 
will be relaunched with support/coaching before the end of the year. 

3.4 Work to enhance staff understanding of the Trust’s governance processes, including 
the development and publication of Clinical Business Unit (CBU) and governance 
structure diagrams 

3.5 Conducted an in-depth review of the robustness and functionality of the Trust’s 
intranet which is experiencing significant technical problems.  Work is ongoing to 
explore making better use of the existing Sharepoint system given the Trust’s 
financial situation where a replacement intranet is unfeasible at the current time. 

3.6 Promotion of the Trust’s Healthy Workplace agenda, including the delivery of 
campaigns promoting ‘Bring a Tin to Work’ month – encouraging staff to donate to the 
Barnsley Foodbank by dropping off tinned goods at the hospital’s main reception; and 
promotion of Stoptober – encouraging staff to quit smoking  for Stop-tober (October) 

3.7 Launch of a campaign to encourage staff to have their flu vaccination, via posters, the 
intranet, a screensaver, and messages in our staff bulletins 

3.8 A programme of communications to promote the annual NHS Staff Survey. This year, 
for the first time, this has included publishing response rates by CBU to encourage 
each CBU to improve its rate. 

4. EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS  
4.1 A key external communications initiative has been the launch of a new stakeholder 

publication, Quality Matters. This has been developed as an external e-news 
publication which is issued to our partner organisations and to GP practices across 
Barnsley. The first edition was issued in August and will be produced quarterly. 

4.2 Issues arising with the Trust’s Website included some down-time in August and the 
inability to maintain and develop the site using external skills.  This has been resolved 
with an external but competitive support contract and a website content review is 
currently underway. 

4.3 The Barnsley Chronicle continues to publish the Chief Executive’s monthly column 
and is an excellent opportunity to engage with the community. 

4.4 Early ‘Diversity Champion’ work has seen engagement with the Barnsley LGBT forum 
on the use of more inclusive images on the Trust’s website and within the Trust. 

4.5 An external awards programme has been developed for both horizon/opportunity 
scanning and to build in sufficient lead time to ensure that teams and individuals are 
supported to participate in national awards.  As well as being an excellent vehicle to 
capture and share best practice it has significant impact on the reputation of the Trust 
as a place to work and ‘centre of excellence’ for services. 

4.6 Delivery of the Trust’s Annual General Meeting/Public Members Meeting 
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5. MEMBERSHIP COMMUNICATIONS  
5.1 The Foundation Trust’s membership at the end of the period was as follows: 

   
5.2 The Membership Officer continues to seek opportunities to engage with the 

community and recruit new members.  Activity in the period includes presence at the 
Barnsley Pride event, the Barnsley Reach event and the Women and Children’s 
Forum. 

5.3 Work has begun on a proposal to engage young people (14-21) as this group is 
under-represented in our membership.  The membership officer is in discussions with 
the Voluntary Youth Ambassador Scheme as well as Barnsley College to drive this 
forward.   

5.4 Work to reduce costs associated with the distribution of the Barnsley Hospital News, 
the quarterly membership newsletter, has been ongoing with a successful reduction in 
fulfilment and postage costs as well as the capture of more member email addresses 
to enable further reductions in print and postage costs. 

5.5 Engagement with the Trust’s recruitment team has enabled changes to staff exit 
questionnaires to ensure that departing staff are not lost to the membership once they 
leave the Trust. 

6. BARNSLEY HOSPITAL CHARITY  
6.1 There has been considerable activity this quarter including the launch of the Tiny 

Hearts Appeal and the Zombie Run. 
6.1.1 The formal launch of the Tiny Hearts Appeal took place at the AGM on 11th 

September.  Since then the campaign has been promoted across media, local 
community and staff and is being embraced at a range of levels and across a 
wide range of stakeholders. Merchandise is in production and will be sold in 
Sainsburys stores across the town, The Alhambra Centre and the Charity 
office. 

6.1.2 We are grateful to Sir Michael Parkinson who is supporting the Tiny Hearts 
campaign and has taken part in an Appeal video for Barnsley businesses, 
schools, community groups and media.   

6.1.3 Consultant Anaesthetist Cris Swinhoe held a fundraiser whereby he and his 
team cycled 1009 miles on stationary bikes to raise money for new equipment 
for the Anaesthetics department. They raised over £1,700. 

6.1.4 The Zombie Run was held on 18th October at Worsbrough Mill. Around 500 
runners registered to complete the 5K obstacle course and around 250 
volunteers were involved. So far the event has raised over £8,000 from sign-up 
fees. Sponsorship money is yet to be received and calculated.  

6.1.5 Christmas cards are being sold for £3 per pack and have raised an estimated 
amount of around £150 so far.   
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7. CONCLUSION 
7.1 The Communications team has continued to deliver timely and appropriate messages 

in line with the Trust’s priorities during the quarter. Internally, staff have been kept up-
to-date with key events via a range of methods from face-to-face to email in order to 
reach as wide an audience as possible.  Externally, partners have been briefed 
proactively and the launch of Quality Matters will support this approach.  

8.2 Proactive reputation management has again been important this quarter.  
Relationships with the Barnsley Chronicle continue to be positive, with the publication 
affording the Trust the opportunity to provide comment on all related articles.  

8.3 Barnsley Hospital Charity continues to raise awareness and funds to support all 
services across the Trust.  

 

Appendices: 
 
• Appendix 1 –  COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA DASHBOARD QUARTER 2, 2014 

• Appendix 2 – Annual Action plan 2014/15  
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APPENDIX 1 - COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA DASHBOARD QUARTER 2 2014 
 
 
The Communications Team has worked to sustain a steady stream of positive and balanced 
stories in the media. This section gives an overview of the Trust’s media coverage in the quarter: 
 
Press activity 
 
The chart shows press releases and press statements issued to the media each month. The 
Team aims to produce four or more positive press releases per month, and over the last quarter 
has averaged over six per month. 
 
The number of press statements issued has increased throughout the year so far. We saw a 
small peak in April with the emergence of the Trust’s financial problems, and a higher peak in 
August with media enquiries about car parking, a hearing into the conduct of a midwife, and 
staffing levels adding to those about the financial position.  
 
 

 
 
The chart represents purely the number of different press releases and statements sent, not the number of 
publcations they were sent to, which varies. Statements are quotes given from a member of staff, not simply 
information given in response to direct questions. 
 
Media coverage by tone 
 
It has been a strong quarter for the Trust in the media, with the number of positive stories up 
nearly 100% on the previous quarter. September in particular was a very strong month, with 44 
positive stories – the highest since February 2014. Again, good news stories in the Barnsley 
Chronicle helped with this, with 16 positive stories in the month. 
 
Negative stories were also kept to a minimum, with just six negative stories during the quarter. 
The Communications Department has worked to avoid negative stories, for example around the 
Trust’s financial position, by providing proactive statements and contextual information to 
journalists to help give a balanced picture. 
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Print media coverage by publication 
 
As would be expected, the Barnsley Chronicle makes up the majority of coverage. However, the 
Trust does see significant amounts of coverage in both the Sheffield Star and the Yorkshire 
Post, and earlier in the year has also seen trade press coverage in two other publications. 
 

 
 
The charts above and below show all print media coverage of the Trust by publication 
including positive, neutral, and negative stories. 
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Opportunities to View – Print 
 
Opportunities to view are showing a general upwards trend, and are significantly up on the last 
quarter. Following a dip in April, primarily due to media coverage of the Trust’s financial position, 
we have seen a general improvement, although figures still vary month to month.  
 
September was an exceptionally strong month, primarily due to the number of positive articles 
achieved in the Barnsley Chronicle (16). Good news stories included various fundraising 
initiatives for Barnsley Hospital Charity, our annual volunteers celebration event, and our good 
performance on the recent PLACE assessments. 
 
July 2014 
 

Publication Number of articles Opportunities to View 
(OTV) 

Barnsley Chronicle 14 1,067,528 
Sheffield Star 2 127,720 
Hospital Bulletin 1 17,000 
Total Opportunities to View in July                             1,212,248 

 
August 2014 
 

Publication Number of articles Opportunities to View 
(OTV) 

Barnsley Chronicle 11 838,772 
Sheffield Star 2 127,720 
Barnsley Independent 1 148,508 
Total Opportunities to View in August                        1,115,000 
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Quarter 2 2014/15 
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September 2014 
 

Publication Number of articles Opportunities to View 
(OTV) 

Barnsley Chronicle 16 1,220,032 
Sheffield Star 6 383,160 
Yorkshire Post 1 80,390 
Total Opportunities to View in September                 1,683,582 

 
 
Total Opportunities to View for the quarter = 4,010,830 
 

 
 
 
Opportunities to Hear 
 
Opportunities to Hear are down on the previous quarter, although the last quarter’s figures were 
greatly boosted by one piece on BBC Radio 1. September was a strong month, with a number of 
radio pieces about the launch of Barnsley Hospital Charity’s Tiny Hearts Appeal and one about 
sepsis awareness. 
 
July 2014 
 

Radio station Number of features OTH figure 
BBC Radio Sheffield 1 254,000 
Total Opportunities to Hear in July                             254,000 

 
August 2014 
 

Radio station Number of features OTH figure 
N/A 0 0 
Total Opportunities to Hear in August                        0       
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September 2014 
 

Radio station Number of features OTH figure 
BBC Radio Five Live 1 6,276,000 
Dearne FM 1 50,000 
Hallam FM 1 346,000 
BBC Radio Sheffield  2 508,000 
Total Opportunities to Hear in September                  7,180,000 

 
Total Opportunities to Hear in the quarter: 7,434,000 
 

 
 
 
SOCIAL MEDIA 
 
Facebook reach continues to be variable, depending heavily on the types of stories available to 
post. Reach is down on the previous quarter, although performance in the previous quarter was 
exceptionally strong.  Reach took an upturn in September, with a post advertising our 
apprenticeship programme proving particularly successful, reaching 2,332 people.  
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Our social media presence continues to grow steadily. As the above graph shows, our Twitter 
following looks particularly promising, with an increase in the rate of acquisition of new followers 
since August.  Our Facebook fanbase continues to grow, and work is being done to acquire new 
fans more quickly. 
 
ONLINE ACTIVITY 
 
Website hits 
 
Visits to the Trust’s website totalled 52,681 in the quarter. This is down on the previous quarter. 
There was also a decline in hits within the quarter, leading to a low of around 15,000 visitors in 
August. This is primarily attributable to technical problems with the website, partly caused by 
high numbers of visitors, eventually leading to the site crashing in August.  
 
Mitigation was immediately put in place when the issue came to the team’s attention, expanding 
the server on which the website sits, and taking out a contract with an external company to 
ensure that the ‘back end’ of the website is maintained to minimise the risk of any similar event 
happening again. Hits are now on their way back up again and improved considerably in 
September. 
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Encouragingly, social media is proving to be effective in driving visitors to our website, 
particularly to news stories that are promoted via Twitter and Facebook. For example, a news 
story in August about the Trust’s latest Band 6 rating in the CQC Intelligent Monitoring received 
935 hits, primarily because of its promotion via social media. 
 
The top five most popular pages in the quarter were: 
 

Page Number of hits 
Home page 16,109 
Job vacancies 12,304 
Contact 11,997 
Work for us 4,749 
Services list 4,644 

 
These five pages represent the consistently most popular pages on the website, and remain in 
the same order as the previous quarter.  
 
The most popular service page was GU Medicine, receiving 2,545 hits – this is in keeping with a 
consistent trend. 
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APPENDIX 2 - Communications Annual Action Plan 2014/15 
 
The following actions reflect the 2014/15 objectives of the Trust’s Communications function, encompassing; communications and engagement, public 
relations, media and reputation management, Trust membership and Barnsley Hospital Charity.  
 
Achievement of the objectives will be measured using one of more of the following evaluation methods, together with clear evidence of the outcome for each 
specific objective.  
 

1. Staff Survey Results 
2. Outcomes of Together We Will Make It better work streams 
3. Internal Communications Audit 
4. External Communications Audit  
5. Inpatient and Outpatient survey results 
6. Complaints and compliments 
7. Anecdotal feedback from Stakeholders via communication channels 
8. Regular measurement of positive and negative media coverage, combined with opportunities to view and hear positive information about the Trust 
9. Analysis of potential negative stories deflected or transformed into balanced coverage 
10. Website user statistics 
11. Social media activity  
12. Charity income generation, supporter statistics and media coverage analysis.  
13. Anecdotal feedback from Governors and the Trust’s membership. 
14. FFT Data 

 
 

KEY RAG Rating  
 Complete  On track for delivery  Behind plan and action needed 

to bring back on target 
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Communication Objectives  
 
Strategic Aim Core Area 

of Focus 
SMART Objective Outcome  Measure  Status 

All  Strategic 
Comms  

Throughout 2014/15, we will be open and inclusive with our 
patients, our partners and the public and provide them with 
information about their care and our services. By July 2014, we will 
put in place systems to enable us to proactively seek the views of 
patients, relatives, visitors, the general public, our partners and our 
staff and to use this feedback to help us improve services. 

System and process in place to ensure 
regular review of stakeholder feedback, 
leading to better engagement overall and a 
greater understanding of stakeholder views, 
together with data to influence service 
provision. 

1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 7, 
11, 13, 14 

On-going. 
  
July 2014 
Target 
complete 

Performance 
Matters 

Strategic 
Comms 

By July 2014, to undertake a review of all media and 
communications related protocols and policies to ensure they 
continue to meet business need.  

Strategic management of communications, 
leading to a greater impact of activity  

3, 7, 8, 
10, 11  

Complete 

Performance 
Matters 

External 
Comms 

By August 2014, to have launched a formal external communication 
to the Trust’s external stakeholders in order to increase awareness 
and understanding activities/services. 

To build a positive reputation among our 
external stakeholders, leading to stronger 
partnerships and greater awareness.   

4, 7 Complete 

Performance 
Matters 

Online 
Activity 

By August 2014, to have undertaken a comprehensive review of the 
staff Intranet site to ensure content is up-to-date, relevant and as 
accessible as possible, within the technical and financial 
constraints. 

Up-to-date, accessible information for our 
staff, leading to better informed and engaged 
staff, with the Intranet being a central source 
of information. 

3, 7, 10, 
11 

Complete  

Performance 
Matters  

Branding By October 2014, to ensure that the new brand is embedded across 
the Trust and is being utilised on internal and external 
communications and to have produced supporting information 
including a Corporate House Style Guide. 

Consistent usage across the Trust leading to 
consistently high quality communications, 
positively impacting on reputation.  

3, 5, 7 Complete  

Performance 
Matters 

Online 
Activity 

By November 2014, to have undertaken a comprehensive review of 
the Trust’s external website in order to ensure the content is up-to-
date, relevant and accessible, within the technical and financial 
constraints.  

Up-to-date information readily available for 
patients and the public, leading to increased 
understanding and awareness, positive 
impact on reputation. 

4, 7, 10, 
11 

 

Performance 
Matters  

Social 
Media  

By March 2015, to improve engagement with patients and the 
public via social media channels by increasing the number of 
followers for the Facebook and Twitter accounts by 50% based on 
figures for March 2014.  

Increased external engagement, leading to 
richer feedback and a positive impact on 
reputation. 

4, 7, 11   

Performance 
Matters 

Media  By March 2015, to achieve a 5% increase in the number of positive 
stories about the Trust in comparison to 2013/14. 

Reputation management, leading to repaired 
public trust and confidence. 

8, 9, 12   

People will be 
Proud to Work 
for us  

Staff Eng  By March 2015, to have contributed to increased staff engagement 
by achieving a 10% increase in the number of staff who receive a 
Team Brief regularly, and a 5% increase in the number of weekly 
bulletin readers, based on in comparison of October 2013 Audit 
figures.  

Increased engagement and communication 
of key messages, leading to a better 
informed and up-to-date workforce. 

1, 2, 3, 7   
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Membership Objectives 
Strategic Aim Core Area of 

Focus 
SMART Objective Outcome  Measure Status 

Partnerships 
will be our 
Strength 

Partnership 
Community 
Links 

By August 2014, to produce an events calendar designed to 
target specific community groups and increase membership and 
awareness of Trust activities.  

Targeted recruitment and awareness raising 
activity, utilising Governor support, leading to 
increased community activity and stronger 
partnerships.  

7, 13  Complete 

Performance 
Matters 

Membership 
Comms  

By August 2014, to review and update the Membership and 
Engagement Strategy, recruitment information and develop a 
range of tiered membership levels to enable better targeting of 
membership. 

Alignment of strategic direction and activity, 
leading to a better informed membership.  

7, 13 Complete  

Performance 
matters 

Efficient 
Comms 

By December 2014, to have implemented a robust process for 
capturing email addresses from current and new members in 
order to reduce the number of printed communications and 
increase email communication.  

Reduced printed copes leading to more 
efficient and effective communications with 
the membership. 

7, 13 and 
quality of 
email 
address 

  

Performance 
Matters  

Membership 
Development  

By March 2015, to identify under-represented groups within the 
wider membership and develop a targeted approach for 
proactive recruitment to each. 

A representative membership of the 
population, leading to better engagement on 
service developments. 

7, 13   

 
Barnsley Hospital Charity Objectives 
Strategic Aim Core Area of 

Focus 
SMART Objective Outcome  Measure  Status 

Performance 
Matters  

Income 
Generation  

By July 2014, to create a targeted communications plan, with 
clearly defined milestones in order to manage the operational 
delivery of the Tiny Hearts capital appeal, through 2014/15 and 
2015/16. 

Effective management of the capital 
campaign project, leading to delivery of the 
overall target of £1m  

12 Complete 

Partnerships 
will be our 
Strength  

Effective 
Corporate 
Partnerships  

By August 2014, to develop a Charity Fundraising Pack to enable 
effective targeting of corporate sponsorship and corporate 
fundraising with clear targets and aims.  

Target to attract 10 new business partners in 
2014/15, leading to stronger external 
relationships, increased reputational and 
fundraising activity.  

12 Pack 
complete, 
awaiting 
DVD 

People will be 
Proud to Work 
for us  

Staff Eng  By August 2014 to produce an internal Engagement Plan 
designed to increase staff awareness of the Charity. To include a 
regular staff update.    

Identification of a new department to benefit 
from charitable funds on a quarterly basis, 
leading to increased staff engagement and 
increased fundraising. 

12 Charity 
handbook 
to be 
approved 
by 
Trustees  
Nov 14 

Partnership 
will be our 
Strength 

Supporter 
Engagement  

By September 2014,  to develop and launch a social media 
campaign, ‘One in a Million’, designed to support the Tiny Hearts 
appeal by engaging donors in the core social media demographic 
of under 25 years. 

Target of £100,000 income generation by 
July 2016, leading to stronger external 
relationships, increased reputational impact 
and increased fundraising. 

12   

 



 

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF  
BARNSLEY HOSPITAL NHSFT REF: 14/11/P-16
 

  
 

SUBJECT: FINANCE & PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE REPORT 
DATE: NOVEMBER 2014  

PURPOSE: 

 Tick as  
applicable   Tick as 

applicable

 For decision/approval  Assurance  
For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy   

PREPARED BY: Francis Patton, Non Executive Director, Chair Finance & 
Performance Committee 

SPONSORED BY: Francis Patton, Non Executive Director, Chair Finance & 
Performance  Committee 

PRESENTED BY: Francis Patton, Non Executive Director, Chair Finance & 
Performance Committee 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT 2-3 sentences

The current financial environment for the Trust is extremely challenging and it is essential that the Board 
is assured that both the financial and the general performance of the Trust are effectively managed and 
that the Trust remains viable. 

The Finance & Performance Committee (F&P) has been put in place under the new Governance 
structure to provide assurance to the Board of Directors in relation to complex financial and operational 
matters following detailed analysis and challenge of both the financial and operational reports received.  

QUESTION(S) ADDRESSED IN THIS REPORT 

Have there been any further changes to the structure and flow of F&P? 
What issues need escalating from F&P to full board?  

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION(S) 

F&P continues to evolve as a committee in terms of the structure and flow of the agenda. This month the 
agenda was reworked removing detailed CBU reports and moving Finance report to be the first key area 
of discussion. This is because with General Managers (GMs) from each CBU attending the meeting the 
committee is able to ask them detailed questions directly on performance in all areas covered by F&P. 
This worked well with the GMs who were there but we need to ensure 100% attendance as, although 
fellow GMs did cover for colleagues, they are obviously not able to answer all questions to the level of 
detail required. This meeting was also the half year review where not only did we review month 6 and 
year to date performance but also looked at year end forecast outturn and were able to question the 
executive and GMs on said forecast.   

Issues that need escalating to Board this month are:- 
 Deferred Income – for private Board 
 On call rota in General Surgery 
 Year end outturn forecast 
 Issues with maternity leave 
 Two policies that have been signed off – Flexible Working and Learning and Development Approval 
 Issues with Colposcopy 
 Three revised policies were approved in August – omitted from previous reports: 

- Job share 
- Redeployment 
- Recruitment and Selection 



  
 

Updates have been provided on:- 
 An investment case from CBU 3 
 CBU 5 issue with Pathology IT systems 
 Engagement with CCG – Care UK contract 
 Workforce – Sickness levels and potential impact on next year CIP 
 IT – risk to EPR Go Live through strike action the week before 
 EPR      
 Capital Programme 
 BHSS 
 Timing of meetings needs review 
 
The following have been removed from the Chairs log as either completed or being managed through 
F&P:- 
 Finance – half year review 
 Turnaround Plan  

The Board is asked to accept this report, note progress and agree to expedite the review of the 
sequence of meetings leading up to Board (for 2015). 
 
 

REFERENCE/CHECKLIST 

 Which business plan 
objective(s) does this report 
relate to? 

 

 Has this report considered the 
following stakeholders? 

Patients BCCG Other

Staff BMBC Please state: 

Governors Monitor  

 Has this report reviewed the 
Trust’s compliance with: 

Regulators (eg Monitor / CQC)
 

Legal requirements (Acts, HSE, NHS Constitution etc)
 

Equality, Diversity & Human Rights
 

The Trust's sustainability strategy

 Is this report 
supported by a 
communications 
plan? 

Yes
 

Not applicable
 

To be developed
 

 Has this report  
(in draft or during 
development) been 
reviewed and 
supported by any 
Board or Executive 
committee within the 
Trust? 

Quality & Governance
 

Audit Committee
 

Finance & Performance
 

ET
 

 Where applicable, briefly 
identify risk issues (including 
any reputation) and cross 
reference to risk register and  
governance committees 

 

 Where applicable, state 
resource requirements: 

Finance:  
Other:  

NHS Constitution: In determining this matter, the Board should have regard to the Core 
principles contained in the Constitution of: 

 Equality of treatment and access to services 
 High Standards of excellence and professionalism 
 Service user preferences 
 Cross community working 
 Best Value 
 Accountability through local influence and scrutiny 

The Board will also have regard to the Trust’s core vision statement:  
“Barnsley Hospital: Providing the best healthcare for all”  
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Subject: Finance & Performance Committee Assurance Report Ref: 14/11/P-16 

 
CHAIR’S LOG: Chair’s Key Issues and Assurance Model  
Committee / Group Date Chair 
Finance and Performance Committee 23 October 2014  Francis Patton, Non Executive Director 
 
Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer Receiving Body, i.e. Board 

or Committee 
Recommendation/ Assurance/ mandate to 
receiving body 

Finance Report Deferred Income – to be flagged in 
Private Board 

Reported to Board of 
Directors – F&P Chair’s 
Log November 2014 

Deferred Income – to be flagged in Private 
Board 

Finance Report 

CBU 4 - General surgery (GS) 
activity is down, there are issues 
with on call with consultants, the 
issue is with middle grades in GS 
(highlighted from GMC visit). The 
current situation is that cover is 
provided from the on call room (on 
site). The Medical Director has met 
with staff involved to discuss their 
concerns and agree options going 
forward. The Medical Director and 
Chief Executive are working on this 
and Chief Executive will also flag 
this to Board through the ET Chair’s 
log. 
The situation has been hindered by 
the recent absence of the Clinical 
Director. There are also some 
consultants without job plans. We 
need to move forward with pace to 
support the CBU and maintain 
service levels. 

Reported to Board of 
Directors – F&P Chair’s 
Log November 2014 

The Chief Executive will keep F&P and Board 
through the ET Chair’s log updated on this 
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Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer Receiving Body, i.e. Board 
or Committee 

Recommendation/ Assurance/ mandate to 
receiving body 

Finance Report 

Papers were tabled on the day 
looking at the yearend outturn which 
generated much discussion. The 
forecast was based on a number of 
assumptions prepared by CBU 
accountants which were then 
challenged by the Interim Director of 
Finance and Deputy Director of 
Finance. Adjustments made were a 
re-admission rate improvement of 
£496k, an agency VAT saving of 
£180k, KPMG costs which had been 
over forecast by £375k, pay run rate 
for CBU 6 at £100k and 
maintenance contract prepayments 
of £40k. With these adjustments 
forecast outturn position is a deficit 
of £11,228k which is £716k 
favourable to plan. The committee 
questioned whether this was a top 
down or bottom up approach, 
whether any sensitivity analysis had 
been undertaken and specifically 
questioned the CBUs about their 
input/views on the forecast. The 
Interim Director of Finance flagged 
the ongoing pressures on his dept 
and the need to deliver against our 
commitment. The CBUs requested 
clarity from Finance on how run 
rates were arrived at. As a result a 
number of actions arose.  
The committee also reviewed the 

Reported to Board of 
Directors – F&P Chair’s 
Log November 2014 

The Interim Finance Director agreed to the 
following:- 

1. To undertake a bottom up approach to 
present in month 9 

2. To review how yearend would be 
presented in the annual report. 

3. To ensure clarity was given on all 
assumptions in month 7 finance report. 

4. To undertake sensitivity analysis ready 
for month 9. 

5. To flag any ongoing issues 
 

The GMs agreed to review the information 
presented and give the committee assurance 
as to whether it was an accurate reflection at 
the November meeting. 
 
BHSS will follow through on the additional 
initiatives. 
 
All of the above will be reported through to 
Board via the Chair’s log. 
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Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer Receiving Body, i.e. Board 
or Committee 

Recommendation/ Assurance/ mandate to 
receiving body 

forecast outturn for BHSS which 
shows a deficit of £61k which is 
£93k adverse to budget. This is due 
to Trust decisions on its approach to 
private patient activity. That said 
other activities are being 
investigated and this outturn does 
not include the significant financial 
contribution recognised within the 
Trust via VAT savings. 

Workforce 

We now have 91 staff off on 
maternity leave which could cause 
issues for us if gaps appear in key 
areas. 

Reported to Board of 
Directors – F&P Chair’s 
Log November 2014 

F&P will continue to monitor and flag any risks 
to Board and/or to Quality & Governance 
Committee if it could become a quality or care 
issue. 

Workforce 

Two revised policies on Flexible 
Working and Learning and 
Development came to F&P for sign 
off. F&P agreed to the amendments 
but asked that these be considered 
as part of the review requested on 
sabbaticals and any other policies 
for discretionary time off. 

Reported to Board of 
Directors – F&P Chair’s 
Log November 2014 

Full review on discretionary leave to come to 
F&P in November. 

IT Update 

Currently use an outdated database 
for Colposcopy.  Following a recent 
quality assurance visit it was 
recommended it be updated.  The 
risk of not updating would be loss of 
accreditation and lose the service.  
A paper been to ET, but it is over 
£50k limit so came to F&P for sign 
off. It had been hoped that the 
database could be included in 
Lorenzo but it currently does not 

Reported to Board of 
Directors – F&P Chair’s 
Log November 2014 

F&P signed this off within its delegated levels 
of authority. 
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Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer Receiving Body, i.e. Board 
or Committee 

Recommendation/ Assurance/ mandate to 
receiving body 

have the functionality, this will be 
reviewed at a later stage, there are 
break points in the contract enabling 
us to move if this becomes possible. 
The cost includes £35k revenue 
(£7K over 5 years) – compared to 
£1k currently – but this can be offset 
with savings on admin efficiencies.  

CBU reports 

An investment of £260,000 has 
been made in permanent staffing of 
the SHO and Middle Grade rotas to 
realise net savings of £163,000 on 
an annualised basis, which are over 
and above existing savings and 
CIPs. This has not been through the 
agreed sign off procedure as yet but 
a full business case will come to the 
next F&P committee and the 
decision can be reversed if deemed 
necessary. 

Reported to Board of 
Directors – F&P Chair’s 
Log October 2014 

The committee recommends to board that 
where there is an operational need to invest 
monies that could result in a saving between 
meetings and that waiting could result in a 
delay to those savings that the operational 
team can start the process as long as it is 
reversible when the case does come to F&P. 
The full business case did not come to 
October’s F&P meeting so will be reviewed 
at the November meeting. 

CBU reports 

The hardware supporting the 
pathology system has reached the 
end of its warranty period from the 
supplier and is currently covered by 
a one year warranty extension 
provided by a third party, however 
this is not likely to be renewed past 
December 2014. Without warranty, 
any failure of the hardware used for 
vital IT pathology systems would be 
unsupported resulting in an inability 
to provide the service. The 
hardware for the associated data 

Reported to Board of 
Directors – F&P Chair’s 
Log October 2014 

Pathology have reviewed  the options that we 
have open to us, of which there are five and 
would like to recommend one of the following:- 
– Upgrade hardware and move to latest 
systems version through capital purchase. 
Benefit – significant confidence in being able to 
meet current and future legal compliance for 
next 5-10 years. 
Risk – cost implication of approx. £1m (or less 
if overall price is reduced through negotiation) 
including VAT in 14/15. 
- Upgrade hardware and move to latest 
systems version through option of managed 
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Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer Receiving Body, i.e. Board 
or Committee 

Recommendation/ Assurance/ mandate to 
receiving body 

collection package (Path Manager) 
has also failed on a couple of 
occasions causing problems 
obtaining performance and 
accounting data for both Trusts.  
Pathology wishes to link this in with 
an upgrade of the IT that was 
planned within the existing contract.  
The quote provided by the supplier 
company is excessive (over £1m 
with VAT) and negotiations have not 
been able to resolve this to date, 
although a further meeting with 
more senior representatives from 
the supplier is planned for 9.30 on 
08/10/14 at Barnsley.   

service contract, tying us into the system for at 
least four years, but spreading the cost over 
this period.  
Benefit - significant confidence in being able to 
meet current and future legal compliance for 
next 5-10 years. Risk – cost implication of 
approx. £200,000 (or less if overall price is 
reduced through negotiation) each year for 
period of contract above existing maintenance 
(£130,000). 
Support is needed from both Barnsley and 
Rotherham Trust Boards to pressure current 
supplier to provide a reasonable quote to allow 
us to pursue option 4 or 5. F&P will continue to 
monitor the issue. 
This continues to be an ongoing live issue. 
A letter did go from the two Chief 
Executives to the supplier and a meeting 
was also held with them and Rotherham to 
discuss different options. The supplier is 
coming back to us with an outline of 
different solutions and costs to resolve the 
situation. This is an area needing close 
monitoring as we need to resolve the future 
of the partnership with Rotherham on 
pathology before we commit to any major 
investment in IT systems. 
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Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer Receiving Body, i.e. Board 
or Committee 

Recommendation/ Assurance/ mandate to 
receiving body 

Engagement with 
CCG 

The Care UK contract for GPs in ED 
is due to finish on 30 September 
2014. There is no current agreed 
long term solution. 

Reported to Board of 
Directors – F&P Chair’s 
Log October 2014 

A proposal for future support has been drafted 
with a number of options. These are to be 
appraised and necessary action taken. Income 
and cost implications are also to be 
understood. At this stage it is believed there 
will be no long term issue to the Trust. 
This will be reviewed at November’s F&P 

Workforce 

Whilst the Board is already aware of 
the on-going issues in terms of high 
sickness levels and its potential 
impact on this year an additional risk 
has been flagged that it could have 
a major impact on next year’s ‘Ward 
Staffing Uplift’ CIP of £1.7m. 

Reported to Board of 
Directors – F&P Chair’s 
Log October 2014 

F&P will continue to monitor sickness levels 
and push for improved performance. The 
committee will flag to Board any areas that are 
failing to deliver and any potential impact on 
the £1.7m CIP. 
CBUs were questioned over ongoing 
sickness issues and plans are in place to 
address ongoing high levels, these will be 
monitored through F&P. 

IT 

Whilst the delay to EPR go live has 
been discussed at board the 
committee felt the need to flag this 
as an ongoing operational risk and 
the need to ensure training is 
completed on time and in full. The 
Board also needs to be aware of the 
operational pressures this will cause 
at the actual go live point and the 
need to ensure that it does not 
impact on our key deliverables 
especially our delivery of the 4 hour 
target 
 
 
 
 

Reported to Board of 
Directors – F&P Chair’s 
Log September & October 
2014 

F&P will review this at the meeting on the 25th 
September to gain more assurance on our 
readiness to go live 18th – 20th October as 
reported at board in August. 
As detailed in this month’s log Go Live sign 
off will be picked up by the Exec as the 
decision needs to be taken before the next 
F&P meeting. A key part of that will be 
whether the system is able to produce key 
reports on ED performance, RTT and 
Income. If there is a need to delay further 
this will be an additional cost to the Trust 
and a reputational risk as we will be unable 
to report to Monitor and may get staff 
disengagement. 
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Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer Receiving Body, i.e. Board 
or Committee 

Recommendation/ Assurance/ mandate to 
receiving body 

 
As Board is already aware there is 
pressure on Go Live for EPR 
because of all staff needing 
adequate training, this risk has now 
been increased due to the fact that 
strike action will be taken the week 
before go live 

 
F&P will continue to monitor but will need Exec 
support because Go Live is before the next 
meeting. Exec will take the final decision on Go 
Live. 
 
F&P noted that Go Live had occurred and 
had gone relatively smoothly, there was still 
some ongoing issues getting the 
operational teams up to speed with data 
caught on paper pre go live needing 
inputting into the system. Full reporting 
cannot be undertaken until all data is 
inputted and there is an ongoing concerted 
effort to complete this for the month end. 
The committee complimented both the Go 
Live team and all staff on the effort put in to 
ensure this went as smoothly as possible 

CBU 1 Trauma and 
Orthopaedics  

Trauma and Orthopaedics is an 
area of concern with income 
£460,000 down on plan and other 
issues flagged in this area. 

Reported to Board of 
Directors – F&P Chair’s 
Log September 2014 

CEO and Medical Director are meeting directly 
with the orthopaedic consultants on the 2nd 
September and an update will come to F&P on 
25th September. Under performance to plan 
has been driven by a plan which was 
dependent on WLI’s, these were stopped due 
to financial position. CBU1 developing a plan 
to recover some of the activity. 
 
The GM for CBU1 gave assurance that a 
plan was in place to ensure no further 
underperformance in this area but that we 
would be unable to pull back the 
underperformance to date. 
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Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer Receiving Body, i.e. Board 
or Committee 

Recommendation/ Assurance/ mandate to 
receiving body 

Capital Programme 

A key risk flagged to the committee 
was the potential for failure of 
medical and surgical equipment due 
to no agreed replacement 
programme in the 2014/15 financial 
year. If this was to occur it would 
take up all of our contingency 
monies. 

Reported to Board of 
Directors – F&P Chair’s 
Log September 2014 

Bids have been made to the CCG and, in 
conjunction with the CCG, to NHS England for 
replacement of some equipment. This is still 
under discussion so F&P will monitor the 
outcome of these discussions and report back 
to board. 
 
Oct Update -The CCG have agreed to fund 
key equipment and the only issue now is 
the timing of receipt of these monies and 
impact on cash flow. 
 
Nov update - See separate comment from 
this month’s meeting. 

BHSS 
(chaired by S.Diggle) 

The committee questioned the 
Governance process when the 
BHSS business plan was going 
straight to board and not through 
F&P. Clarity was required on what 
exactly came to F&P in order to 
monitor good governance. 

Reported to Board of 
Directors – F&P Chair’s 
Log September 2014 

As a starting point the committee recommends 
to Board that the Chair’s log, minutes, risk 
register and finance report, come to F&P after 
each BHSS Board meeting and that any issues 
highlighted are heard in Private Board due to 
the commerciality of the areas under 
discussion. Separately the committee 
recommends more detailed work is undertaken 
on how business cases are signed off by the 
parent company and that this is brought back 
to Board in November. 
 
The Board asked for advice from Deloitte, 
this was received but did not fully address 
the concerns raised. As a result a more 
detailed set of questions are being raised 
with Deloitte which will come back to F&P 
in October with recommendations to Board 
in November. 
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Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer Receiving Body, i.e. Board 
or Committee 

Recommendation/ Assurance/ mandate to 
receiving body 

Timing of meetings 

It has become apparent that the 
timings and flow of meetings 
needed to provide assurance to 
Board don’t work under the new 
structure and need reviewing. 

Reported to Board of 
Directors – F&P Chair’s 
Log August 2014 

It is recommended that the Board reviews 
meeting dates to improve the assurance 
provided to Board 
Sept - Update needed from Board 
 
Timings of meetings continue to be an 
issue with CBUs struggling to deliver 
reports to F&P this month because of 
proximity of the Performance meetings and 
F&P. This will be exacerbated next month 
as F&P occurs before the Performance 
meetings. 
 
This still needs finalising 
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SUBJECT: MONTHLY INTEGRATED TRUST BOARD REPORT – 
REPORT PERIOD MONTH 6 

DATE: NOVEMBER 2014  

PURPOSE: 

 Tick as  
applicable   Tick as 

applicable 
 For decision/approval  Assurance  

For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy   

PREPARED BY:  

SPONSORED BY: 

Stuart Diggles, Interim Director of Finance  
Karen Kelly, Director of Operations 
Heather McNair, Director of Nursing & Quality 
Hilary Brearley, Director of Human Resources & Organisational 
Development 

PRESENTED BY: 

Stuart Diggles, Interim Director of Finance  
Heather McNair, Director of Nursing & Quality 
Karen Kelly, Director of Operations 
Hilary Brearley, Director of Human Resources & Organisational 
Development 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT 2-3 sentences 

To provide an overview of the Trust’s performance in terms of quality, activity, workforce and 
finance for October 2014. 
 
To provide positive assurance against the following Trust business objectives: 1a, 1b, 2c, 3c, 
5b. 

QUESTION(S) ADDRESSED IN THIS REPORT  

How has the Trust performed in month 6 and year to date? 
Are sufficient actions in place to address any areas of concern? 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION(S)  
 
 
The Board of Directors is asked to receive and consider the contents of the report. 
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REFERENCE/CHECKLIST 

• Which business plan 
objective(s) does this report 
relate to? 

 

• Has this report considered the 
following stakeholders? 

Patients
 

BCCG
 

Other
 

Staff
 

BMBC
 

Please state: 

Governors
 

Monitor
 

 

• Has this report reviewed the 
Trust’s compliance with: 

Regulators (eg Monitor / CQC)
 

Legal requirements (Acts, HSE, NHS Constitution etc)
 

Equality, Diversity & Human Rights
 

The Trust's sustainability strategy
 

• Is this report 
supported by a 
communications 
plan? 

Yes
 

Not applicable
 

To be developed
 

• Has this report  
(in draft or during 
development) been 
reviewed and 
supported by any 
Board or Executive 
committee within the 
Trust? 

Quality & Governance
 

Audit Committee
 

Finance & Performance
 

ET
 

• Where applicable, briefly 
identify risk issues (including 
any reputation) and cross 
reference to risk register and  
governance committees 

Inherent within the report. 

• Where applicable, state 
resource requirements: 

Finance:  
Other:  

 
 

NHS Constitution: In determining this matter, the Board should have regard to the Core 
principles contained in the Constitution of: 

• Equality of treatment and access to services 
• High Standards of excellence and professionalism 
• Service user preferences 
• Cross community working 
• Best Value 
• Accountability through local influence and scrutiny 

 

The Board will also have regard to the Trust’s core vision statement:  
“Barnsley Hospital: Providing the best healthcare for all”  

 



Green  = on target    Improvement in performance 

Amber  = under performance (within 5% of target)   Deterioration in performance 

Red  = fail (>5% target)  No change in performance  
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Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust: Quarter 2 Staff Friends and Family Pulse Check  
 

Barnsley Hospital Foundation Trust Response 
Staff 

Survey 
2013 

FFT 
Q1 

FFT  
Q2 

Response Rate 
67% 

 
24.1% 

 

19.8% 

 

I would recommend my organisation as a place to work 
64% 

 

69% 

 

60% 

 
If a friend or relative needed treatment, I would be happy with the standard of care provided by the 
organisation 

65% 

 

80% 

 

76% 

 

My appraisal/review has helped me to improve how I do my job 
45% 

 
48% 

 

50% 

 

My training, learning and development has helped me to deliver a better patient/service uses experience 
62% 

 

78% 

 

71% 

 

How satisfied I am with the support I get from my immediate manager 
63% 

 
72% 

 

66% 

 

I am able to make improvement happen in my area of work 
51% 

 

72% 

 

68% 

 
When errors, near misses or incidents are reported, my organisation takes action to ensure that they do not 
happen again 

60% 

 

72% 

 

70% 

 
 
 
 



Green  = on target    Improvement in performance 

Amber  = under performance (within 5% of target)   Deterioration in performance 

Red  = fail (>5% target)  No change in performance  
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Human Resources Exceptions 
 

Indicator Target Period Rolling 12 
Month 

Monthly 
Position 

Comments 

Sickness Absence (12 
mth cumulative position) 

 

3.5% Sep-14 4.42% 4.56% 

 
4.42% for the 12 months cumulative to 30th September 2014, a slight 
decrease form the August figure 4.48%. The 12 months cumulative target 
is 3.5% by March 2015.   
 
The monthly figure for September is 4.56%, showing a decrease on last 
month which was 4.70%. 
 
Actions in place: 
• Threshold trigger reduced from 3% to 2% 
• CBU action plans in place, supported by HR absence lead 
• All fit to work staff to be re-deployed to facilitate timely return to work 
• Rapid access and physio and stress available 
• Reward for attendance plan in place, which includes letter from Chief 

Executive to acknowledge good attendance and best team award for 
attendance to be included in brilliant staff awards 

 

Mandatory Training  
(as at month end) 

 

90% Sep-14 - 86.00% 

 
86% as at 30th September 2014, increasing from the 31st August 2014 
figure 85.5%. The target for March 2015 is 90% for all section 1 essential 
training courses.   
 
86% for September 14 this is an increase of 0.5% on the previous month’s 
figures.  
 
Women’s and Children’s and GUM and estates and facilities are the only 
CBU’s currently achieving mandatory training compliance of 90% and 
over. 
 
In September General and specialist medicine CBU increase compliance 
from 78.7% to 87% an 8.3% increase in one month. 
 
We have recently had to cancel mandatory training sessions due to 
pressure on rooms for EPR training the only significant drop in mandatory 
training compliance is in Conflict resolution demonstrating a drop from 
91.2% to 88%in September. 



Green  = on target    Improvement in performance 

Amber  = under performance (within 5% of target)   Deterioration in performance 

Red  = fail (>5% target)  No change in performance  

 

 

Appraisals (medical) 
(as at month end) 

 

90% Sep-14 - 81.50% 

 
81.50% as at 30th September 2014, decreasing from the 31st August 2014 
figure 83.95%.  The target for 31st March 2014 is 90%. 
 
General and specialist surgery and theatres, anaesthetics and critical care 
CBU’s are the only two to have achieved 90% compliance 
 
General and specialist surgery CBU have achieved compliance by 
growing from 57.1% in July to 90.5% in September. 
 
In addition there was a dip in appraisals carried out in September partly 
due to 4 cancelled appraisal due to bereavement and partly due to annual 
leave. 
 

Recruitment Activity - 
Permission to Recruit to 
Start Date (General 
Recruitment) 

 

56 Days Sep-14 - 75.00% 

 
75% of vacancies, completing within September 2014, achieved SLA 
target from Est Control/Request to Recruit to Start date confirmed.  An 
increase from last month 66.7% 
 
SLA target is 56 days 
 
Corporate. Red. 66.7%. Medical Education Manager. Delays of 11 
working days to advertise due to queries around the job description, there 
was also a large gap between short listing and interivewing (3 weeks)  
 
General & Specialist Medicine CBU. Red. Audiologist.  Vacancy approval 
took 20 working days due to lack of financial information.  
 
Diagnostics and Clinical Supprort Services CBU. Red. 66.7%. Blood Bank 
Manager. Vacancy approval took 17 working days due to clarification of 
funding, also there was a large gap between short listing and interviewing. 
 
HR has discussed with the managers the process of following a 
recruitment timeline and ensuring the vacancy control form has the correct 
financial information highlighted on the form before submitting to panel in 
order to speed up the process. 
 

Recruitment Activity - 
Permission to Recruit to 
Start Date (Medical 
Recruitment) 

71 Days Sep-14 - 50.0% 
 
50% of vacancies, completing within September 2014 achieved SLA 
target from Est Control/Request to Recruit to Start date confirmed.  A 
decrease from last month 100% 



 

 

 
SLA target is 71 days. 
 
General & Specialist Surgery CBU. Red. LAS in ENT. The original closing 
date was extended by 2 weeks due to lack of applicants, there were 
delays between short listing and interviewing due to time taken to agree 
an interview date with the Consultants.  
 

Quarter 2 Staff Friends and 
Family Pulse Check - - - - 

 
This is the first report to the Board of Directors, on key meaures drawn 
from the National Family Friends (staff) Survey and from key staff survey 
themes.  The board of Directors will receive monthly progress reports from 
November which will demonstrate progress against key workforce 
(motivation and engagement) indicators.  The national staff survey is 
currently circulated across the organisation for completion by all staff.  
Completion rates to date are 22.3% which is 15% lower than the same 
week last year.  A total of 575 staff have completed the survey to date. 
 

 
 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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Key Issue RAG Trend Financial Performance Summary Appendix 

 
 

  
 Consolidated Results 

The consolidated figures referred to in this executive summary and supporting appendices 
are those of the hospital and its subsidiary, BHSS Ltd.  Charitable Funds are excluded. 

 

Key to RAG Rating 

The RAG Rating applied to financial commentary is based the on following criteria 

• Green equating to on or exceeding plan. 

• Amber behind plan by up to 5%. 

• Red greater than 5% behind plan. 

 

 
Financial 

Reporting Indices 

 
 
 

 
 

 
The Trust’s continuity of service rating exclusive of working capital facility at month 6 is 1.  In line 
with expectations, a number of indicators of forward financial risk have been triggered.  Liquidity is 
-32 days, and the capital servicing capacity defined as revenue available for capital service over 
annual debt service is -5. The month end cash balance of £2.12m represents 5 days of operating 
expenses. The cash balance is dependent on the level of distressed funding advanced, currently 
£10.0m (prior month £10.0m). 
 
The actual capital expenditure to date is 70% of the plan included within the Trust’s Turnaround 
Plan.  In line with the re-profiled plan submitted to Monitor, the Trust is at 87.6%. 
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Statement of 

Comprehensive 
Income 

   
The consolidated overall position for month 6 is a £8.3m deficit, against a plan position of £8.7m 
deficit, a favourable variance of £0.40m. (A deficit of £7.3m was reported for month 5 against a 
plan deficit of £7.7m.) EBITDA is £0.2m favourable to plan. 
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 Green 

Green 
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 Income  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  
Clinical Income 
£1.3m adverse to plan at month 6, of this £0.2m is due to risks and penalties. (Month 5, £1.4m 
adverse).  Within the £1.3m adverse position the significant variances relate to CBU 1 
(Emergencies, Orthopaedics and Care Services £0.9m), CBU 5 (Diagnostics £0.5m) and CBU2 
(Anaesthetics and Critical Care £0.4m). Within the variances by CBU £0.8m of the adverse 
variances relates to unfunded business cases which are offset by the non incurrence of pay costs. 
 
Other Income 
£1.3m favourable to plan at month 6, (£1.1m favourable to plan at month 5). Of this other income, 
£0.2m has been received to support improvements activities to reduce exposure to financial risks 
and penalties going forward that are driven by diagnostic waits. 
 
Deferred Income is released in line with the delivery of the activities funded and against costs 
being incurred, strict guidance on the release of deferred income is in place. 
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Cost 

Improvement 
Programmes 

   
Achievement at month 6 is £2.4m, which is £0.6m favourable to plan, although there are variances 
at scheme level.  The current position includes significant achievements, for example, the closure 
of ward 29, and advanced delivery against other schemes including the reduction of back office 
functions.   
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Pay 

 
 
 

  
Total pay expense is showing a favourable variance of £1.5m. Within this, £0.7m relates to 
business case monies associated pay costs not incurred.  Although a favourable variance there is 
still pressure around the levels of agency spend, with particular pressures in CBU 1 
(Emergencies, Orthopaedics and Care Services), CBU 3 (General & Specialist Medicine) and 
CBU 4 (Surgery). 
 

 
 

 
Statement of 

Financial Position 

 
 
 

  
The principal variances at month 6 are cash which is £19.3m favourable to plan, total creditors 
including accruals, which are above plan by £6.1m and Public Dividend Capital which is £10.0m 
favourable to plan. Debtors over 90 days due are currently more than 5% of their respective totals. 
Overdue debtors (31- 90 days plus) stand at £0.5m.  Deferred income is £2.6m favourable to plan 
at £3.0m due to the advance receipt of business case incomes and accounting for maternity 
pathway deferred income within this figure.  Overall, total assets employed are £10.3m favourable 
to plan. 
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Amber 

Green 

Green 

Green 
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Cash 

   
Cash is £19.3m ahead of plan.  Cash flow has been micromanaged over the previous 5 months 
with particular attention given to the payment of creditors. Key elements behind the improvement 
are the earlier receipt of business case monies of £2.6m, the continued further deferral of creditor 
payments of £6.2m compared to the plan and £10.0m of distressed funding that has not had to be 
repaid as forecast in the plan. 
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Capital  

 
 
 

  
Capital expenditure is £1.9m year to date which is £0.8m behind plan. The principal variances are: 

• Maternity Birthing Unit £0.1m overspent in year 
• VDI scheme which has progressed significantly and is now £0.2m overspent, with the 

potential to reclaim VAT currently being explored. 
• O Block £0.3m underspent 
• Electrical Infrastructure £0.1m underspent 
• EPR £0.2m underspent 
• Other items £0.2m 
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Green 

Red 
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Indicators of Forward Financial Risk - Consolidated accounts

Risk Actual

Unplanned decrease in EBITDA margin in two consecutive quarters No

Quarterly self-certification by trust that the continuity of service rating (COSR) may be less than 3 in the next 12 months Yes

Working capital facility used in pervious quarter No

Debtors > 90 days past due account for more than 5% of total debtor balances Yes 6.90%

Creditors > 90 days past due account for more than 5% of total creditor balances No 4.96%

Two or more changes in Finance Director in a twelve month period No

Interim Finance Director in place over more than one quarter end Yes

Quarter end cash balance < 10 days of operating expenses Yes 5

Capital expenditure < 75% of plan for the year to date Yes 69.96%  
 
 

Continuity of Service Rating
Metric Weight Definition Rating Categories Score Rating

1 2 3 4
Liquidity ratio (days) 50% Working capital balance * 360

Annual operating expenses <- -14 -14 -7 0 -31.8 1

Capital Servicing capacity (times) 50% Revenue available for capital service < 1.25 1.25 1.75 2.5 -5 1
Annual debt service

Overall rating 1
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Performance against plan @ Month 6

Statement of Comprehensive Income Month Month Cumulative Cumulative
Plan Plan Actual Variance Plan Actual Variance

Full Year Sep-14 Sep-14 YTD YTD YTD YTD
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

NHS Clinical Income
Elective Long Stay 10,867 943 799 -144 5,411 4,616 -795
Non Elective 49,407 3,997 4,576 579 24,364 25,367 1,003
Planned Same Day 14,310 1,238 1,290 52 7,129 6,968 -161
Out-patients 25,748 2,239 2,248 9 12,821 12,360 -461
A & E 7,368 607 603 -4 3,737 3,679 -58
Other 35,730 3,033 2,930 -103 17,886 17,717 -169
Business Cases 4,818 445 170 -275 2,151 1,486 -665

Total 148,248 12,502 12,616 114 73,499 72,193 -1,306

Non NHS Clinical Income
Private patients 13 1 0 -1 6 2 -4
Other Non Protected Clinical Income (RTA) 1,088 89 55 -34 544 656 112

Total 1,100 90 55 -35 550 658 108

Other income
Research and development 545 47 61 14 272 364 92
Education and Training 4,098 341 331 -10 2,054 2,243 189
Other income 10,952 869 1,136 267 5,043 5,970 928
PFI specific income 29 3 3 0 14 15 1

Total 15,623 1,260 1,531 271 7,383 8,592 1,210

Total income 164,971 13,852 14,202 350 81,432 81,443 12

Costs
Employee benefits expenses (Pay) & Agency costs -117,745 -9,937 -9,825 112 -59,936 -58,399 1,537
Drug costs -11,594 -917 -1,029 -112 -5,797 -6,050 -253
Clinical supplies and services -14,054 -827 -1,033 -206 -7,058 -6,702 356
Misc other operating expenses (excl Dep'n) -25,536 -2,509 -2,652 -143 -13,435 -14,862 -1,427

Total costs -168,929 -14,190 -14,539 -349 -86,226 -86,013 213

EBITDA -3,958 -338 -337 1 -4,795 -4,570 225

Profit / loss on asset disposals 0 0 -25 -25 0 -25 -25
Fixed Asset Impairments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Depreciation & Amortisation - owned assets -5,723 -481 -473 8 -2,805 -2,774 31
Depreciation & Amortisation - PFI assets -48 -4 -4 0 -24 -24 0
Interest Income 20 1 4 3 10 21 11
Restructuring Costs -350 -29 -38 -9 -174 -38 136
PFI Interest Expense -50 -5 -4 1 -25 -25 0
PFI Specific Costs -135 -12 -11 1 -68 -67 1
PDC Dividend expense -1,699 -145 -139 6 -851 -837 14

Net Surplus/(Deficit) -11,944 -1,013 -1,027 -14 -8,731 -8,339 392

Ebitda Margin % -2.40% -2.44% -2.37% -5.89% -5.61%
Net surplus/(deficit) % -7.24% -7.31% -7.23% -10.72% -10.24%

Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income
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Activity £'000 Activity £'000
Plan Actual Variance Plan Actual Variance Plan Actual Variance Plan Actual Variance

01 - Elective Inpatients 388 306 -82 934 786 -148 2,227 1,863 -364 5,360 4,556 -804 
02 - Elective Daycases 1,994 1,971 -23 1,238 1,281 43 11,461 11,231 -230 7,128 6,968 -160 
03 - Non Elective 2,728 2,675 -53 3,685 3,923 238 16,643 16,343 -300 22,484 23,633 1,149
03 - Non Elective (CDU) 240 247 7 131 135 4 1,479 1,407 -72 806 767 -39 
04a - Excess Beddays (Non Elective) 733 377 -356 166 86 -79 4,471 2,978 -1,493 1,010 653 -357 
04b - Excess Beddays (Elective) 39 32 -7 9 7 -2 221 267 46 51 60 9
05 - Outpatients New Att. 5,950 6,226 276 915 920 5 34,042 34,010 -32 5,236 5,094 -143 
06 - Outpatients F/up Att 19,128 18,818 -310 1,324 1,323 -1 109,461 106,884 -2,577 7,584 7,432 -153 
08 - A&E Attendances 6,612 6,659 47 607 603 -4 40,717 40,542 -175 3,737 3,680 -57 
09 - Critical Care 641 616 -25 478 457 -21 3,910 3,967 57 2,918 2,926 8
10 - Maternity Pathway Tariff 501 445 -56 469 366 -103 3,058 3,039 -19 2,859 2,856 -2 
11 - Direct Access Tests 230,661 242,853 12,192 369 374 5 1,320,962 1,445,610 124,648 2,106 2,171 66
12 - High cost drugs revenue 0 0 0 613 619 6 0 0 0 3,679 3,594 -85 
12a - Unbundled Radiology 1,530 1,505 -25 154 159 5 8,763 8,745 -18 882 900 17
13 - Other non-tariff revenue 4,552 4,011 -542 384 385 1 26,071 23,973 -2,099 2,085 2,122 37
14 - Schedule of Service Fee Items 0 0 0 16 16 0 0 0 0 94 94 0
15 - Community Paediatrics 0 0 0 88 88 0 0 0 0 526 526 0
16 - Business Cases 0 0 0 44 44 0 0 0 0 263 263 0
17 - Therapy Services 2,897 2,573 -324 104 101 -3 16,591 14,866 -1,725 594 575 -19 
18 - Specialist Nursing 997 758 -239 48 42 -6 5,712 5,799 87 277 258 -19 
TOTAL 11,774 11,714 -60 69,679 69,128 -551 

Activity £'000 Activity £'000
Plan Actual Variance Plan Actual Variance Plan Actual Variance Plan Actual Variance

CBU 1 - Emergencies, Orthopaedics & Care Services 2,365 2,435 70 14,016 13,534 -482 
CBU 2 - Theatres, Anaesthetics & Critical Care 317 306 -11 1,930 1,965 35
CBU 3 - General & Specialist Medicine 4,156 4,103 -53 24,763 24,825 62
CBU 4 - General & Specialist Surgery 1,987 1,976 -11 11,659 11,551 -109 
CBU 5 - Diagnostics & Clinical Support Services 575 591 17 3,311 3,418 107
CBU 6 - Women, Children's & GUM 2,348 2,284 -64 13,841 13,618 -223 
CBU 7 - Corporate 27 19 -7 159 218 59
TOTAL 11,774 11,714 -60 69,679 69,128 -551 

CQUINs (1/12 of total) 267 267 0 1,604 1,604 0

Risks & Penalties Current Month Year To Date
Contract Risks & Adjustments (e.g N:F Ratios) 20 56 36 80 187 107
Quality Schedule (RTT, Diagnostics & D1) 0 -25 -25 0 -211 -211 
2014/15 CQUINs 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 16 31 16 64 -25 -89 
Risk Adjusted Total 12,057 12,013 -45 71,347 70,707 -640 

CBU Analysis

Current Month - September-14

Current Month - September-14

Year To Date - September-14

September-14Year To Date - 

POD Analysis
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Efficiency Plan 2014-15

CBU summary Full Year Month 6 Month 6 Month 6
Target Target Actual Variance

£1000's £1000's £1000's £1000's
Emergency Medicine, Trauma & Orthopaedics, Care of the Elderly, Therapy Services 330 132 187 56
Theatres, Anaesthetics and Crtical Care Services 242 88 139 52
General and Specialist Medicine 298 116 135 19
General and Specialist Surgery 835 377 414 37
Diagnostic and Clinical Support Services 782 348 416 67
Women's, Children's and GUM Services 279 106 108 1
Estates & Facilities 84 42 79 37
Corporate 3,465 585 925 340
Total 6,316 1,793 2,402 609

Income, Pay, Non-Pay summary Full Year Month 6 Month 6 Month 6
Target Target Actual Variance

£1000's £1000's £1000's £1000's
Income 310 85 130 45
Pay 5,038 1,256 1,906 650
Drugs 100 50 64 14
Clinical Supplies 513 225 201 (24)
Non-Clinical Supplies 0 0 0 0
Miscellaneous Other Expenses 355 177 103 (75)
Total 6,316 1,793 2,402 609

Scheme summary Full Year Month 6 Month 6 Month 6
Target Target Actual Variance

£1000's £1000's £1000's £1000's
CI001 - Endoscopy Consumable Budget Reduction 15 0 4 4
CI002 - 5% Reduction on Printing Budgets 22 11 11 0
CI003 - 5% Reduction on Travel Budgets 12 6 2 (4)
CI004 - Savings on Prosthetics 30 15 0 (15)
CI005 - Savings on PACS System Costs 78 39 39 0
CI006 - Reduce Computer Maintenance Budgets 162 81 51 (30)
CI007 - Savings Projects Continuing From 13/14 144 96 91 (5)
CI008 - Renewal of Contracts Ending in Year 18 6 6 0
CI009 - New Saving Initiatives 150 30 43 13
CI010 - Buying Team Transactional Savings 156 78 57 (21)
CI011 - Income Generation 32 16 23 7
CI012 - EPR System Benefits 140 0 0 0
CI013 - Reduce Interpreter Budgets 15 8 0 (8)
CI014 - Removal of Budget for Counselling Services for the Hospice 16 8 0 (8)
CI015 - Medicine Management Savings 100 50 64 14
CI016 - Working Together 50 25 0 (25)
CI017 - Closure of Ward 29 600 300 300 0
CI018 - Closure of 2 Further Wards 702 0 160 160
CI019 - 1% Vacancy Factor on all Pay Budgets 1,000 500 637 137
CI020 - Reduction in 2nd On Call Budgets 25 8 0 (8)
CI021 - Reduction of hours for A&C Staff (37.5 to 35) 58 29 50 21
CI022 - Reduction of SPAs to 1.5 per Consultant 250 0 0 0
CI023 - Capping Maximum number of PAs to 12 250 36 0 (36)
CI024 - Radiology Skill Mix Review 135 58 58 0
CI025 - Cardio Respiratory Skill Mix Review 15 8 8 0
CI026 - Restructure Bed Management Team 50 17 0 (17)
CI027 - 10% Reduction of Back Office Functions 952 0 307 307
CI028 - Pathology Partnership Savings 202 101 101 0
CI029 - Increase Salary Sacrifice Income 50 25 28 4
CI030 - Increase Patient Car Parking Charges 10 5 16 11
CI031 - Increase Staff Car Parking Charges 38 19 42 23
CI032 - Increase SLA for Telecommunications Services to SWYPT 40 20 20 0
CI034 - CBU 1 CIP Target £200K Full Year but not to start until August 133 33 33 0
CI035 - CBU 2 CIP Target £200K Full Year but not to start until August 133 33 97 64
CI036 - CBU 3 CIP Target £200K Full Year but not to start until August 133 33 33 (0)
CI037 - CBU 4 CIP Target £200K Full Year but not to start until August 133 33 88 55
CI038 - CBU 5 CIP Target £200K Full Year but not to start until August 133 33 0 (33)
CI039 - CBU 6 CIP Target £200K Full Year but not to start until August 133 33 33 0

6,316 1,793 2,402 609   
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2014/15 2014/15
Plan Actual Variance

September September
£'000 £'000 £'000

NON CURRENT ASSETS 71,894 71,089 -805

CURRENT ASSETS
Inventories 1,568 1,263 -305
NHS Trade Receivables Current 2,125 4,302 2,177
Non NHS Receivables Current 648 186 -462
Other Receivables Current 1,587 929 -658
Prepayments Current 1,447 1,006 -441
Cash -17,197 2,124 19,321
Assets Current Total -9,822 9,810 19,632

CURRENT LIABILITIES (< one year)
Trade Payables Current -5,343 -4,426 917
Other Payables Current -2,566 -6,809 -4,243
PFI Leases Current -181 -193 -12
Social Security Creditors Current -3,660 -3,533 127
Tax Payables Current -5 -5 0
Accruals Current -2,168 -4,998 -2,831
Provisions current -683 -742 -59
Deferred Income Current -436 -3,018 -2,582
Total Current Liabilities -15,042 -23,724 -8,683

NET CURRENT ASSETS (LIABILITIES) -24,863 -13,914 10,949

Other Receivables Non current 518 696 178
   PFI Leases Non Current -439 -414 25

Other non current -282 -282 0
Total Non Current -203 0 203

TOTAL ASSETS EMPLOYED 46,828 57,175 10,347

TAXPAYERS' AND OTHERS' EQUITY
Public dividend capital 46,603 56,558 9,955
Retained earnings -4,046 -3,654 392
Revaluation reserve 4,271 4,271 0

TAXPAYERS EQUITY TOTAL 46,828 57,175 10,347

Consolidated Statement of Position
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Aged Debt at 30/9/2014 Not due 1-30 31-60 61-90 91+ balance
Total 12,969,805.81 1,040,801.73 486,903.30 26,415.03 473,788.25 14,997,714.12
Cash received 29/8/2014 (244,967.64)
Period 5 invoices raised post 29/8/14 199,551.86
Total invoiced position 14,952,298.34
Adjusted for Period 6 invoices raised (11,626,711.00)
Invoiced Ledger position 2,813,354.12
Accrual for advanced invoicing 1,533,735.36
Debtor element of VAT 429,678.21
Debtor element of Social Security costs 64,014.57
Debtor Charitable Funds 28,948.85
Debtor Other (10,930.50)
BHSS debtors 558,388.69
Consolidation adjustments (562,000.00)
Bad Debt Provision (368,243.21)

Trade & Other Debtors at 29/8/14 4,486,946.09

Aged Credit at 30/9/2014 Not due 1-30 31-60 61-90 91+ balance
Total (1035601.63) (2206535.36) (1418549.97) (816844.05) (980338.94) (6457869.95)
Period 5 invoices posted after 29/8/14 (490,489.58)
Total ledger position (6,948,359.53)
Invoiced & accrued (8,791,163.55)
Creditor element of VAT (24,583.44)
PDC Dividend payable (495,000.00)
BHSS Creditors (536,154.91)
Consolidation adjustments 562,000.00
BHSS Corporation tax payable (4,676.00)

Trade & Other Creditors at 29/8/14 (16,237,937.43)  
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Plan Plan Actual Variance Plan Actual Variance
£'000s £'000s £'000s £'000s £'000s £'000s £'000s

Annual Sep-14 Sep-14 Sep-14 YTD YTD YTD
Cashflows from Operating Activities

Operating Surplus/(Loss) -11,944 -1,013 -1,027 -14 -8,731 -8,339 392

Non-cash Income & Expenses/ movements in Working Capital
Depreciation & Amortisation 5,771 485 477 -8 2,829 2,798 -31
PDC Dividend 1,884 145 139 -6 851 837 -14
Corporation Tax 0 0 0 0 0 0
PFI Interest 0 17 15 -2 93 92 -1
Interest Received -20 -1 -4 -3 -10 -21 -11
Decrease/(Increase) in Trade & Other Receivables 579 434 -1,768 -2,202 525 453 -72
Decrease/(Increase) in Inventories 0 -7 22 29 0 305 305
(Decrease)/Increase in Trade & Other Payables -8,325 -3,020 -1,778 1,242 -9,546 -6,761 2,785
(Decrease)/Increase in Other Liabilities -4,140 -363 0 363 -2,205 0 2,205
(Decrease)/Increase in Deferred Income -218 -19 765 784 -109 2,473 2,582
(Decrease)/Increase in Provisions 0 0 4 4 0 58 58
Other Movements 424 35 19 -16 212 -31 -243
NET CASH INFLOW/(OUTFLOW) FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES -15,987 -3,306 -3,136 170 -16,091 -8,136 7,955

Cash Flows from Investing Activities

Interest received 20 1 4 3 10 21 11
   Purchase of Property Plant & Equipment -3,476 -53 -250 -197 -2,696 -1,885 811

Net Cash Inflow/(Outflow) from Investing Activities -3,456 -52 -246 -194 -2,686 -1,864 822

Cash flows from Financing Activities
Corporation Tax Paid 0 0 0 0 0 0
PDC Received 0 0 0 0 0 9,955 9,955
Capital Element of Private Finance Initiative Obligations -180 -15 -19 -4 -90 -115 -25
Interest Element of Private Finance Initiative Obligations 0 -17 2 19 -93 12 105

  PDC Dividend Paid -1,884 -145 -342 -197 -851 -342 509
Net Cash Inflow/(Outflow) from Financing Activities -2,064 -177 -359 -182 -1,034 9,510 10,544

Increase/(Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents -21,507 -3,535 -3,741 -206 -19,811 -490 19,321

Cash and Cash Equivalents at 1 April 2,527 -13,662 5,865 19,527 2,614 2,614 0
Cash and Cash Equivalents at 30 september -18,981 -17,197 2,124 19,321 -17,197 2,124 19,321

-21,508 -3,535 -3,741 -207 -19,811 -490 19,321

Consolidated Statement of Cashflows
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Capital Programme 2014/15 Annual Budget Actual Variance
Budget to date to date
£'000s £'000s £'000s £'000s

2013-14 Deferred Schemes
Electrical Testing 9 9 -2 11
Maternity Birthing Unit 266 266 331 -65 
Kitchens AB/KL 35 35 31 4
O Block 613 613 356 258
Pharmacy Robot - Inpatients 18 18 18 -0 
OT Kitchen Refurbishment 5 5 4 1
Urgent Care 7 7 8 -1 
Hospital Contact Centre 7 7 4 3
Replace Theatre Chiller Plant 40 40 41 -1 
Ceiling Tracking Hoist 2 2 3 -1 
Estates Deferred 2013-14 1,002 1,002 795 207
Digital Dictation 6 6 6 0
Intelligent Drug Cabinets 6 6 2 4
Intelligent Drug Cabinets (AMU) 48 48 45 3
IM&T Deferred 2013-14 60 60 53 7
Ceiling Tracking Hoist 17 17 17 -0 
Winpath POCT Interface Blood Gas Analyser 1 1 1 0
M&S Equipment Deferred 2012-13 19 19 18 0
Total Deferred 2013-14 1,081 1,081 866 215
Electrical Infrastructure 360 145 0 145
Escape Lighting 50 40 12 28
Security - JAG Accreditation 20 20 29 -9 
Air Tube Upgrade 50 20 0 20
H&S Barriers 35 35 0 35
HV Switchgear (Sub 3) 40 40 0 40
Asbestos Enabling 30 10 3 7
Day Case Chiller 50 0 23 -23 
KL Condensate Tanks 45 0 0 0
FRA Upgrades 50 30 0 30
ESTATES Backlog Maintenance 2014/15 730 340 68 272
VDI 445 445 617 -172 
Replace Wireless AP's 5 5 0 5
Colposcopy Database 40 40 0 40
IM&T 2014/15 490 490 617 -127 
Medical & Surgical Equipment 0 0 0 0
M&S Equipment 2014/15 0 0 0 0
EPR 605 585 338 248
O Block - Neonatal Unit 100 0 0 0
Clinical Coding Relocation 0 0 9 -9 
Mobile Tele-Communication 0 0 0 0
Medical Records Storage 0 0 0 0
Consultants on Call Room 0 0 0 0
Right Care 0 0 0 0
Pathology Autoclave 70 0 0 0
STRATEGIC SCHEMES 2014/15 775 585 346 239
Contingency 400 200 -11 211
TOTAL CAPITAL PROGRAMME 3,476 2,696 1,886 809  
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BoD Nov  2014: 18_Intelligence reporting (a)  
 

SUBJECT: INTELLIGENCE REPORTING/HORIZON SCANNING REPORT 

DATE: NOVEMBER 2014  

PURPOSE: 

 Tick as  
applicable   Tick as 

applicable 
 For decision/approval  Assurance  

For review   Governance  
For information √  Strategy √  

PREPARED BY: Pat McLaren, Interim Director of Marketing and Communications 
SPONSORED BY: Diane Wake, Chief Executive 
PRESENTED BY: Pat McLaren, Interim Director of Marketing and Communications 
STRATEGIC CONTEXT 2-3 sentences 

To provide a brief overview of key developments and initiatives across the national and regional 
healthcare landscape which may impact or influence the Trust’s strategic direction.   

QUESTION(S) ADDRESSED IN THIS REPORT  

Are any of these developments likely to affect the Trust’s business? 
Are sufficient actions in place to address any areas of concern or opportunity? 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION(S)  

The Board of Directors is asked to receive and consider the contents of the report and to decide 
if this paper is a useful resource for future meetings. 
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REFERENCE/CHECKLIST 

• Which business plan 
objective(s) does this report 
relate to? 

Patients will experience safe care 
Partnership will be our strength 
People will be proud to work for us 
Performance matters 

• Has this report considered the 
following stakeholders? 

Patients
 

BCCG
 

Other
 

Staff
 

BMBC
 

Please state: 

Governors
 

Monitor
 

 

• Has this report reviewed the 
Trust’s compliance with: 

Regulators (eg Monitor / CQC)
 

Legal requirements (Acts, HSE, NHS Constitution etc)
 

Equality, Diversity & Human Rights
 

The Trust's sustainability strategy
 

• Is this report 
supported by a 
communications 
plan? 

Yes
 

Not applicable
 

To be developed
 

• Has this report  
(in draft or during 
development) been 
reviewed and 
supported by any 
Board or Executive 
committee within the 
Trust? 

Quality & Governance
 

Audit Committee
 

Finance & Performance
 

ET
 

• Where applicable, briefly 
identify risk issues (including 
any reputation) and cross 
reference to risk register and  
governance committees 

 

• Where applicable, state 
resource requirements: 

Finance:  
Other: Communications team - time 

 
 

NHS Constitution: In determining this matter, the Board should have regard to the Core 
principles contained in the Constitution of: 

• Equality of treatment and access to services 
• High Standards of excellence and professionalism 
• Service user preferences 
• Cross community working 
• Best Value 
• Accountability through local influence and scrutiny 

 

The Board will also have regard to the Trust’s core vision statement:  
“Barnsley Hospital: Providing the best healthcare for all”  
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Subject: INTELLIGENCE REPORTING/HORIZON SCANNING 
REPORT Ref: 14/11/P-18 

 
1. STRATEGIC CONTEXT  

1.1 As the Trust moves forward with its recovery and works to provide quality and safe 
patient care, it is useful that the Board has an overview of changes, developments 
and initiatives which affect the healthcare landscape.  
 

2. INTRODUCTION  

2.1 Horizon scanning is a core part of the Communications and Marketing remit and it is 
suggested that this work be captured and shared in a briefing format with the Board.  
The advantages of this are: 

2.1.1 National initiatives for new investments, services or emerging best practice 
may be considered in a local context for possible inclusion in our practice or 
service offering 

2.1.2 Changes to regulation, overview and scrutiny may be notified early 

2.1.3 Appropriate events may be planned into our forward planner 

2.1.4 The current weekly media report does not currently capture this information 

2.1.5 No additional resources are required 
 
3. CONCLUSION   

3.1 The Board is asked to consider if this intelligence report is useful in the carrying out of 
its duties  

3.2 The Board is asked to contribute any suggestions relating to the frequency, 
appropriateness of content and additional items for inclusion. 
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Board Update:  Horizon Scanning October 2014 
 
Date of publication Organisation Detail Action 

3rd October 2014 Barnsley MBC • Barnsley Council is set to change the way it works from April 2015, and has published details 
of these proposed changes. Having saved £59 million over the past four years, the council 
has achieved a great deal in the face of increasing austerity. Now facing further government 
cuts, the council has to save a further £28 million in the next two years, while still improving 
services and protecting Barnsley’s most vulnerable people.  Details are available here: 
https://www.barnsley.gov.uk/media/3531731/budget_changes_4_page_overview.pdf  

• The consultation is open until January and comments/feedback should be sent to 
communications@barnsley.gov.uk  

A formal Trust 
response will 
be submitted.  
BK/PM to draft 
for approval. 

8th October 2014 NHS England Further investment and new standards for mental health services have been announced by NHS 
England Chief Executive, Simon Stevens and Deputy Prime Minister, Nick Clegg as part of 
Achieving Better Access to Mental Health Services by 2020, a five-year ambition that will see 
new access and waiting times standards introduced, helping to put mental health on an equal 
footing with physical health services.   
NHS England will invest a further £120 million over the next two years on improving mental 
health services, including an immediate £40 million this year to build capacity in some priority 
areas to meet new access and waiting time standards from next year.  The £40 million funding 
includes £7 million in 50 new inpatient beds and better case management to ensure that children 
with specialist inpatient needs are cared for in appropriate settings.  The remaining £33 million is 
being invested in early intervention in psychosis services and in crisis care, including liaison 
psychiatry.  
Details available here: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mental-health-services-
achieving-better-access-by-2020  

To note 

8th October 2014 General Medical 
Council 

A major report on the state of medical education in the UK has been published by the General 
Medical Council (GMC).  The report aims to use GMC and other data to provide a picture of the 
medical profession in the UK and to identify some of the challenges it faces and promote 
discussion and debate about some of the practical steps we and others could take in better 
supporting doctors and improving patient care. The report specifically looks at: Data on medical 
education and doctors working in the UK, Developing an understanding of risk, Preparing 
doctors through medical education and training and Issues being raised to GMC by doctors and 
others in the UK. 
Full report available here: http://www.gmc-uk.org/publications/25452.asp  

To note 

https://www.barnsley.gov.uk/media/3531731/budget_changes_4_page_overview.pdf
mailto:communications@barnsley.gov.uk
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mental-health-services-achieving-better-access-by-2020
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mental-health-services-achieving-better-access-by-2020
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mental-health-services-achieving-better-access-by-2020
http://www.gmc-uk.org/publications/25452.asp
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9th October NHS England  NHS England has announced that General Practitioner-led clinical commissioning groups in four 
areas of the country are to help develop the care.data programme as it moves into a ‘pathfinder 
stage’.  The programme will be rolled out in participating GP surgeries in the CCG areas of 
Leeds North, West and South and East, Somerset, West Hampshire and Blackburn with 
Darwen. 

To note 

15th October  Health Service 
Journal 

 The health service is set to receive a further multimillion pound government bailout aimed at 
avoiding a politically embarrassing failure of the accident and emergency waiting target during 
winter. It is believed the amount will come to around £280m nationally and be announced in 
coming weeks, although discussions at national level have not been concluded. It follows many 
organisations failing to meet the target in recent weeks, even before winter, and intense political 
pressure for the NHS not to fail standards in the run-up to the general election next May. In the 
financial year to date, Accident and Emergency performance has only just met the target. 

To note 

14th October BBC A new trust is being set up to run the scandal-hit Stafford Hospital and a second hospital in 
Stoke. 
• University Hospital of North Staffordshire NHS Trust will become University Hospitals of 

North Midlands and will operate both hospital sites. 

• Stafford Hospital, which will be called County Hospital, was at the centre of a £6m public 
inquiry into care failings. 

• Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust, which ran Stafford, will be dissolved next month. 

• The NHS in Staffordshire has been given £300m to implement the changes. 

• City General will be re-named as Royal Stoke University Hospital. 

• The new trust came into being on 1 November. 

Of interest 

15th October GMC The General Medical Council (GMC) is consulting on changes to its regulations that will give it 
new powers to check doctors have appropriate indemnity or insurance cover in place for their 
practice.  The consultation is open until 15th December. 

To Note 

23rd October NHS England NHS England issued its 5 year forward view for the NHS in England.  The full document is 
available at the below link, but in summary: 
• The NHS needs a strong vision that we can all get behind – one that will deliver a 21st 

century health and care system fit for current and future needs. The Five Year Forward View 
provides many of the elements necessary, including proof that a system which remains true 
to the founding principles of the NHS is achievable. It will take funding, efficiency and service 
change at pace and scale 

To Note 
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• The 5YFV is clear that implementation of key elements of the vision will need explicit support 
from the next Government, particularly on investment, public health measures and local 
service changes 

• It specified that we must develop our workforce to meet current and future needs, including 
working across boundaries and more often in community settings noting that this, and pay 
and terms and conditions, will be one of the biggest issues over the next five years 

• New models that build on our excellent hospital, community, mental health and ambulance 
services – the 5YFV commits to work with local areas to work out what is right for them, and 
to be more flexible about how national rules are applied.  

• It notes that we need to make the most of the capacity and potential everywhere in the whole 
system to lead change, and cannot afford to ignore or under-use any type of provider 

• It notes that we must avoid a nationally imposed reorganisation 

• Mental health must be considered equally alongside other services 

• CCGs must have more influence over the wider NHS budget 

• We need to adopt innovations that add value faster 

• We need to focus on supporting more patients to self-manage 

• Prevention will be raised up the agenda, while also emphasising empowering patients and 
engaging communities 

The NHS Confederation has commented as follows “The five year view sets out clearly that the 
£30bn funding gap cannot be closed without more funding, alongside further action on both 
demand and efficiency. We welcome the commitment to design a model to ‘pump prime’ new 
models of care; we hope this can pave the way to secure Government funding immediately after 
the election. We are also pleased it opposes any arbitrary commitment to expand the Better 
Care Fund before evaluating the impact of the shift of funding in 15/16. However, there is no 
commitment to speed up the development of new payment mechanisms, or support longer term 
approaches to funding – both would be important in enabling us to transform services.” 
The full document is available at http://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/5yfv-
web.pdf   

http://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/5yfv-web.pdf
http://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/5yfv-web.pdf
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23rd October 2014 Health 
Education 
England 
(published: 
PULSE) 

• Only 124 additional medical graduates have signed up for GP training posts as part of 
an unprecedented third recruitment round designed to ease the training crisis. 

• The figures from Health Education England (HEE) reveal that this year’s final intake is 
2,688 - which is 88% of the total places available, and represents a 2.7% decrease on the 
number of posts filled in 2013. It also remains well below HEE’s target of 3,250 trainees per 
year entering general practice by 2016 - which, itself, was postponed from the original 
target date of August 2015. The figures also reveal that some areas still have 30% shortfall 
in places taken up. 

• It comes after a major report into how to boost General Practitioner (GP)  numbers 
commissioned by ministers recommended in July that hospital specialist training places 
should be radically cut back to make way for a rapid expansion in GP recruits, an incentive 
scheme for trainees to go to deprived areas and a national funding scheme to help GPs 
return to general practice. 

To Note 

23rd October 2014 Public Health 
England 

• Public Health England (PHE) has co-produced 'Everybody active, every day', an evidence-
based approach to improve the nation's health through everyday activity. To facilitate cross-
sector collaboration, PHE has co-produced the framework with over 1,000 national and 
local leaders in physical activity and is calling for action from providers and commissioners 
in: health, social care, transportation, planning, education, sport and leisure, culture, the 
voluntary and community sector, as well as public and private employers. To make active 
lifestyles a reality for all, the framework’s 4 areas for action will: 
1. change the social ‘norm’ to make physical activity the expectation 
2. develop expertise and leadership within professionals and volunteers 
3. create environments to support active lives 
4. identify and up-scale successful programmes nationwide  

• The report is available to view here: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/366112/Fram
ework_23_Oct.pdf 

Of interest 

http://www.pulsetoday.co.uk/your-practice/practice-topics/education/training-bosses-introduce-further-round-of-gp-trainee-recruitment-in-desperate-bid-to-plug-shortfalls/20007229.article
http://www.pulsetoday.co.uk/your-practice/practice-topics/education/training-bosses-given-two-years-to-boost-gp-trainee-numbers/20006602.article?MsgId=27380#.VAQ_pWNkZK0
http://www.pulsetoday.co.uk/your-practice/practice-topics/education/training-bosses-given-two-years-to-boost-gp-trainee-numbers/20006602.article?MsgId=27380#.VAQ_pWNkZK0
http://www.pulsetoday.co.uk/your-practice/practice-topics/education/over-2000-hospital-training-posts-should-be-axed-to-fund-gp-expansion-recommends-dh-review/20007332.article#.VEkpeVxwZ9M
http://www.pulsetoday.co.uk/your-practice/practice-topics/education/over-2000-hospital-training-posts-should-be-axed-to-fund-gp-expansion-recommends-dh-review/20007332.article#.VEkpeVxwZ9M
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/366112/Framework_23_Oct.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/366112/Framework_23_Oct.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/366112/Framework_23_Oct.pdf
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24th October 2014 NHS England 
(published HSJ) 

• Emergency admissions to Accident and Emergency (A&E) departments have hit their 
highest level since records began, the latest NHS England figures reveal.  

• Official figures from second week in October’s performance show that demand on 
emergency departments across the country has escalated, with 78,131 patients arriving at 
major A&Es requiring admission compared with 77,742 in May. 

• While emergency admissions have steadily risen over the past four years, the increase this 
year has steepened. Emergency admissions between April and October are up 5.7 per cent 
compared with the same period in 2013-14. This compares with a 0.8 per cent increase 
during those months when comparing 2012-13 and 2013-14. To date, there have been just 
over 2.1 million emergency admissions to major A&Es - 5,000 more than at the same point 
last year. 

• As a result of the burgeoning demand, A&Es across England have struggled to meet the 
target to see, treat, admit or discharge 95 per cent of patients within four hours. 

Of Interest 
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SUBJECT: CORPORATE CALENDAR - 2015 

DATE: NOVEMBER 2014  

PURPOSE: 

 Tick as  
applicable   Tick as 

applicable 
 For decision/approval  Assurance  

For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy   

PREPARED BY: Angela Keeney, Interim Associate Director of Corporate Affairs 
SPONSORED BY: Diane Wake, Chief Executive 
PRESENTED BY: Angela Keeney, Interim Associate Director of Corporate Affairs 
STRATEGIC CONTEXT 2-3 sentences 

An effective organisation works in a planned way; this is demonstrated in the Corporate 
Calendar attached. The calendar has been built around key dates that allow for accurate, timely 
information to be used by the Board, its Committees and across the Trust.  
 
The calendar incorporates dates for the Board, core Committees and reporting groups, and the 
Council of Governors, to support a timely flow of information.  

QUESTION(S) ADDRESSED IN THIS REPORT  

Is there a clear plan for the Board that reflects the organisational flow of business ? 
Are all relevant Committees situated in appropriate times of the business cycle? 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION(S)  

As indicated above, the corporate calendar has been drafted to fit around availability of core 
data and flow through of reporting to Committees and the Board.   Any comments on the 
calender are welcomed.   Proposals for the Council of Governors’ schedule will be referred to 
its impending sub-group and general meetings, for Governors approval. 
Whilst the Board will endeavour to meet in a regular timetabled slot throughout 2015, inevitably 
there some exceptions will arise.  Two identified to date are April (to avoid public holidays) and 
June (clash with national NHS Confederation Conference); alternative dates are shown. 
The Board is asked to consider if the Corporate Calendar offers a planned way for 
conducting its business in 2015/16 and to approve the Calender for adoption. 
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REFERENCE/CHECKLIST 

• Which business plan 
objective(s) does this report 
relate to? 

 

Has this report considered the 
following stakeholders? 

Patients
 

BCCG
 

Other
 

Staff
 

BMBC
 

Please state: 

Governors
 

Monitor
 

 

• Has this report reviewed the 
Trust’s compliance with: 

Regulators (eg Monitor / CQC)
 

Legal requirements (Acts, HSE, NHS Constitution etc)
 

Equality, Diversity & Human Rights
 

The Trust's sustainability strategy
 

• Is this report 
supported by a 
communications 
plan? 

Yes
 

Not applicable
 

To be developed
 

• Has this report  
(in draft or during 
development) been 
reviewed and 
supported by any 
Board or Executive 
committee within the 
Trust? 

Quality & Governance
 

Audit Committee
 

Finance & Performance
 

ET
 

• Where applicable, briefly 
identify risk issues (including 
any reputation) and cross 
reference to risk register and  
governance committees 

 

• Where applicable, state 
resource requirements: 

Finance:  
Other:  

 
 

NHS Constitution: In determining this matter, the Board should have regard to the Core 
principles contained in the Constitution of: 

• Equality of treatment and access to services 
• High Standards of excellence and professionalism 
• Service user preferences 
• Cross community working 
• Best Value 
• Accountability through local influence and scrutiny 

 

The Board will also have regard to the Trust’s core vision statement:  
“Barnsley Hospital: Providing the best healthcare for all”  

 



KEY Red Date = Financial data available
Red italicised text = Tentative dates
Board of Directors: Papers Workshops
Committees: F&P Q&G Audit
Governors:          

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH
Mon 5 12 19 26 Mon 2 9 16 23 Mon 2 9 16 23 30

Tue 6 13 20 27 Tue 3 10 17 24 Tue 3 10 17 24 31
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm

CoG - F&P
5.30-7pm

CoG - Q&G
5.30-7pm

CoG - F&P
5.30-7pm

Wed 7 14 21 28 Wed 4 11 18 25 Wed 4 11 18 25
Q&G

9-11.30am
Q&G

9-11.30am
Q&G

9-11.30am
Audit
2-5pm

Audit
2-5pm

Thur 1 8 15 22 29 Thur 5 12 19 26 Thur 5 12 19 26
Board
9-1pm

F&P
9-11.30am

Board
9-1pm

F&P
9-11.30am

Board
9-1pm

F&P
9-.11.30am

B/workshop
2-5pm

B/workshop
2-5pm

B/workshop
2-5pm

CoG - Train'g
5.30-7pm

CoG - GM
5.30-7.30

CoG - Train'g
5.30-7pm

Fri 2 9 16 23 30 Fri 6 13 20 27 Fri 6 13 20 27

Sat/Sun 3/4 10/11 17/18 24/25 31 Sat/Sun 1 7/8 14/15 21/22 28/1 Mar Sat/Sun 7/8 14/15 21/22 28/29

APRIL MAY JUNE
Mon 6 13 20 27 Mon 4 11 18 25 Mon 1 8 15 22 29

Tue 7 14 21 28 Tue 5 12 19 26 Tue 2 9 16 23 30
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm

CoG - F&P
5.30-7pm

CoG - Q&G
5.30-7pm

CoG - F&P
5.30-7pm

Wed 1 8 15 22 29 Wed 6 13 20 27 Wed 3 10 17 24
Q&G

2.30-5pm
Q&G

9-11.30am
Q&G

2.30-5pm
Audit

2-5pm

Thur 2 9 16 23 30 Thur 7 14 21 28 Thur 4 11 18 25
Board
9-1pm

Board
9-1pm

F&P
9-11.30am

Board
9-1pm

F&P
9-11.30am

Board
9-1pm

Board
9-1pm

F&P
9-.11.30am

B/workshop
2-5pm

B/workshop
2-5pm

B/workshop
2-5pm

CoG - GM
5.30-7.30

CoG - GM
5.30-7.30

CoG - Train'g
5.30-7pm

CoG - GM
5.30-7.30

CoG - GM
5.30-7.30

Fri 3 10 17 24 Fri 1 8 15 22 29 Fri 5 12 19 26

Sat/Sun 4/5 11/12 18/19 25/26 Sat/Sun 2/3 9/10 16/17 23/24 30/31 Sat/Sun 6/7 13/14 20/21 27/28
Easter Sunday

Perf Review
Full Day

New Year's 
Day

Perf Review
Full Day

Perf Review
Full Day

Perf Review
Full DayGood

Friday

Easter 
Monday

Public
Holiday

Public
Holiday

CORPORATE MEETING SCHEDULE 2015 (v2)

General Meetings Sub-group / training meetings

Board meetings

Perf Review
Full Day

Perf Review
Full Day



JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER AGM/APMM tbc
Mon 6 13 20 27 Mon 3 10 17 24 31 Mon 7 14 21 28

Tue 7 14 21 28 Tue 4 11 18 25 Tue 1 8 15 22 29
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
F&P

9-.11.30am
B/workshop

2.30-5.30
CoG - F&P
5.30-7pm

CoG - Q&G
5.30-7pm

CoG - F&P
5.30-7pm

Wed 1 8 15 22 29 Wed 5 12 19 26 Wed 2 9 16 23 30
Q&G

9-11.30am
Q&G

9-11.30am
Q&G

9-11.30am
Audit
2-5pm

Audit
2-5pm

Thur 2 9 16 23 30 Thur 6 13 20 27 Thur 3 10 17 24
Board
9-1pm

F&P
9-11.30am

Board
9-1pm

F&P
9-11.30am

Board
9-1pm

B/workshop
2-5pm

B/workshop
2-5pm

CoG - Train'g
5.30-7pm

CoG - GM
5.30-7.30

CoG - Train'g
5.30-7pm

Fri 3 10 17 24 31 Fri 7 14 21 28 Fri 4 11 18 25
Perf Review

Full Day

Sat/Sun 4/5 11/12 18/19 25/26 1/2 Aug Sat/Sun 8/9 15/16 22/23 29/30 Sat/Sun 5/6 12/13 19/20 26/27

OCTOBER NOVEMBER BoD= Joint with CoG DECEMBER
Mon 5 12 19 26 Mon 2 9 16 23 30 Mon 7 14 21 28

Tue 6 13 20 27 Tue 3 10 17 24 Tue 1 8 15 22 29
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
ET

9.30-12 pm
F&P

9-.11.30am
B/workshop

2.30-5.30
CoG - F&P
5.30-7pm

CoG - Q&G
5.30-7pm

CoG - F&P
5.30-7pm

Wed 7 14 21 28 Wed 4 11 18 25 Wed 2 9 16 23 30
Q&G

9-11.30am
Q&G

9-11.30am
Q&G

9-11.30am
Audit

2-5pm

Thur 1 8 15 22 29 Thur 5 12 19 26 Thur 3 10 17 24
Board
9-1pm

F&P
9-11.30am

Board
9-1pm

F&P
9-11.30am

Board
9-1pm

B/workshop
2-5pm

B/workshop
2-5pm

CoG - GM
5.30-7.30

CoG - Train'g
5.30-7pm

CoG - GM
5.30-7.30

Fri 2 9 16 23 30 Fri 6 13 20 27 Fri 4 11 18 25

Sat/Sun 3/4 10/11 17/18 24/25 31/1 Nov Sat/Sun 7/8 14/15 21/22 28/29 Sat/Sun 5/6 12/13 19/20 26/27

KEY Red Date = Financial data available
Red italicised text = Tentative dates
Board of Directors: Papers Workshops
Committees: F&P Q&G Audit
Governors:          General Meetings Sub-group / training meetings

Perf Review
Full Day

Perf Review
Full Day

Public
Holiday

Public
Holiday

CORPORATE MEETING SCHEDULE 2015 (v2)
Board meetings

Perf Review
Full Day

Perf Review
Full Day

Perf Review
Full Day

Christmas Day
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SCHEDULE OF ACRONYMS 

Additional acronyms may be added as appropriate/on request 

A  
A&E Accident and Emergency 
A4C / AfC Agenda for Change 

ACCEA Awards Committee for Clinical 
Excellence Awards  

ACE Acute Care of the Eldery 
ACS Additional Clinical Services 
AEC  Ambulatory Emergency Care 
AHP Allied Health Professions 
AHSN Academic Health Science Network 
AMU Acute Medical Unit 
ANP Advance Nurse Practitioner 
AOA  Annual Organisational Audit 
AQuA Advancing Quality Alliance 

ARCP Annual Review of Competence 
Progression 

AUP Acceptable Use Policy 
B  

BAEM British Association of Emergency 
Medicines 

BBE Bare below the elbows 
BCCG Barnsley Clinical Commissioning Group 

BHNFT Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation 
Trust 

BHSS Barnsley Hospital Support Services 
BMA British Medical Association 
BMBC Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council 
BMJ British Medical Journal 
BoD Board of Directors 
BWCC Barnsley Women and Children’s Centre 
C  
CAP Community Acquired Pneumonia 
CASU Controls Assurance Support Unit 
CAUTI Catheter-Associated Urinary Tract 

Infection 
CBU Clinical Business Unit 
CCG Clinical Commissioning Group 
CCU Coronary Care Unit 
C. diff Clostridium Difficile 
CDU Clinical Decision Unit 
CE / CEO Chief Executive / Chief Executive Officer 

CEMACH Confidential Enquiry into Maternal and 
Child Health 

CHAI Commission for Health Audit and 
Improvement  

CHD Coronary Heart Disease 
CHI Commission for Health Improvement 

CHKS CHKS – name of company providing 
statistical/benchmarking data 

CIP Cost Improvement Programme (also 
known as efficiency programme) 

CLAHRC Collaboration for Leadership in Applied 
Health Research and Care 

CLAUDE Clinical Audit Data Base 
CMO Chief Medical Officer 
CMT Clinical Management Team  
CNST Clinical Negligence Scheme for Trusts 
COG Council of Governors 
COO Chief Operating Officer 

COPD Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 

COSHH Control of Substances Hazardous to 
Health 

CPA Clinical Pathology Accreditation 
CPD Continuing Professional Development 
CPE Clinical Performance & Effectiveness 

CPEC Clinical Performance & Effectiveness 
Committee   

CPMS Central Portfolio Management System 
CPT Capital Planning Team   
CQC Care Quality Commission 

CQUIN Commissioning for Quality and 
Innovation 

CRS Commissioner Requested Services 
CSSD Central Sterile Services Department 
CSU Clinical Service Units 
D  
DB Designated Body 
DDA Disability Discrimination Act 
Do ICT Director of ICT 
DoH Department of Health  

DoHR&OD Director of Human Resourses and 
Organisational Development 

Do N&Q Director of Nursing and Quality 
DHSC Directorate of Health & Social Care 
DH  /  DoH   Department of Health 

DIPC Director of Infection Prevention & 
Control 

DMD Divisional Medical Director 
DNA Did Not Attend 
DNAR Do Not Attempt Resusitation 
DPM Department of Psychological Medicine 
DNR Do Not Resusitate 
DSEU Day Surgery & Endoscopy Unit 
E  
EBA Employer Based Awards 

EBITDA Earnings before interest, taxes, 
depreciation and amortisation 

ECIST Emergency Care Intensive Support 
Team 

ECN Emergency Care Network 
ED Emergency Department 
EDD Estimated Date of Discharge 
EDS2 Equality Delivery System 
ENT Ear, Nose & Throat 
EPAP Emergency Pathway Action Plan 
EPR Electronic Patient Records 
EqIA Equality Impact Assessment 
ESR Electronic Staff Record  
ET Executive Team 
EWS Early Warning Score 
EWTR European Working Time Regulation 
F  

FABULOS Fluids, Antibiotics, Blood Cultures, 
Urine, Lactate, Oxygen, Sepsis Six 

FBC Full Business Case 
FCE/FCSE Finished Consultant Episode 
FFCE First Finished Consultant Episode 
FFT Friends and Family Testing 
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FT Foundation Trust 
FTN Foundation Trust Network 
FQA Framework of Quality Assurance 
G  
GMC General Medical Council 
GP General Practitioner 
GUM /  
GU Med Genito-Urinary Medicine 

H  

HAPPY Harmonised Approval Process Pan 
Yorkshire 

HCA Health Care Assistant 
HES Hospital Episode Statistics 
HSE Health & Safety Executive 
H&S Health & Safety 
HDU High Dependency Unit 
HR Human Resources 
HRG Health Resource Group (finance) 
HSC Health Service Circular 
HSMR Hospital Standardised Mortality Ratio 
I  
I&E Income and Expenditure 
ICU  Intensive Care Unit (also known as ITU) 

IFRS International Financial Reporting 
Standards 

IIP Investors in People 
IHP Improving Hospital Partnerships 
IPC Infection Prevention & Contr 
IR1 Incident Reporting form   

IRMER Ionising Radiation - Medical Exposure 
Regulations  

ISS ISS Mediclean – cleaning contractors at 
the Trust  

IT Information Technology 

ITU  Intensive Therapy Unit (also known as 
ICU) 

IV Intravenous  
IWL Improving Working Lives 
J  

JNCC Joint Negotiating and Consultation 
Committee 

JTUC Joint Trade Union Committee 
KL  
KPI Key Performance Indicator 
LA Local Authority 
LCRN Local Clinical Research Network 
LAC Local Awards Committee   
LDP Local Development Plan 
LHC Local Health Community 
LIFT Local Improvement Finance Trust 
LINks Local Involvement Networks 
LOS Length of Stay 
LPMS Local Portfolio Management System 
LRC Learning and Resource Centre 
LTC Long Term Conditions 
M  
M&S Medical & Surgical  
MAG Model Appraisal Guide 
MDA Medical Devices Agency 
MDT Multi-Disciplinary Team  
ME Management Executive   

MHRA Medicines &Medical Healthcare 
Regulatory Agency 

MINAP Myocardial Infarction National Audit 
Programme 

MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
MTAS Medical Training Application Service 
N  

NCEPOD National Confidential Enquiry into 
Perioperative Deaths 

NED Non Executive Director 
NEWS National Early Warning Score 
NHS  National Health Service 
NHSE National Health Service England 
NHSE National Health & Safety Executive 

NHSLA National Health Service Litigation 
Authority 

NORCOM North Derbyshire, South Yorkshire and 
Bassetlaw Commissioning Consortium 

NCISH National Confidential Inquiry into Suicide 
and Homicide  

NICE National Institute for Clinical Excellence 
NIMG NICE Initiation and Monitoring Group 
NIHR National Institute for Health Research 
NPAT National Patients Access Team 
NPSA National Patient Safety Agency 
NRLS National Reporting & Learning System 
NSF National Service Framework 
O  
OBC Outline Business Case 
OH Occupational Health 

OJEC Official Journal of the European 
Communities 

OPERA Older Persons Early Rehabilitation 
Assessment 

OPT Operational Performance Team 
OT Occupatinal Therapy 
PQ  
PA Professional Activities (4 hours) 

PACS Picture Archiving & Communications 
Systems 

PALS Patient Advice & Liaison Services 
PAS Patient Administration System 
PBR / PbR Payment by results (tariff system) 
PCT Primary Care Trust 
PEAT Patient Environment Action Team 
PGME Post Graduate Medical Education 
PIU Planned Investigation Unit 

PLACE Patient Led Assessment of the Care 
Environment 

PMG Performance Management Group  
PPG Patient Participation Group   
PPI Public & Patient Involvement 
PR Public Relations 
PROMS Patient Reported Outcome Measures 
PSM Patient Services Manager 
PTS Patient transport services 
QA Quality Assurance 

QIPP Quality Innovation Prevention & 
Productivity 

QSIEB Quality and Safety Improvement & 
Effectiveness Board 

R  
R&D Research and Development 
RAF Risk Assessment Framework 

RATS Remuneration and Terms of Service
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RCPCH Royal College of Paediatrics and Child 
Health 

RCP Royal College of Physicians 

RFT Rotherham Hospital NHS Foundation 
Trust 

ROCA Register of Controls Assurance 
RPST Risk Pooling Assessment for Trusts 
RST Revalidation Support Team 
RTT Referral to Treatment 
S  
SABS Safety Alert Broadcast System  
SALT Speech and Language Therapy 
SAS Staff and Associate Specialist 
SAU Surgical Administration Unit 

SCH Sheffield Children’s Hospital NHS 
Foundation Trust 

SDA Surgical Decision Area 
SHA Strategic Health Authority  
SHMI Standardise Hospital Mortality Indicators 
SHO Senior House Officer 
SI Serious Incident 
SIFT Service Increment for Training 
SLA / 
SLAM 

Service Level Agreements / Service 
Level Agreement Monitoring 

SOA Strategic Options Analysis 
SUI Serious Untoward Incident 
SoS Secretary of State  

SPA Supporting Professional Activities 
SPC Statistical Process Control 
SpR Specialist Registrar 
SSD Sterile Services Department 
SSR Strategic Services Review 

STH Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS 
Foundation Trust 

STEIS Strategic Health Authority Executive 
Information System 

SYSHA South Yorkshire Strategic Health 
Authority  

SWYPFT South West Yorkshire Partnership 
Foundation Trust 

TUV  

TIGER The Information Governance Education 
Recognition Award 

TWWMIB Together We Will Make It Better 
VDI Virtual Desktop Infrastructure 
VTE VenousThrombo-Embolism 
WXYZ  
WCA Wider Controls Assurance  
WLI Waiting List Initiative 
Wte whole time equivalent 
Y&H Yorkshire & the Humber  
YTD Year to Date 
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